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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with three combinatorial optimization problems for job schedul-

ing, named the MinUsageTime Dynamic Bin Packing problem, the Energy-Efficient Job

Scheduling problem and the Flexible Job Scheduling problem. These problems are moti-

vated by emerging issues arising from cloud computing and energy-efficient computing.

A central theme of these problems is to minimize the server usage time for processing

jobs. In this thesis, we focus on the algorithmic aspects of each problem by proposing

online and approximation algorithms in the online and offline settings respectively.

The MinUsageTime Dynamic Bin Packing problem aims at packing a set of items

arriving and departing over time to minimize the accumulated bin usage time. We study

the problem in three different settings. In the offline setting, the information of all the

items to pack is assumed known, whereas in the online setting, the items must be placed

into bins as they arrive without any knowledge of future item arrivals. The online setting

can be further divided into non-clairvoyant and clairvoyant cases. In the non-clairvoyant

case, the departure time of each item is not known at the time of its arrival and cannot

be used for packing purposes. In the clairvoyant case, the departure time of each item

is known for packing purposes. In this thesis, we first show that the First Fit packing

algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of µ + 3 in the non-clairvoyant online setting,

where µ is the max/min item duration ratio. This competitive ratio closely matches

a known lower bound µ on the competitiveness of any deterministic online algorithm

and shows that First Fit packing is near optimal. In the clairvoyant online setting, we

establish a lower bound of Ω(
√

log µ
log logµ

) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic

online algorithm. We also propose a classify-by-duration strategy, which can be applied

in First Fit packing to achieve a competitive ratio of O(log µ). In the offline setting,

we propose two O(1)-approximation algorithms, including a 5-approximation Duration

Descending First Fit algorithm and a 4-approximation Dual Coloring algorithm.
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The Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem aims at scheduling a set of jobs to min-

imize the energy consumption of the machines used. We assume the following energy

model. When a machine is “on”, its power usage rate is given by a base rate representing

the power consumed by an idle machine plus a variable rate that is proportional to the

machine’s instantaneous load. When a machine is “off”, it does not consume energy.

State transitions between “on” and “off” incur energy overheads. We show that this

Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem is a generalization of the MinUsageTime Dy-

namic Bin Packing problem. In a special case where each job has a unit size equal to the

machine capacity, we propose an optimal offline algorithm and an optimal 2-competitive

online algorithm. For the general case where jobs can have arbitrary sizes, we first es-

tablish a non-trivial lower bound on the optimal solution. Based on this lower bound,

we develop a 5-approximation algorithm in the offline setting. In the non-clairvoyant on-

line setting, we design a Modified First Fit algorithm which is O(µ)-competitive, where

µ is the max/min job processing length ratio. We show that the Modified First Fit

strategy can be adopted to further construct an O(
√

log µ)-competitive algorithm in the

clairvoyant online setting which is asymptotically tight.

The Flexible Job Scheduling problem aims at determining the starting times of flex-

ible jobs that do not have to be started immediately at their arrivals to minimize the

span of all the jobs, where the span is the time duration in which at least one job is

running. In the non-clairvoyant online setting, we first show that no deterministic online

scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio less than µ. Then, we propose two O(µ)-

competitive schedulers: Batch and Batch+. The Batch+ scheduler is proved to have a

tight competitive ratio of µ + 1. In the clairvoyant online setting, we establish a lower

bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online scheduler, and propose

two O(1)-competitive schedulers: Classify-by-Duration Batch+ and Profit. The Profit

scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio of 4 + 2
√

2. These results can be used to ex-

tend the MinUsageTime Dynamic Bin Packing problem to model jobs that have laxity

in starting.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the topic of job scheduling to minimize server usage time.

The topic is motivated by issues arising from cloud computing and energy-efficient com-

puting, both of which become popular and are highly concerned in recent years. Specifi-

cally, we study three combinatorial optimization problems in this thesis: the MinUsage-

Time Dynamic Bin Packing (DBP) problem, the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling prob-

lem and the Flexible Job Scheduling problem. We focus on the algorithmic aspects of the

three problems and consider the online and offline versions of each problem separately.

In the online setting, the inputs are revealed incrementally and the algorithms need to

make decisions without knowing the rest of the inputs. The performance of an online

algorithm is often characterized by its competitive ratio, i.e., the worst-case ratio between

the objective function values of an online solution and an optimal offline solution [20]. We

propose online algorithms and conduct the competitive analysis for the online algorithms.

In the offline setting, the complete problem instance is given and the algorithms need to

produce solutions which meet or optimize the given criteria. Our optimization problems

are mostly NP-hard and hence it is difficult to compute an optimal solution for these

problems in polynomial time. Thus, we focus on proposing approximation algorithms for

the offline version of the problems, which run in polynomial time and are guaranteed

to produce solutions not too far away from the optimal solution. The performance of

an approximation algorithm is often characterized by its approximation ratio, i.e., the

worst-case ratio between the objective function values of an approximate solution and

an optimal solution [74]. In this thesis, we study the aforementioned three problems
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Chapter 1. Introduction

by developing online and approximation algorithms and carry out the competitive and

approximation analysis in the online and offline settings respectively.

The first part of the thesis is concerned with the MinUsageTime DBP problem defined

as follows. We are given a set of items, each specified by a size, an arrival time and a

departure time. Each item is to be placed in a bin upon its arrival and stay in the

bin till its departure. The total size of the items placed in any bin cannot exceed the

bin’s capacity at any time. A bin is opened when it receives the first item and is closed

when all the items in the bin depart. The usage time of a bin is the duration from its

opening to its closing. The target is to pack all the items into bins with the total bin

usage time minimized. The MinUsageTime DBP problem models a server acquisition

and job scheduling problem in cloud computing for monetary cost optimization under

“pay-as-you-go” billing [1]. We study the MinUsageTime DBP problem in Chapter 3.

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling

problem, which aims at scheduling a set of jobs to minimize the energy consumption of

the machines used. We focus on interval jobs, each specified by a size, an arrival time and

a processing length. Once a job arrives, it has to be placed on a machine immediately to

run for a period of its processing length without interruption. Each machine has a fixed

capacity such that the total size of the jobs running on it cannot exceed its capacity at any

time. When a machine is “on”, its power usage rate is given by a base rate representing

the power consumed by an idle machine plus a variable rate that is proportional to

the machine’s instantaneous load. When a machine is “off”, it does not consume energy.

State transitions between “on” and “off” incur energy overheads. As shall be shown later,

the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem is a generalization of the MinUsageTime

DBP problem. We study the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in Chapter 4.

The third part of the thesis is concerned with the Flexible Job Scheduling problem.

The input of this problem is a set of jobs, each having an arrival time, a starting deadline

and a processing length. Each job has to be started by the scheduler between its arrival

and its starting deadline. Once started, the job runs for a period of the processing length

without interruption. The target is to minimize the span of all the jobs, i.e., the time

duration in which at least one job is running. The Flexible Job Scheduling problem can

be used to extend the MinUsageTime DBP problem to model jobs that have laxity in

starting. We study the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in Chapter 5.

2



Chapter 1. Introduction

In the rest of this chapter, we first present some application scenarios of the above

problems in Section 1.1. Next, in Section 1.2, we introduce some basics of approximation

algorithms and online algorithms. Finally, in Section 1.3, we give an outline and the

main results of the thesis.

1.1 Applications

Cloud Computing Cloud-based systems often face the problem of dispatching jobs to

run on cloud servers. In a typical scenario, each cloud server has a fixed capacity of

computational resources. Each job requires a certain amount of computational resources

to run on a cloud server from its arrival time to its departure time. Since the total

resource demand of the jobs running on a server cannot exceed its capacity, a limited

number of jobs can be processed concurrently on each cloud server. Thus, a sufficient

number of cloud servers need to be acquired to handle a given set of jobs. On the other

hand, a cloud server rented from public clouds such as Amazon EC2 is normally charged

according to its running hours by “pay-as-you-go” billing [1]. Therefore, to minimize

the total renting cost, it is equivalent to minimize the total running hours of the cloud

servers. Such a server acquisition and job dispatching problem can be modeled exactly

by the MinUsageTime DBP problem, where the jobs and cloud servers correspond to the

items and bins respectively.

A typical application of the above job dispatching problem is cloud gaming [67]. Cloud

gaming is a promising application of the rapidly expanding cloud computing infrastruc-

ture and has attracted a large amount of interests among entrepreneurs and researchers.

In a cloud gaming system, games are run and rendered on cloud servers. Players interact

with the games via networked thin clients [41,54]. Running each game instance demands

a certain amount of GPU resources. When a playing request is received, it should be

immediately assigned to a cloud server that has enough GPU resources to run the re-

quested game instance. Several game instances can share the same cloud server provided

that the server’s GPU resources are not saturated. Each game instance keeps running on

the assigned server until the player stops the game. Migrating a game instance from one

server to another during its execution is usually not allowed due to interruption to game

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

play. To serve numerous playing requests in an online manner, cloud gaming providers

such as GaiKai [2] and OnLive [3] rent a large number of servers from public clouds to

run game instances [71]. Then, a natural issue faced by the cloud gaming provider is

how to dispatch the playing requests to cloud servers in an online manner to minimize

the total renting cost of the servers used.

Here we use an example to illustrate the above issue. Suppose the renting cost rate

of cloud servers is 1 and each cloud server can serve at most 10 requests concurrently.

Since the gaming provider generally does not know when a player will quit the game,

the ending time of a request is not known at its arrival and thus cannot be used for

its dispatching purpose. Suppose 1000 requests arrive at the same time 0. An intuitive

greedy strategy is to rent exactly 100 cloud servers for serving these requests. For every

10 requests dispatched to the same cloud server, suppose 9 players quit the game at time

1 and only one player quits the game at time 100. Then, each cloud server has a usage

time of 100, so the total renting cost is 10000. However, an optimal dispatching strategy

is to use one server to run all the requests with the ending time 100 and use 99 servers

to run the remaining requests. In this way, the total renting cost is only 199. We can see

that there is a huge gap between the actual cost and the minimum cost.

The following questions arise naturally based on the above example:

1. When dispatching jobs in an online manner with the ending time of each job not

known at its arrival, does there exist a job dispatching strategy that can guarantee

to produce the minimum server usage time or a usage time bounded by a constant

times the minimum server usage time?

2. If the above strategy does not exist, what would be the performance bound of an

online job dispatching strategy?

3. How can a good job dispatching strategy be designed to optimize the performance

of a job dispatching strategy?

4. In the case that jobs need to be dispatched in an online manner with the ending

time of each job known at its arrival, what are the answers to the above questions?

4



Chapter 1. Introduction

We shall answer these questions in Chapter 3.

Energy-Efficient Computing Energy management in computing servers and data

centers has become a key issue faced by industries. It is observed that up to 50% budget

of a data center is invested on electricity costs, and about 1.5% of the total electricity

worldwide is used by data centers nowadays [73]. Moreover, it is seen that the servers of a

data center are typically utilized only 20-40% of the time [7,16]. Barroso and Hölzle [16]

showed that the power usage rate of an “on” server follows a linear model that includes

a base component representing the power consumed by an idle server and a variable

component proportional to the server’s load. The base component can be as high as

the peak of the variable component. Thus, keeping servers “on” when they do not have

work to do can lead to substantial waste of energy. A widely used strategy for energy

conservation is to switch the servers off (or convert them to sleep states) when they are

not in use. While powering idle servers down can save energy, the servers will have to

be powered up again when they are needed for processing new jobs. State transitions

themselves also incur non-negligible energy overheads. Therefore, it is important to

schedule jobs in the servers and manage the server states in an effective way to minimize

the energy consumption of the servers. Motivated by such issues, we study the Energy-

Efficient Job Scheduling problem in this thesis.

1.2 Approximation Algorithms and Online Algorithms

We begin with the concept of an optimization problem, which can be either a min-

imization problem or a maximization problem. A minimization problem is defined as

follows. Given an input I and a cost function c, a set of feasible solutions F (I) is as-

sociated with the input I and each feasible solution O ∈ F (I) is associated with a cost

c(I, O). The minimization problem is concerned with finding a feasible solution with the

minimum cost [20]. Similarly, given any input I of a maximization problem, each feasible

solution O ∈ F (I) is associated with a weight w(I, O). The target of the maximization

problem is to find a feasible solution with the maximum weight.

Algorithms for solving an optimization problem are general, precise, step-by-step

procedures which produce feasible solutions given any instance. Specifically for a min-

imization problem, given any input I, an algorithm ALG computes a feasible solution

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

ALG[I] ∈ F (I) associated with its cost ALG(I) = c(I, ALG[I]). An optimal algorithm

OPT is the algorithm which satisfies for any input I,

OPT (I) = min
O∈F (I)

c(I, O).

It is well known that for many optimization problems, an optimal algorithm may

be extremely time-consuming due to the computational complexity. The class of NP-

complete problems represents a large collection of such problems, which are all related in

the sense that the existence of a polynomial-time optimal algorithm for any one of them

implies the polynomial-time solvability for the whole class [37]. So far, no polynomial-

time optimal algorithm for any NP-complete problem is known. As an alternative, re-

searchers relax the requirement of finding an optimal solution for these problems and

focus on proposing approximation algorithms, which run in polynomial time and

are guaranteed to produce a cost not too far away from the optimal solution [74, 75].

Formally, a ρ-approximation algorithm ALG for a minimization problem satisfies

ALG(I) ≤ ρ ·OPT (I)

for any instance I. The parameter ρ is called the approximation ratio or approxi-

mation factor of ALG. Similarly, a 1/ρ-approximation algorithm for a maximization

problem satisfies

ALG(I) ≥ 1

ρ
·OPT (I)

for any instance I.

Besides the offline setting in which the complete input is given, an optimization prob-

lem can also be studied in the online setting. In the online setting, the input is revealed

incrementally. An algorithm must make a sequence of decisions based on partial input

without the knowledge of the rest of the input. Each decision made has an impact on the

final quality of the algorithm’s output. Such algorithms are called online algorithms.

A deterministic online algorithm is an algorithm which, given a particular input,

always makes the same decision. A randomized online algorithm, on the other hand,

employs a degree of randomness in its logic and can make different decisions based on

the same partial input. In this thesis, we focus on deterministic online algorithms.

6



Chapter 1. Introduction

A standard approach to study the performance of an online algorithm is called com-

petitive analysis [20]. Formally, for an online minimization problem, a ρ-competitive

online algorithm ALG satisifes

ALG(I) ≤ ρ ·OPT (I)

for any instance I. The parameter ρ is known as the competitive ratio of the online

algorithm ALG. A ρ-competitive online algorithm for an online maximization problem

can be defined similarly.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

We now give an outline of the thesis and its main results.

In Chapter 3, we study the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant and

clairvoyant online settings as well as the offline setting:

1. In the non-clairvoyant online setting, the departure time of an item is not known

when it arrives and thus cannot be used for packing purposes. We show that no

Any Fit packing algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 4µ+3
µ+2

when

µ < 1+
√

5
2

and less than µ + 1 when µ ≥ 1+
√

5
2

. Here, µ represents the max/min

item duration ratio among all the items to pack. We also show that the First Fit

packing algorithm, a particular Any Fit packing algorithm, achieves a competitive

ratio of µ+ 3 in this setting.

2. In the clairvoyant online setting, the departure time of an item is known when

it arrives and can be used for packing purposes. We establish a lower bound of

Ω
(√

logµ
log logµ

)
on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm. We

also introduce a classify-by-duration strategy which can be applied in First Fit

packing to achieve a competitive ratio of O(log µ) in this setting.

3. In the offline setting, the information of all the items to pack is assumed known

before the packing process. We propose two O(1)-approximation algorithms in this

setting, including a 5-approximation Duration Descending First Fit algorithm and

a 4-approximation Dual Coloring algorithm.

7
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In Chapter 4, we study the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem:

1. We first consider a special case of the problem, where each job has a unit size

equal to the machine capacity so that each machine can run at most one job at any

time. We propose an optimal algorithm in the offline setting and a 2-competitive

online algorithm in the online setting. An instance is constructed to show that no

deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2 and thus

prove that our online algorithm is optimal.

2. Next, we consider the general case of the problem, where jobs can have arbitrary

sizes such that each machine can run multiple jobs concurrently provided that the

total size of these jobs does not exceed the machine capacity. We show that the

general case is an extension of the MinUsageTime DBP problem by including the

energy overheads for powering machines up and down. We study the general case

in the offline, non-clairvoyant online and clairvoyant online settings respectively.

In the offline setting, we propose a 5-approximation algorithm based on the Dual

Coloring algorithm introduced in Chapter 3. In the non-clairvoyant online setting,

we propose a Modified First Fit algorithm which is O(µ)-competitive for the general

case (where µ is the max/min job processing length ratio) and is O(1)-competitive

when each job has a processing length for which the base energy consumption of

a machine is no larger than the energy cost to power up a machine. We finally

show that the Modified First Fit algorithm can be adopted to further construct

an asymptotically tight O(
√

log µ)-competitive algorithm in the clairvoyant online

setting.

In Chapter 5, we study the Flexible Job Scheduling problem:

1. We first study the problem in the non-clairvoyant online setting. We show that

no deterministic online scheduler (algorithm) can achieve a competitive ratio less

than µ, where µ is max/min job processing length ratio. We propose two O(µ)-

competitive schedulers: Batch and Batch+. The Batch scheduler achieves a com-

petitive ratio between 2µ and 2µ + 1, and the Batch+ scheduler achieves a tight

competitive ratio of µ+1. We also consider a special case in which all the jobs have

8
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the same laxity. We show that in this special case, no deterministic online sched-

uler can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2, and the Batch scheduler achieves

a tight competitive ratio of 3.

2. Next, we study the problem in the clairvoyant online setting. We establish a lower

bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online scheduler. We

propose two O(1)-competitive schedulers: Classify-by-Duration Batch+ and Profit.

We show that the Classify-by-Duration Batch+ scheduler achieves a competitive

ratio of 7 + 2
√

6, and the Profit scheduler achieves a competitive ratio of 4 + 2
√

2.

3. Finally, we show that the algorithmic results of the Flexible Job Scheduling problem

can be applied to generalize the MinUsageTime DBP problem to model flexible jobs

that have laxity in starting. For the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem, we

propose an O(µ)-competitive algorithm in the non-clairvoyant online setting and

an O(log µ)-competitive algorithm in the clairvoyant online setting.

Besides the above three chapters, Chapter 2 of the thesis reviews the related work,

and Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and outlines some future research directions.

9



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we introduce the previous work related to the problems studied in this

thesis, most of which focus on the topic of interval scheduling. The most defining char-

acteristic of the interval scheduling problems is that each job must be started imme-

diately at its arrival and run continuously without interruption until it departs. So,

each job can be interpreted as an interval. Such a simple model is widely adopted by a

large number of problems in operations research and computer science, like flight/vehicle

scheduling, transport assignment between terminals, bandwidth allocation of communi-

cation channels and so on. In this thesis, the MinUsageTime DBP problem and the

Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem also adopt this interval job model, while the

Flexible Job Scheduling problem considers a variant of the interval job model. Thus, we

review several classical optimization problems of interval scheduling, and summarize the

algorithmic results for each problem. Figure 2.1 illustrates all the problems discussed in

this chapter.

2.1 The Basic Interval Scheduling Problem

We start by introducing the basic interval scheduling problem defined as follows: we are

given n interval jobs, where each job J has an interval I(J) = [I(J)−, I(J)+) for its

execution. A machine can run at most one job at any time, so that any two overlapping

interval jobs (i.e., J and J ′ with I(J)
⋂
I(J ′) 6= ∅) cannot be scheduled on the same

machine. Job execution is not allowed to be interrupted, i.e., if a job J is placed on a

machine, J has to run on this machine throughout the time interval I(J). There are

10
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Figure 2.1: Relationships between the optimization problems discussed in the chapter

two versions of the basic interval scheduling problem: a cost minimization version and a

revenue maximization version. In the cost minimization problem, all the jobs are to be

scheduled on machines and the target is to minimize the number of machines used for

processing all the jobs. In the revenue maximization problem, the number of machines

available is limited. Each job J is associated with a weight w(J). The target is to choose

a subset of jobs to be scheduled on the given machines with their total weight maximized.

We introduce the algorithmic results for these two problems in this section.

2.1.1 Offline Setting

The cost minimization problem is rather easy to solve: a simple greedy strategy is enough

to compute an optimal solution. Suppose all the jobs are sorted in the order of their

arrivals. The greedy strategy schedules jobs one after another. The first job, of course,

is scheduled onto a new machine. To schedule any subsequent job J , if there exists at

least one available machine (i.e., no job is running on it at time I(J)−) ever used before,

the algorithm arbitrarily chooses one such machine for processing J . Otherwise, it starts

a new machine for processing J . By induction it is easy to prove the optimality. This

greedy strategy can be applied in an online setting.

The revenue maximization problem is not so easy. In a special case where only one

machine is available and the jobs are unweighted (i.e., each job is associated with the same

weight and thus the target is equivalent to maximizing the number of jobs chosen), there

11
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exists an optimal algorithm based on a last-fit greedy strategy. All the jobs are sorted in

the order of their departures and scheduled one by one. The first job is directly chosen

and placed onto the given machine. Any subsequent job is chosen and placed onto the

machine if it does not overlap with any job already placed. The optimality of this strategy

can also be verified by induction. When only one machine is available and the jobs are

weighted, selecting a subset of jobs to maximize the total weight is equivalent to finding

the maximum-weight independent set in an interval graph. A dynamic programming

strategy running in O(n2) time can be applied to find the optimal solution.

For the general case of the revenue maximization problem, Arkin and Silverberg [6]

formulated it as a binary linear program and showed that the constraint matrix is totally

unimodular, thereby proving that the problem is polynomially solvable. Based on a

minimum cost flow transformation, they proposed a O(n2 log n)-time algorithm given

any number of machines available. The main idea is to delete a subset of low-weight jobs

such that all remaining cliques in the interval graph have sizes bounded by the number of

machines. Here, a clique in the interval graph represents a set of jobs that share at least

one common time point (i.e., there exists a time point t such that every job’s interval

contains t). Bouzina and Emmonss [21] developed a more efficient O(mn log n)-time

algorithm, since the number of machines available m is smaller than the number of the

jobs n in any non-trivial problem instances.

2.1.2 Online Setting

Now, we introduce the online version of the revenue maximization problem with one

machine available. In the online setting, whether to accept a job has to be decided

immediately when it arrives without knowing future job arrivals. Once accepted, no

other job can be accepted before this job departs. Obviously, no deterministic online

algorithm can achieve a bounded competitive ratio. Even for the unweighted case, any

deterministic online strategy can hardly be interesting: on one hand, no deterministic

online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than µ, where µ is the max/min job

length ratio; on the other hand, a simple greedy strategy which always accepts a job if

the machine is available at its arrival already yields a competitive ratio of dµe. Existing

work has focused on developing randomized online algorithms. In a special case where
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the weight of each job is proportional to its length, Lipton and Tomkins [57] proposed a

2-competitive online algorithm when each job has a length of either 1 or k (k > 1) and

showed that no online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better than 2 in this case.

Based on this 2-competitive algorithm, they further proposed a O(log µ)1+ε)-competitive

online algorithm when jobs can have arbitrary lengths, where ε is a positive value that

can be arbitrarily small. They also showed that no O(log µ)-competitive online algorithm

exists, which suggests that the O(log µ)1+ε)-competitive online algorithm is near optimal.

Some work studied the revenue maximization problem with abortion. To accept an

incoming job, the abortion technique can terminate the execution of an accepted job

and discard its weight. Such a technique is useful when a more profitable job arrives

and there is already an accepted job running on the machine. The target of the online

problem becomes to maximize the accepted jobs which finish their executions without

interruption. For the unweighted case, Faigle and Nawijn [33] proposed an optimal

algorithm based on a last-fit greedy strategy: accept a job J if the machine is available

when it arrives. If a job J ′ is running on the machine at J ’s arrival and I(J)+ < I(J ′)+,

J ′ is aborted for accepting J . This idea can also be extended to handle the problem

with multiple machines available. In a special case where each job’s weight is exactly its

length, Baruah et al. [17] proposed a 4-competitive deterministic online algorithm. They

also showed that no deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less

than 4, which suggests the optimality of their online algorithm. Seiden [69] improved the

competitiveness by proposing a (2 +
√

3)-competitive randomized online algorithm.

Another version of the online revenue maximization problem is to consider each job as

a connection request between two nodes along a line network P (V,E). This can be used

to model an online virtual circuit routing problem arising in communication networks

and is also known as the online call control problem. Here, the arriving sequence of the

requests can be unrelated to the left endpoints of the intervals. Once a request J is

accepted, any future request using any edge e ∈ I(J) must be dropped. Note that the

line network is given in advance and has a fixed length in the online call control problem,

which is different from the earlier version where the timeline can be extended to infinity.

For the unweighted case of the online call control problem, Awerbuch et al. [9] es-

tablished a lower bound of Ω(|V |) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online
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algorithm. They also proposed a O(log |V |)-competitive randomized online algorithm

based on a “classify and randomly select” strategy. Finally, they established a lower

bound of Ω(log |V |) on the competitive ratio of any online algorithm, which implies the

optimality of their randomized online algorithm.

There are also several studies on the online call control problem with abortion. For

the unweighted case, Garay et al. [36] proposed an asymptotically tight O(log |V |)-
competitive deterministic online algorithm. In a special case where each request’s weight

is given by its length, they proposed an optimal (2+
√

5)-competitive deterministic online

algorithm.

2.2 Interval Scheduling on Non-Identical Machines

In this section, we introduce a variant of the basic interval scheduling problem such

that the machines used for processing jobs are non-identical. This variant also has a

cost minimization version and a revenue maximization version. In the cost minimization

problem, we are given m machine types, such that using a machine of type i (1 ≤ i ≤ m)

costs ci. Each job J can only be processed by a subset of machine types. The target is

to minimize the total cost of the machines used to process a given set of jobs. In the

revenue maximization problem, we are directly given m machines. Each job is specified

by a weight and a subset of these machines on which it can be processed. The target is

to select jobs to be processed by the given machines with their total weight maximized.

The cost minimization problem is equivalent to the classical set cover problem [19]. A

simple reduction is as follows. Suppose all the jobs are non-overlapping with each other,

so that at most one machine of each type is needed. Let the set elements be the given n

jobs. Let the collection of subsets be the m machine types, with each subset i containing

all the jobs that can be processed by machine type i and having a cost ci. In this way,

minimizing the total cost for processing all the jobs is exactly finding a minimum-cost set

cover from the collection of subsets. It is well known that the set cover problem admits

logarithmic approximability [34]. Bhatia et al. [19] studied two special cases of the cost

minimization problem, which have applications in bandwidth trading and wavelength

assignment in optical line systems. One case is called cost minimization with machine

time intervals, and the other is called cost minimization with machine strengths.
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In cost minimization with machine time intervals, machine types are defined by time

intervals. Each machine type i is associated with an available time interval Qi and can

only accommodate the jobs with their intervals fully contained in Qi. Bhatia et al. [19]

focused on designing approximation algorithms for this problem. Based on the linear

programming relaxation and the primal-dual technique, they proposed a 3-approximation

algorithm for the weighted case where machine costs are arbitrary and a 2-approximation

algorithm for the unweighted case where all machine types have the same cost. They

also showed how to extend their algorithms to a prize collection version, where it is not

necessary to schedule all the jobs but there is a penalty to pay if a job is discarded.

In cost minimization with machine strengths, there is a linear order of strengths

defined on the machine types, such that a job that can be processed by a machine

type can also be processed by a stronger machine type. Of course, the higher strength

a machine has, the higher cost it has. Bhatia et al. [19] proposed a 2-approximation

algorithm for this problem based on some simple combinatorial lower bounds.

Finally, we introduce the revenue maximization problem. Bouzina and Emmonss [21]

showed that this problem is NP-hard through a reduction from the 3-SAT problem. In

the 3-SAT problem, we are given m boolean variables, v1, . . . , vm and r clauses C1, . . . , Cr,

with each clause consisting of three literals. A literal is either a variable or its negation.

The target is to find a truth assignment to each variable such that each clause contains

at least one true literal. In the reduction, a job Aj = [j − 1, j) is defined for each clause

Cj, and a job Bi = [0, r) is defined for each variable vi. Suppose two machines Mi and

M̄i can be used to process Bi, and machine Mi (M̄i) can process Aj if vi (v̄i) is a literal

in clause Cj. In this way, a feasible schedule exists for all jobs if and only if there is a

truth assignment for the 3-SAT instance. Bar-Noy et al. [15] implied a 2-approximation

algorithm for the revenue maximization problem. Bhatia et al. [19] improved the result

by proposing a e
e−1

-approximation algorithm.

All the work discussed is Section 2.1 and 2.2 assumes that each machine can process

only one job at a time. In contrast, in this thesis, we consider machines that can process

multiple jobs concurrently. Moreover, instead of assuming a static and fixed cost for

using each machine, we focus on the usage time of each machine which is determined by

the jobs assignd to it. Our target is to minimize the total usage time of the machines

used.
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2.3 Dynamic Storage Allocation Problem and Dy-

namic Bin Packing Problem

In this section, we introduce the Dynamic Storage Allocation problem [37] and the Dy-

namic Bin Packing problem [31], both of which generalize the cost minimization version

of the basic interval scheduling problem.

In the Dynamic Storage Allocation (DSA) problem, we are given a set of jobs J ,

with each job J ∈ J specified by an interval I(J) and an integer size s(J). An allocation

α is defined as a mapping from J to nonnegative integers N, such that for any two

different jobs Ji, Jj ∈ J , either I(Ji) and I(Jj) are disjoint or [α(Ji), α(Ji) + s(Ji)) and

[α(Jj), α(Jj)+s(Jj)) are disjoint. The target is to find an allocation α with maxJ∈J α(J)+

s(J) minimized. A natural geometrical definition of DSA is to treat each job as a rectangle

(horizontally ranging over a fixed interval I(J) and vertically having a integer height

s(J)). The set of rectangles J is to be packed into a horizontal stripe of minimum height

by sliding the rectangles vertically but not horizontally, such that no two rectangles can

overlap with each other. DSA is used to model the memory allocation for arrays in

computer programs [47], where the size of a job represents the dimension of an array and

the job’s interval represents the period during which this array is active. The objective

of DSA is equivalent to determining the minimum amount of memory needed such that

each array can be allocated continuous memory sub-blocks during its active interval and

no two arrays active at the same time are assigned overlapping sub-blocks.

Garey and Johnson [37] showed that the offline version of DSA is NP-complete, even

if the size of each job is either 1 or 2. Thus, existing work focused on proposing approx-

imation algorithms for DSA. An instance of DSA is called aligned if the size of each job

is a power of 2. Based on a First Fit coloring algorithm designed for weighted interval

graph coloring, Kierstead [47] designed a 40-approximation algorithm for any aligned in-

stance of DSA, which implied a 80-approximation algorithm for DSA. Later, Slusarek [72]

and Kierstead [48] independently proposed approximation algorithms to achieve a better

approximation ratio of 6. Based on a 2-allocation technique, Gergov [38, 39] designed a

new approximation algorithm, which further improved the approximation ratio to 3. The

current best approximation algorithm is designed by Buchsbaum et al. [22] based on a
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boxing technique, which achieves an approximation ratio of 2 + ε, where ε is a positive

value that can be arbitrarily small.

For the online version of DSA, the allocation α on a job must be determined at its

arrival with no information of the jobs arriving in the future. Robson [64,65] established

a lower bound of Ω(logω) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm,

where ω is the max/min job size ratio. He also proposed an optimal O(logω)-competitive

online algorithm. Later in [66], he showed that the classical First Fit algorithm also

achieves a competitive ratio of Θ(logω). Based on a segregated storage method which

partitions the memory into blocks with each block only serving the requests with similar

sizes, Luby et al. [58] showed that the First Fit algorithm achieves a competitive ratio

of Θ(min{log κ, logω}), where κ is the maximum number of concurrently running re-

quests. By applying a “classification on job length” strategy, Naor et al. [60] proposed a

O(min{log µ, logω})-competitive online algorithm, where µ represents the max/min job

length ratio.

In the Dynamic Bin Packing (DBP) problem, we are given a set of items arriving

and departing over time. Each item is specified by a size no larger than 1. All the

items are to be packed into a minimum number of bins with unit capacity, such that

the total size of the items placed in any bin never exceeds 1 at any time. Since DBP

generalizes the classical bin packing problem, many classical bin packing algorithms can

be directly applied to DBP. Coffman et al. [31] studied the competitiveness of the First

Fit packing algorithm and showed that First Fit packing achieves a competitive ratio

between 2.75 and 2.897. Besides, they also showed that no online packing algorithm can

achieve a competitive ratio less than 2.5 against an optimal offline adversary that can

repack items at any time for free. Chan et al. [24] studied a special case of DBP in

which each item’s size is a multiple of 1
k

for some given integer k. They showed that no

online packing algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2.428 and any Any

Fit packing algorithm achieves a competitive ratio no less than 3. They also showed that

First Fit packing achieves a competitive ratio between 2.45 and 2.492. Ivkovic et al. [43]

studied a more general problem called the fully DBP problem where the online algorithm

is also allowed to repack items at any time for free. They proposed a 1.25-competitive

online algorithm for this problem.
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In essence, DBP generalizes the cost minimization version of the basic interval schedul-

ing problem by assuming each job has an arbitrary size. Standard DBP does not consider

the duration of bin usage. Consequently, an optimal solution to DBP may incur a large

amount of unnecessary bin usage time. Consider an instance in which 2n items arrive at

the same time 0. Among these items, n items have the same size 1 − 1
n

and the same

departure time 1, while the other n items have the same size 1
n

and the same departure

time n > 1. An optimal DBP solution for this instance is to use n bins to pack all the

items, which however would incur a total bin usage time of n2. To minimize the total bin

usage time for packing all the items, an optimal solution is to pack pack all the items of

size 1
n

into one bin and pack each item of size 1 − 1
n

into a separate bin. In this way, a

total bin usage time is only 2n, but there are n+1 bins used. We can see that in terms of

bin usage time, the ratio between these two packing solutions is n2

2n
, which can be made

arbitrarily large when n goes towards infinity. This suggests that a good packing solution

for standard DBP can be very bad for minimizing the total bin usage time. Thus, we

need new algorithms and analysis for the dynamic bin packing problem to minimize the

total bin usage time. In Chapter 3 of this thesis, we shall study a variant of DBP called

the MinUsageTime DBP problem, which aims at packing a set of items to minimize the

accumulated bin usage time.

2.4 Bandwidth Allocation Problem and Storage Al-

location Problem

In this section, we introduce the Bandwidth Allocation Problem [62] and the Storage

Allocation Problem [13].

In the Bandwidth Allocation Problem (BAP), we are given a set of jobs J , with each

job J ∈ J specified by an interval I(J), a size s(J) ∈ (0, 1] and a weight w(J). The

target is to choose a maximum-weight subset J ′ such that at any time, the total size

of the jobs in J ′ never exceeds 1. Note that when each job has the same size 1, BAP

reduces to the revenue maximization version of the basic interval scheduling problem with

one machine available. In the offline setting, it is easy to prove the NP-hardness of BAP

through a reduction from the classical knapsack problem. Phillips et al. [62] proposed a 6-

approximation algorithm. Based on the local ratio technique, Bar-Noy et al. [13] proposed
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a 3-approximation algorithm. Calinescu et al. [23] proposed a randomized approximation

algorithm, which achieves the current best approximation ratio of 2 + ε. Besides, they

also proposed a 3-approximation deterministic algorithm based on the coloring algorithm

designed by Phillips et al. [62]. Chen et al. [26] proposed a 3-approximation algorithm

for a special case where the weight of each job J is given by its “area” len(I(J))× s(J).

In the online setting, Bar-Noy et al. [14] proposed a 2
1−2δ

-competitive algorithm when

each job has a size bounded by δ ≤ 1
2
. They also proposed a 2+

√
5

1−δ -competitive algorithm

when each job has a size bounded by δ.

In the Storage Allocation Problem (SAP), each job J is also specified by an interval

I(J), a size s(J) ∈ (0, 1] and a weight w(J). The target is also to choose a maximum-

weight subset J ′ from a given set of jobs J . Different from BAP, an allocation α, which

is a mapping from J ′ to [0, 1), must be determined, such that α(J) + s(J) ≤ 1 holds

for any job J ∈ J ′, and for any two different jobs Ji, Jj ∈ J ′, either I(Ji) and I(Jj)

are disjoint or [α(Ji), α(Ji) + s(Ji)) and [α(Jj), α(Jj) + s(Jj)) are disjoint. Obviously,

a feasible subset J ′ in SAP must be feasible in BAP, but not vice versa. It is also

easy to see that SAP shares some similarities with DSA: both problems can be seen as

a rectangle packing problem in which each rectangle can only be moved vertically but

not horizontally. SAP can be seen as a revenue maximization variant of DSA. In the

offline setting, Bar-Noy et al. [13] designed a 7-approximation algorithm based on the

3-approximation BAP algorithm and the 2-allocation technique introduced in [38, 39].

Chen et al. [26] considered a special case of SAP where each job’s size is a multiple of

1
k

for some given integer k. They developed a O(nk+1kk)-time dynamic programming

algorithm to solve this case. In addition, they also proposed a ( e
e−1

+ ε)-approximation

algorithm when each job’s size is O(1)
k

.

2.5 Machine Minimization Problem and Real-Time

Scheduling Problem

In this section, we introduce the machine minimization problem [63] and the real-time

scheduling problem [15], both of which adopt a flexible job model to generalize the basic

interval scheduling problem. In this model, each job J is specified by an arrival time
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a(J), a deadline d(J) and a processing length p(J), such that J has to run for p(J) time

units continuously on a machine during the time interval [a(J), d(J)). The time interval

[a(J), d(J)) is known as J ’s window and d(J)−a(J)− p(J) is known as J ’s laxity. If the

laxity of a flexible job is non-zero, the job does not have to be placed onto a machine and

start its execution immediately at its arrival. If the laxity is zero, a flexible job reduces

to an interval job. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, we also consider a problem adopting this

flexible job model.

In the machine minimization problem [63], a set of n flexible jobs is to be processed

on a minimum number of machines, such that at most one job is running on any machine

at any time. In the offline setting, Chuzhoy and Naor [29] studied the approximability of

the machine minimization problem. Raghavan and Tompson [63] proposed a O( logn
log logn

)-

approximation algorithm by formulating any given instance as a linear program and

finding a feasible solution through the randomized rounding technique. Chuzhoy et al.

[28] confirmed that the natural linear programming formulation for this problem has an

integrality gap of Θ( logn
log logn

). To further improve the approximation, they strengthened

the natural linear programming relaxation in a recursive manner by forbidding certain

configurations which are infeasible in an integral solution, and proposed a O(
√

logn
log logn

)-

approximation algorithm. So far, no O(1)-approximation algorithm has been found for

the machine minimization problem. In the online setting, Saha [68] established a lower

bound of Ω(log µ) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm and

proposed an optimal O(log µ)-competitive online algorithm, where µ is the max/min job

processing length ratio. Devanur et al. [32] studied online machine minimization when

each job has the same processing length. They proposed a e-competitive online algorithm

and showed that no deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio better

than e in this case.

In the real-time scheduling problem [15], each job J is associated with an arrival a(J),

a deadline d(J), a processing length p(J) and a weight w(J). The target is to choose

a maximum-weight subset of jobs to be processed on a given number of machines, such

that at most one job is running on any machine at any time. For the unweighted case

with one machine available, Bar-Noy et al. [15] showed that a simple greedy strategy is

2-approximate: once the machine becomes idle, choose the flexible job that can finish
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first among all the pending jobs. For the unweighted case with m machine available,

they proposed a (1+1/m)m

(1+1/m)m−1
-approximation strategy by recursively applying the above

strategy to schedule jobs onto each machine one after another. Later, Chuzhoy [30]

proposed an improved e
e−1

-approximation algorithm for the unweighted case with one

machine available. For the weighted case, Bar-Noy et al. [15] proposed a 2-approximation

algorithm when one machine is available and a 3-approximation algorithm when multiple

machines are available. Later, based on the local ratio and primal-dual techniques, Bar-

Noy et al. [13] and Berman and DasGupta [18] independently proposed 2-approximation

algorithms for the weighted case with multiple machines available.

The machine minimization problem and the real-time scheduling problem also have

preemptive versions, which allow each job J to be preempted on a machine and resume

its execution later on the same or any other machine to complete its processing length

within its window. Horn [40] showed that the preemptive machine minimization prob-

lem can be solved in polynomial time via the minimum cost flow technique. For the

semi-online version of this problem where the optimal number of machines used for an

instance is known before online scheduling, Phillips et al. [61] established a lower bound

of Ω(1) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm. They also showed

that the Least Laxity First algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of O(log µ), where µ

represents the max/min job processing length ratio. Besides, they also showed that the

Earliest Deadline First algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of Ω(log µ). Chen et al. [27]

proposed a O(logm)-competitive online algorithm for this semi-online version, where m

denotes the optimal number of machines used for scheduling all the jobs. Recently, Azar

and Cohen [11] proposed an improved O( logm
log logm

)-competitive online algorithm. For the

preemptive real-time scheduling problem, Lawler [51] proposed a polynomial time algo-

rithm via the dynamic programming technique to solve the unweighted case given only

one machine available. Based on this technique, they proposed a pseudo-polynomial al-

gorithm for the general case with multiple machines available. Later, Lawler et al. [52]

proved the NP-hardness of this problem.
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The MinUsageTime Dynamic Bin
Packing Problem

In this chapter, we study the MinUsageTime Dynamic Bin Packing (DBP) problem

defined as follows. We are given a set of items, each specified by a size, an arrival time

and a departure time. The items are to be packed into bins such that the total size of the

items placed in each bin does not exceed the bin capacity at any time. A bin is opened

when it receives the first item and is closed when all the items in the bin depart. The

usage time of a bin is defined as the duration from its opening to its closing. The target

is to minimize the total bin usage time for packing all the items.

The MinUsageTime DBP problem is closely related to the interval job scheduling

problem with bounded parallelism [5, 25, 35, 50, 59, 70, 76] defined as follows. A set of

interval jobs are to be processed. Each job is to be assigned to run on a machine from its

arrival time to its departure time. Each machine can simultaneously process at most a

fixed number of g jobs, where g stands for the machine capacity. A machine is considered

busy when there is at least one job running on it. The objective of scheduling is to

minimize the total busy time of all the machines for processing the given set of interval

jobs. This problem is also known as the Fiber Minimization problem in [5, 50, 76]. The

MinUsageTime DBP problem generalizes the above problem in that items are allowed

to have arbitrary sizes, so the maximum number of items that can be placed in a bin is

not fixed. Winker and Zhang [76] first defined the interval job scheduling problem with

bounded parallelism and proved its NP-hardness through a reduction from the Circular

Arc Coloring problem. In the offline setting, Alicherry and Bhatia [5] developed a 2-

approximation algorithm through a network flow formulation. Kumar and Rudra [50] also
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proposed a 2-approximation algorithm based on the 2-allocation technique introduced by

Gergov [38,39]. Flammini et al. [35] introduced a greedy First-Fit algorithm which gives

a 4-approximation. Recently, Chang and Khuller [25] proposed another 3-approximation

algorithm called GreedyTracking. In addition, several special cases (the proper case, the

clique case, etc.) of the problem were investigated by Flammini et al. [35] and Mertzios

et al. [59]. In the online setting, Shalom et al. [70] established a tight bound g on

the competitiveness of this problem and also studied several special cases where better

competitiveness can be achieved.

The MinUsageTime DBP problem was first brought up by Li et al. [55, 56]. In the

previous work, Li et al. studied the problem in the non-clairvoyant online setting, in

which the item duration is not known when an item arrives and thus cannot be used

for packing purposes. They showed that no deterministic online packing algorithm can

achieve a competitive ratio less than µ [55], where µ is the max/min item duration ratio

among all the items to pack. They also showed that no Any Fit packing algorithm can

achieve a competitive ratio less than µ+1, and that the First Fit packing algorithm, which

is a specific Any Fit packing algorithm, achieves a competitive ratio of 2µ+ 7 [56]. Our

work in this chapter substantially improves the results of Li et al. [55,56]. In particular,

we prove that First Fit packing achieves a competitive ratio of µ+ 3, indicating that it is

near optimal for the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant online setting.

We further study the problem in the clairvoyant online setting and the offline setting.

In the following text, we first define the notations and provide some preliminaries for

studying the MinUsageTime DBP problem in Section 3.1. Then, we study the problem

in the non-clairvoyant online, clairvoyant online, and offline settings in Sections 3.2, 3.3

and 3.4 respectively.

3.1 Preliminaries

We first define some key notations used in this chapter. For any time interval I, let I−

and I+ denote the left and right endpoints of I respectively. For technical reasons, we

shall view intervals as half-open, i.e., I = [I−, I+). Let len(I) = I+ − I− denote the

length of time interval I.
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time

r1

r2

I(r1)

I(r2)
r3

I(r3)

I(r1)
- I(r2)

+ I(r3)
- I(r3)

+

span({r1, r2, r3}) = I(r2)
+ - I(r1)

- + I(r3)
+ - I(r3)

-

Figure 3.1: Span of an item list

For any item r, let I(r) denote the time interval from r’s arrival to its departure.

We say that item r is active during the interval I(r) and we refer to I(r) as r’s active

interval. The length of I(r) is called the item duration. Let s(r) denote the size of item

r. The product of the size and duration of item r, i.e., s(r) · len(I(r)), represents its

time-space demand. Given a set of items R, we use s(R, t) to denote the total size of all

the items in R that are active at time t, i.e., s(R, t) =
∑

r∈R:t∈I(r) s(r). We refer to the

time duration in which at least one item in R is active as the span of R and denote it

by span(R) (see Figure 3.1). In addition, let µ = maxr∈R len(I(r))
minr∈R len(I(r))

denote the ratio of the

maximum item duration to the minimum item duration among all the items in R.

Without loss of generality, we assume that each bin has a capacity 1. In the packing

process, a bin is opened when it receives the first item. When all the items in a bin depart,

the bin is closed. The duration from the opening to the closing of a bin is referred to as

its usage time. At any time, the total size of all the active items placed in an open bin

is referred to as the bin level.

It is easy to establish the following three lower bounds on the optimal bin usage time

OPTDBP (R) for packing a set of items R:

Proposition 3.1. OPTDBP (R) ≥
∫
⋃
r∈R I(r)

s(R, t) dt =
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

Proposition 3.2. OPTDBP (R) ≥
∫
⋃
r∈R I(r)

1 dt = span(R).

Proposition 3.3. OPTDBP (R) ≥
∫
⋃
r∈R I(r)

ds(R, t)e dt.
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The first bound is derived by assuming that no capacity of any bin is wasted at any

time. The second bound is derived from the fact that at least one bin must be open at

any time when at least one item is active. The third bound is derived by exploiting that

the number of open bins must be at least ds(R, t)e at any time t. Obviously, the third

bound is tighter than the first two bounds.

3.2 Non-Clairvoyant Online Setting

We start by considering the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, where the departure time of each item is not known at its arrival and thus cannot

be used for packing purposes. We first establish a lower bound on the competitiveness of

the Any Fit family of packing algorithms in Section 3.2.1. We improve the lower bound

from µ + 1 to 4µ+3
µ+2

when µ < 1+
√

5
2

, where µ is the max/min item duration ratio. In

Section 3.2.2, we show that the First Fit packing algorithm, which is a particular Any

Fit packing algorithm, achieves a competitive ratio of µ+ 3.

3.2.1 The Any Fit Family of Packing Algorithms

Any Fit refers to a family of packing algorithms, which never open a new bin for an

incoming item if the item can fit into any current open bin. Several classical packing

algorithms fall into this family, including First Fit, Best Fit and Worst Fit. Li et al. [56]

has shown that no Any Fit packing algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than

µ+ 1. In this section, we establish an improved lower bound on the competitive ratio of

the Any Fit family of packing algorithms.

Let k be an integer at least 3. At time 0, let k − 1 items of size 1
k

arrive, followed by

k− 1 items of size k−1
k

. As shown in Figure 3.2(a), Any Fit packing needs to open k bins

to pack all these items. The first bin is used to pack the k − 1 items of size 1
k

and the

other k − 1 bins are used to pack one item of size k−1
k

each. At time 1, let three items

of size 2
3k

and k − 2 items of size 1
k

arrive in sequence. Then, each open bin has enough

space left to pack only one of these items. Thus, as shown in Figure 3.2(b), a new bin

has to be opened to pack the item arrived last (of size 1
k
). As soon as these k + 1 items

are placed into the bins, let all the items arriving at time 0 depart (see Figure 3.2(c)).

At time µ+ 1, let all the items arriving at time 1 depart.
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k - 1 bins, each containing one 

item of size (k - 1)/k

1 bin containing k - 1 

items of size 1/k

...

...

(a) bin levels during interval [0, 1)

3 bins, each further accommodating 

one item of size 2/(3k)

k - 3 bins, each further 

accommodating one item of size 1/k

(b) bin levels at time 1

3 bins, each containing only one 

item of size 2/(3k)

k - 2 bins, each containing only 

one item of size 1/k

(c) bin levels during interval [1, 1 + µ)

1

1

1

1 bin containing 

an item of size 1/k

Figure 3.2: An instance for establishing the lower bound on the competitiveness of the
Any Fit family of packing algorithms

As shown in Figure 3.2, in the above packing process, k bins are opened from time

0 to 1, and k + 1 bins are opened from time 1 to µ + 1. Therefore, the total bin usage

time by applying any Any Fit packing algorithm is AFDBP (R) = k + (k + 1) · µ. On

the other hand, in an optimal packing, from time 0 to 1, every pair of items with sizes 1
k

and k−1
k

can be packed into one bin so that only k − 1 bins are needed. From time 1 to

µ + 1, all the items arriving at time 1 can be packed into one bin since their total size

is 3 · 2
3k

+ (k − 2) · 1
k

= 1. Therefore, the total bin usage time of the optimal packing is

OPTDBP (R) = (k − 1) + µ. It follows that

AFDBP (R)

OPTDBP (R)
=
k + (k + 1) · µ

(k − 1) + µ
= µ+ 1− µ2 − µ− 1

k − 1 + µ
.

It is easy to see that when µ2 − µ− 1 < 0 (i.e., 1 ≤ µ < 1+
√

5
2

), we have AFDBP (R)
OPTDBP (R)

>

µ + 1 and the ratio AFDBP (R)
OPTDBP (R)

decreases with k. When k is set to 3, the above ratio
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reaches the maximum value at µ+ 1− µ2−µ−1
k−1+µ

= 4µ+3
µ+2

.

When µ2 − µ − 1 ≥ 0 (i.e., µ ≥ 1+
√

5
2

), we have AFDBP (R)
OPTDBP (R)

≤ µ + 1 and the ratio
AFDBP (R)
OPTDBP (R)

increases with k. As k goes towards infinity, the above ratio can be made

arbitrarily close to µ+ 1. Hence, we have the following conclusion.

Theorem 3.1. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant online set-

ting, no Any Fit packing algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 4µ+3
µ+2

when

µ < 1+
√

5
2

and less than µ + 1 when µ ≥ 1+
√

5
2

, where µ is the max/min item duration

ratio among all the items to pack.

3.2.2 The First Fit Packing Algorithm

We now analyze the competitive ratio of the First Fit packing algorithm for the Mi-

nUsageTime DBP problem. The First Fit packing algorithm is a particular Any Fit

packing algorithm and works as follows. Each time when a new item arrives, if there

are one or more open bins that can accommodate the new item, First Fit packing places

the item in the bin which was opened earliest among these bins. If no open bin can

accommodate the new item, a new bin is opened to receive the item.

The main idea of the competitive analysis is to divide the bin usage time resulting

from First Fit packing into two portions: the first portion is equal to the span of all the

items and is thus capped by the lower bound of Proposition 3.2. The second portion

consists of the bin usage periods in which there are at least two open bins. According

to the First Fit packing rule, whenever a new bin is opened for an incoming item r, the

sum of r’s size and the level of any open bin must exceed the bin capacity. Exploiting

this observation, we break the usage period of each bin into subperiods and strategically

charge the length of each subperiod to the time-space demand of relevant items. In this

way, we bound the second portion of bin usage time with respect to the total time-space

demand of all the items and hence the lower bound of Proposition 3.1. Combining the

two portions of bin usage time, we show that First Fit packing achieves a competitive

ratio of µ+ 3.

Suppose a total of m bins B1, B2, . . . , Bm are used by First Fit packing to pack a

set of items R. For each bin Bk, let Uk = [U−k , U
+
k ) denote the usage period of Bk, i.e.,
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Figure 3.3: An example of usage periods

the period from the time when Bk is opened to the time when Bk is closed. Then, the

total bin usage time of First Fit packing is given by the total length of the usage periods

of all the bins used, i.e.,

FFDBP (R) =
m∑
k=1

len(Uk).

Without loss of generality, assume that the bins are indexed in the chronological order

of their openings, i.e., U−1 ≤ U−2 ≤ · · · ≤ U−m. For each bin Bk (k ≥ 2), let ek be the

latest closing time of all the bins that are opened before Bk, i.e.,

ek = max
{
{U+

i : 1 ≤ i < k} ∪ {U−k }
}
.

We divide the usage period Uk of each bin into two parts: Vk and Wk. Vk is the period

[U−k ,min{U+
k , ek}). Wk = Uk − Vk = [min{U+

k , ek}, U
+
k ) is the remaining period. For bin

B1, define V1 = ∅ and W1 = U1. Figure 3.3 shows an example of these definitions.

According to the definitions, we have len(Uk) = len(Vk) + len(Wk). Clearly, for any

two different bins Bk1 and Bk2 , Wk1 ∩Wk2 = ∅. It is also easy to see that

span(R) = len
( m⋃
k=1

Wk

)
=

m∑
k=1

len(Wk).
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Moreover, V1 = ∅ and hence len(V1) = 0. Therefore,

FFDBP (R) =
m∑
k=1

len(Uk)

=
m∑
k=1

(
len(Vk) + len(Wk)

)
=

∑
k≥2

len(Vk) + span(R). (3.1)

For each k ∈ {2, . . . ,m}, let Rk denote the set of all the items placed in bin Bk by

First Fit packing. Let R′k be a minimal subset of Rk such that the union of their active

intervals completely covers the period Vk. That is, for any subset R′′k ⊂ R′k,
⋃
r∈R′′k

I(r)

cannot fully cover the period Vk. It is easy to see that all the items in R′k must have

distinct arrival times. This is because if two items share the same arrival times, the active

interval of one item must be fully contained in that of the other item and thus can be

removed from R′k, contradicting that R′k is minimal.

Let n(k) denote the number of items in R′k and let rk,1, rk,2, . . . , rk,n(k) be the items

in R′k sorted according to their arrival times, i.e., I(rk,1)− < I(rk,2)− < · · · < I(rk,n(k))
−.

Then, these items must satisfy the following properties. First, it holds that

I(rk,1)+ < I(rk,2)+ < · · · < I(rk,n(k))
+.

Otherwise, if I(rk,i)
+ ≥ I(rk,j)

+ for some i < j, the active interval of item rk,j is fully

contained in the active interval of item rk,i, which contradicts the definition of R′k. Sec-

ond, for each rk,i, we have I(rk,i)
− < V +

k , i.e., rk,i arrives during interval Vk. Otherwise,

rk,i can be removed from R′k without compromising its coverage over Vk.

If Vk = ∅, we have R′k = ∅. If Vk 6= ∅, as shown in Figure 3.4, we can split Vk into

n(k) disjoint sub-intervals at the arrivals of the items in R′k:

X(rk,1) =
[
I(rk,1)−, I(rk,2)−

)
,

X(rk,2) =
[
I(rk,2)−, I(rk,3)−

)
,

. . . . . .

X(rk,n(k)−1) =
[
I(rk,n(k)−1)−, I(rk,n(k))

−),
X(rk,n(k)) =

[
I(rk,n(k))

−, V +
k

)
.
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item 
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Vk Wk

Bk

X(rk,6)X(rk,1) X(rk,2) X(rk,3) X(rk,4) X(rk,5) X(rk,7)
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rk,2
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rk,5

rk,6

rk,7

Figure 3.4: Splitting Vk for bin Bk where R′k = {rk,1, rk,2, rk,3, rk,4, rk,5, rk,6, rk,7}

We refer to the above intervals as the X-intervals of items rk,1, rk,2, . . . , rk,n(k) respectively.

Obviously, the total length of the X-intervals is len(Vk), i.e.,∑
r∈R′k

len(X(r)) = len(Vk). (3.2)

We define

dk =
∑
r∈R′k

(
s(r) · len(X(r))

)
.

Clearly, dk is a lower bound on the total time-space demand of all the items placed

on bin Bk since the X-interval of each item is shorter than or equal to its active interval:

dk ≤
∑
r∈R′k

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
≤
∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
. (3.3)

Recall that each item r in R′k is placed in bin Bk during interval Vk. According to the

definition of Vk, there must exist at least one open bin with an index lower than k at time

X(r)− = I(r)− when r arrives. Among all the open bins with indexes lower than k at

time X(r)−, we define the last open bin (the bin with the highest index) as the supplier

bin of X(r). Note that different items in R′k may have different supplier bins as shown

in Figure 3.5. By the definition of First Fit packing, the level of X(r)’s supplier bin at

time X(r)− plus r’s size must be larger than 1 (the bin capacity). Let P (r) be the set of

all the active items already packed in X(r)’s supplier bin at r’s arrival time. Then,

s(r) +
∑
r̂∈P (r)

s(r̂) > 1. (3.4)
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Figure 3.5: An example of supplier bins

We define

d∗ =
∑
k≥2

∑
r∈R′k

∑
r̂∈P (r)

(
s(r̂) · len(X(r))

)
.

It then follows from (3.2) and (3.4) that

∑
k≥2

dk + d∗ =
∑
k≥2

( ∑
r∈R′k

(
s(r) +

∑
r̂∈P (r)

s(r̂)
)
· len(X(r))

)

>
∑
k≥2

( ∑
r∈R′k

len(X(r))

)
=

∑
k≥2

len(Vk). (3.5)

We next show that d∗ is bounded by (µ+ 1) ·
∑

r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

Lemma 3.1. d∗ ≤ (µ+ 1) ·
∑

r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

Proof: We define

R̂ =
⋃
k≥2

( ⋃
r∈R′k

P (r)
)
.

Obviously, R̂ ⊆ R. For each item r̂ ∈ R̂, let P−1(r̂) denote the set of all the items r

in
⋃
k≥2R′k such that r̂ ∈ P (r). Note that the items in P−1(r̂) may come from different

bins. Figure 3.6 shows an example of P−1(r̂).
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Figure 3.6: An example of P−1(r̂) = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6}

We consider the X-interval lengths of the items in P−1(r̂). For each item r ∈ P−1(r̂),

since item r̂ has already been packed when r arrives, r̂ cannot arrive later than r. Thus,

X(r)− = I(r)− ≥ I(r̂)−. (3.6)

By definition, I(r̂) overlaps with the X-interval of each item in P−1(r̂), which suggests

that X(r)− < I(r̂)+. Recall that the max/min item duration ratio is µ. This implies

that

len(X(r)) ≤ len(I(r)) ≤ µ · len(I(r̂)).

Therefore,

X(r)+ = X(r)− + len(X(r)) < I(r̂)+ + µ · len(I(r̂)) = I(r̂)− + (µ+ 1) · len(I(r̂)). (3.7)

We now show that all the X-intervals of the items in P−1(r̂) are disjoint. Consider

any two items r1 and r2 in P−1(r̂). If r1 and r2 are placed in the same bin, by the

definition of X-intervals, X(r1) cannot intersect with X(r2). If r1 and r2 are placed on

two different bins, without loss of generality, suppose r1 and r2 are placed on bins Bj1

and Bj2 respectively where j1 < j2. Note that X(r1) and X(r2) share the same supplier

bin that has an index lower than j1 and j2. According to the definition of supplier bin,

when r2 is placed into bin Bj2 , bin Bj1 must be closed. Otherwise, r2’s supplier bin must

have an index at least j1, which leads to a contradiction. Since Bj1 is closed when r2
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arrives, r1 must have departed when r2 arrives. This suggests that X(r1) cannot overlap

with X(r2).

Therefore, it follows from (3.6) and (3.7) that∑
r∈P−1(r̂)

len(X(r)) ≤ max
r∈P−1(r̂)

X(r)+ − min
r∈P−1(r̂)

X(r)−

< I(r̂)− + (µ+ 1) · len(I(r̂))− I(r̂)−

= (µ+ 1) · len(I(r̂)).

Thus, we have

d∗ =
∑
k≥2

∑
r∈R′k

∑
r̂∈P (r)

(
s(r̂) · len(X(r))

)
=

∑
r∈

⋃
k≥2R′k

∑
r̂∈P (r)

(
s(r̂) · len(X(r))

)
=

∑
r̂∈R̂

(
s(r̂) ·

∑
r∈P−1(r̂)

len(X(r))

)
≤

∑
r̂∈R̂

(
s(r̂) · (µ+ 1) · len(I(r̂))

)
≤ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

Hence, the lemma is proven. �

Following from (3.1), (3.3), (3.5) and Lemma 3.1, the total bin usage time by applying

First Fit packing satisfies

FFDBP (R) =
(∑
k≥2

len(Vk)
)

+ span(R)

<
(∑
k≥2

dk

)
+ d∗ + span(R)

≤
∑
k≥2

∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R)

≤
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R)

= (µ+ 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R) (3.8)

≤ (µ+ 2) ·OPTDBP (R) +OPTDBP (R)

= (µ+ 3) ·OPTDBP (R),
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where the last inequality follows from Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. Thus, First Fit packing

achieves a competitive ratio of µ+ 3.

Theorem 3.2. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant online set-

ting, the First Fit packing algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of µ+ 3, where µ is the

max/min item duration ratio among all the items to pack.

Recall that Li et al. [55] showed that no deterministic online packing algorithm can

achieve a competitive ratio less than µ. Thus, our result indicates that the First Fit

packing algorithm is near optimal for the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-

clairvoyant online setting.

3.3 Clairvoyant Online Setting

In this section, we study the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online

setting, where the departure time of each item is known at its arrival and thus can

be used for packing purposes. We first establish a lower bound Ω
(√

log µ
log logµ

)
on the

competitive ratio of any deterministic online packing algorithm in Section 3.3.1. Next,

we introduce a classification strategy based on item durations and apply it to the First

Fit packing algorithm. We show that the resultant algorithm is O(log µ)-competitive in

general and can become O( logµ
log logµ

)-competitive if µ is known a priori.

3.3.1 A Lower Bound on Competitiveness of Any Deterministic
Online Packing Algorithm

For the interval job scheduling problem with bounded parallelism, Shalom et al. [70] de-

rived a lower bound of g on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm,

where g represents the maximum number of interval jobs that can be concurrently pro-

cessed on one machine. This lower bound is not applicable to our MinUsageTime DBP

problem because items can have arbitrary sizes in our problem so that the maximum

number of items that can be placed in a bin is not fixed. Inspired by the study of [70],

we construct a new instance to bound the competitive ratio of any deterministic online

packing algorithm by a function of the max/min item duration ratio µ. Our instance also
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uses items with the same size 1
k

such that each bin can accommodate at most k items at

any moment. However, we shall consider k as a variable whose value will be properly set

later to derive our lower bound of Ω
(√

log µ
log logµ

)
.

In our instance, all the items arrive and depart in a time interval [0, T ] for some given

T . Our goal is to produce a set of items (to be called earmarked items) with a total

duration of kT such that there are exactly k items active at any time in [0, T ] and these

items are placed in k different bins by any deterministic online packing algorithm. We

release items in iterations and maintain a parameter t to indicate the release time of the

next iteration. At the beginning, t is initialized to 0.

Let k be an integer larger than 1. In the first iteration, we start by releasing a

sequence of items at time t = 0 with durations T
k(k−1)k , T

k(k−1)k−1 , T
k(k−1)k−2 , . . . until k bins

are opened. We need to release at most (k− 1)k+ 1 items to achieve this, since the first

k−1 bins can accommodate at most (k−1) ·k items. Thus, the last item in the iteration

has a duration at most T . We refer to the first item placed in each bin as an earmarked

item. Then, there are k earmarked items placed in k different bins. Figure 3.7 shows an

example for k = 3, where ri,j denotes the jth item released in the ith iteration. In the

first iteration, the three earmarked items generated are r1,1, r1,2 and r1,4.

In the second iteration, we advance the release time t to the earliest departure time

of the k earmarked items. Since all the items released in the first iteration have distinct

durations and thus departure times, exactly one earmarked item would depart at time t

and the other k−1 earmarked items remain active. At time t, we release a new sequence

of items with durations min{ T
k(k−1)k , T − t}, min{ T

k(k−1)k−1 , T − t}, min{ T
k(k−1)k−2 , T − t},

. . . until an item is packed in a bin different from where the remaining k − 1 earmarked

items are packed. The last item packed is again called an earmarked item. Note that

this new earmarked item may either be packed in the bin of the departing earmarked

item or be packed in another open bin. We need to release at most (k− 1)2 + 1 items to

generate the new earmarked item, since the k − 1 bins of existing earmarked items can

accommodate at most k − 1 additional items each. After the second iteration, there are

again k earmarked items placed in k different bins. In the example of Figure 3.7, the

release time of the second iteration is t = T
36

when r1,1 departs. In the second iteration,

the first item released, i.e., r2,1, is the new earmarked item.
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B1

B2

B3

B4

earmarked item

non-earmarked item
r1,1

T / 3
6

T / 3
5

r1,2

r1,4

r2,1

T / 36

r4,1

T / 3
6

T / 3
3

r4,4

0

time

r3,1

r4,3

r1,3

T / 3
4

T / 3
3

T / 3
5

r4,2

T / 3
4

T / 36

Figure 3.7: An example of the first four iterations in the item releasing process when
k = 3
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The above process is repeated iteratively. In each iteration, we advance the release

time t to the earliest departure time of the k earmarked items active at the previous release

time. Different from the second iteration, in subsequent iterations, there may be multiple

earmarked items departing together at time t. Suppose that h (1 ≤ h ≤ k) earmarked

items depart together and the other k− h earmarked items remain active. At time t, we

release a new sequence of items with durations min{ T
k(k−1)k , T − t}, min{ T

k(k−1)k−1 , T − t},
min{ T

k(k−1)k−2 , T − t}, . . . until h items are packed in h distinct bins different from where

the remaining k− h earmarked items are placed. These h bins may either be the bins of

departing earmarked items or other open bins. The first item placed in each of these h

bins are again called earmarked items. We need to release at most

(k − 1)(k − h) + k · (h− 1) + 1 = k2 − 2k + h+ 1

≤ k2 − k + 1

= (k − 1) · k + 1

items to generate h new earmarked items, since the k − h bins of existing earmarked

items can accommodate at most k − 1 additional items each and the bins of the first

h− 1 new earmarked items can accommodate at most k items each. After the iteration,

there are still k earmarked items packed in k different bins. In the example of Figure

3.7, two earmarked items r1,2 and r3,1 depart together at time T
35

. In the next iteration,

two new earmarked items r4,3 and r4,4 are generated and both of them are placed in the

bins of departing earmarked items.

The iterative process proceeds until the release time t reaches T . This can always

be achieved eventually since each earmarked item either has a length at least T
k(k−1)k (a

fixed value) or keeps active till time T (when its duration takes the form of T − t). Note

that the departure time of any item does not exceed T . Thus, when the iterative process

completes, there are exactly k earmarked items departing together at time T .

With the above adversary, the total bin usage time by applying any deterministic

online packing algorithm is at least kT , i.e., the total duration of all the earmarked

items. Now, we consider the optimal packing solution for all the items released. We

prove that the total bin usage time of the optimal packing solution must be bounded by

T + 2kT
k−1

. Obviously, all the earmarked items can be packed in one bin with a usage time
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of T since there are exactly k earmarked items active at any time. What is left is to show

that all the non-earmarked items can be packed in bins with a total usage time at most

2kT
k−1

.

Note that each iteration ends with releasing a new earmarked item. We divide all

the iterations into two groups: the first group contains iterations ending with releasing

an earmarked item departing at time T and the second group contains the remaining

iterations. For each iteration of the first group, the total duration of all the non-earmarked

items released in the iteration is bounded by

(k−1)k∑
i=1

min{T
ki
, T − t} ≤

(k−1)k∑
i=1

T

ki
<
( ∞∑
i=1

1

ki

)
· T =

T

k − 1
,

where t is the release time of the iteration. There are at most k iterations in the first

group since we have exactly k earmarked items departing at time T . Thus, the aggregate

duration of all the non-earmarked items released in these iterations is bounded by kT
k−1

.

For each iteration of the second group, all the items released in the iteration must

have exponentially increasing durations. Thus, if the earmarked item released last has a

duration τ , the total duration of all the non-earmarked items released in the iteration is

bounded by

(k−1)k∑
i=1

τ

ki
<
( ∞∑
i=1

1

ki

)
· τ =

τ

k − 1
.

Since the total duration of all the earmarked items is kT , this suggests that the aggregate

duration of all the non-earmarked items released in the iterations of the second group is

bounded by kT
k−1

. Putting the two groups of iterations together, the total duration of all

the non-earmarked items released in all the iterations is bounded by 2kT
k−1

, which implies

that the total bin usage time for optimally packing these items is no more than 2kT
k−1

according to Proposition 3.2. Thus, the optimal packing solution has a total bin usage

time at most T + 2kT
k−1

.

Therefore, the competitive ratio of any deterministic online packing algorithm is at

least

kT

T + 2kT
k−1

=
1

1
k

+ 2
k−1

>
k − 1

3
.
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Obviously, in our instance, the maximum possible item duration is T . Note that in

the first iteration, the first item released has a duration T
k(k−1)k and all the subsequent

items released have durations that are multiples of T
k(k−1)k . Thus, the release time of the

second iteration must be a multiple of T
k(k−1)k and as a result, all the items released in the

second iteration have durations that are multiples of T
k(k−1)k . By induction, the durations

of all the items released in each subsequent iteration must be multiples of T
k(k−1)k . This

implies that the minimum item duration in our instance is T
k(k−1)k . Thus, the max/min

item duration ratio µ satisfies µ ≤ k(k−1)k, which suggests k = Ω
(√

log µ
log logµ

)
. Hence, we

have the following conclusion.

Theorem 3.3. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online setting,

any deterministic online packing algorithm has a competitive ratio of Ω
(√

log µ
log logµ

)
, where

µ is the max/min item duration ratio among all the items to pack.

3.3.2 A Classify-by-Duration Strategy

In Section 3.2.2, we have established an upper bound of µ+ 3 on the competitive ratio of

First Fit packing in the non-clairvoyant online setting. Observing that the competitive

ratio of First Fit packing is a linear function of the max/min item duration ratio µ, we

propose a classify-by-duration strategy to make the packing algorithm more competitive

by reducing the max/min ratio of item durations. Specifically, we classify all the items

into categories such that the max/min item duration ratio for each category is a given

constant α. Given a base item duration b, each category includes all the items with

durations in the range [b · αk−1, b · αk) for an integer k. Note that the max/min item

duration ratio for the entire item set R is µ. Then, there can be up to dlogα µe+ 1 non-

empty item categories produced by the classification.1 Let R1, R2, R3, . . . , Rdlogα µe+1

denote these item categories. Since the departure time and thus the duration of each

item is known at its arrival, the category of the item can be determined at the time of its

assignment. We use First Fit packing to pack the items in each category Rk separately.

1For example, if α = 2 and the minimum and maximum item durations are 1.5 and 4.5 respectively,
there are dlog2 3e+ 1 = 3 non-empty item categories: [1, 2), [2, 4) and [4, 8).
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In Section 3.2.2, we have shown in (3.8) that given any set of items R, the total bin

usage time by applying First Fit packing is bounded by

(µ+ 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R).

By applying the above classify-by-duration strategy, the bin usage time for packing

all the items in each category Rk (1 ≤ k ≤ dlogα µe+ 1) is thus bounded by

(α + 2) ·
∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(Rk).

Therefore, the total bin usage time for packing the entire item set R is bounded by

(α + 2) ·
dlogα µe+1∑

k=1

( ∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

))
+

dlogα µe+1∑
k=1

span(Rk). (3.9)

Note that

dlogα µe+1∑
k=1

( ∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

))
=
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
and for 1 ≤ k ≤ dlogα µe+ 1, by definition,

span(Rk) ≤ span(R).

As a result, the total bin usage time by applying Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing

is bounded by

(α + 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ (dlogα µe+ 1) · span(R)

≤ (α + dlogα µe+ 3) ·OPTDBP (R).

where the last inequality follows from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.

This shows that the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm achieves a com-

petitive ratio of O(log µ). We remark that the above result significantly improves the

existing one of online interval job scheduling with bounded parallelism. Shalom et al. [70]

proposed a BucketFirstFit algorithm that classifies interval jobs according to their lengths

and applies First Fit to each category of jobs. They showed that BucketFirstFit has a
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competitive ratio of (2α + 2) ·
⌈
logα µ

⌉
, where µ is the max/min length ratio of all job

intervals and α is the max/min length ratio of job intervals in each category. Our result

implies that BucketFirstFit can achieve a competitive ratio of α +
⌈
logα µ

⌉
+ 3 which is

dominated by (2α+ 2) ·
⌈
logα µ

⌉
asymptotically. Our result is also much more general in

that we allow items to have arbitrary sizes while the analysis of [70] is restricted to jobs

with the same resource demands.

There exists an optimal value of the algorithm parameter α that minimizes the factor

α + dlogα µe + 3. If the max/min item duration ratio µ is known before the packing

process, α can be set to satisfy α = logα µ such that α = Θ( log µ
log logµ

). Hence, we have the

following result.

Theorem 3.4. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online set-

ting, the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm achieves a competitive ratio

of O(log µ) when µ is not known and O( logµ
log logµ

) when µ is known a priori, where µ is the

max/min item duration ratio among all the items to pack.

Next, we show that the competitive ratio of the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing

algorithm has a lower bound of Ω( log µ
log logµ

) even with the minimum and maximum item

durations known a priori. Suppose that ∆ is the minimum item duration and µ∆ is

the maximum item duration. Let b be the base item duration and α be the max/min

item duration ratio for each item category chosen by the Classify-by-Duration First Fit

algorithm. Note that b and α may be chosen based on the knowledge of ∆ and µ∆.

We construct two instances for which the ratios between the Classify-by-Duration First

Fit packing algorithm and the optimal packing solution are at least Ω(logα µ) and Ω(α)

respectively. This suggests that the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm has

a competitive ratio at least Ω( log µ
log logµ

), regardless of the b and α values chosen.

Let m = dlogα µe. In our first instance, we release (m + 1) series of items. All the

items have the same size 1
m+1

. As shown in Figure 3.8, each series i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) contains

dαm−i+1e items with the same durations αi−1∆. The first item arrives at time 0 and

each subsequent item arrives as soon as the previous item departs. The last item departs

at time dαm−i+1e · αi−1∆. The last series, i.e., series (m + 1) contains one item with a

duration µ∆ arriving at time 0.
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...
series 1

series m-1

items

items

series m
items

series m+1

time
0

2m

1m

Figure 3.8: First instance of Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing

By applying the classify-by-duration strategy, each of the first m item series is classi-

fied into a separate category. Since the items of each category have a span of dαm−i+1e ·
αi−1∆ ≥ αm∆, the total bin usage time of the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing

algorithm is at least mαm∆. On the other hand, the optimal solution is to pack all the

items into one bin. Note that the span of the last series is µ∆ ≤ αm∆. Thus, the optimal

solution yields a total bin usage time of

max
1≤i≤m

dαm−i+1e · αi−1∆ < max
1≤i≤m

(αm−i+1 + 1) · αi−1∆

= max
1≤i≤m

(αm∆ + αi−1∆)

< 2αm∆.

This suggests that the ratio between the two solutions is at least m
2
≥ 1

2
logα µ.

Recall that given b and α, the duration range of the ith item category is [bαi−1, bαi).

Suppose that the minimum item duration ∆ falls in the jth item category (i.e., bαj−1 ≤
∆ < bαj) and the maximum item duration µ∆ falls in the kth category (i.e., bαk−1 ≤
µ∆ < bαk). Our second instance is constructed as follows. In the case that j < k− 1, we

let n groups of items arrive in sequence at time 0. As shown in Figure 3.9, each group

contains n items, among which one item has a duration bαj+1 − δ (where δ is a small

value) and all the other items have durations bαj. After that, we let two final items of

respective durations ∆ and µ∆ arrive. All the items have the same size 1
n
. By applying
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1jb

...
group 1

...
group 2

...

...
group n

time
0

n-1 items 

n-1 items 

n-1 items 

jb

Figure 3.9: Second instance of Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing
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the classify-by-duration strategy, all the items except the final two are classified into the

same category. By First Fit packing, each group of items is placed in a separate bin.

Thus, the total bin usage time of packing all the items is at least n(bαj+1 − δ). On the

other hand, the optimal solution is to pack all the items with durations bαj into (n− 1)

bins, pack all the items with durations bαj+1−δ into one bin, and pack the final two items

into another bin. This leads to a total bin usage time of (n− 1)bαj + (bαj+1 − δ) + µ∆.

Thus, the ratio between the Classify-by-Duration First Fit algorithm and the optimal

solution is at least

n(bαj+1 − δ)
(n− 1)bαj + (bαj+1 − δ) + µ∆

,

which can be made arbitrarily close to α as n goes towards infinity and δ approaches 0.

In the case that j = k−1, one of the two ratios bαj

∆
and µ∆

bαj
must be at least

√
µ since

bαj

∆
· µ∆
bαj

= µ. Without loss of generality, suppose that bαj

∆
≥ √µ. Then, we can construct

an instance similar to the above by replacing the item durations bαj and bαj+1−δ in each

group with ∆ and bαj. It can be shown that the ratio between the Classify-by-Duration

First Fit packing algorithm and the optimal solution is at least bαj

∆
≥ √µ. Similarly, in

the case that j = k, we can set the item durations to ∆ and µ∆ in each group so that the

ratio between the two solutions is at least µ∆
∆

= µ. In summary, for our second instance,

the ratio between the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm and the optimal

solution is at least min{α,√µ, µ} = min{α,√µ}.
From the two instances constructed above, given any value of the algorithm pa-

rameters b and α, the competitive ratio of the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing

algorithm is at least max{1
2

logα µ,min{α,√µ}}. If α ≥ √µ, this yields a lower bound

of max{1
2

logα µ,
√
µ} ≥ √µ on the competitive ratio of the algorithm, which dominates

log µ
log logµ

asymptotically. If α <
√
µ, the lower bound is given by max{1

2
logα µ, α}. Note

that max{1
2

logα µ, α} can be minimized when 1
2

logα µ = α, in which case α = Θ( logµ
log logµ

).

Thus, max{1
2

logα µ, α} = Ω( logµ
log logµ

). Hence, we can have the following conclusion.

Theorem 3.5. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online setting,

the competitive ratio of the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm has a lower

bound of Ω( logµ
log logµ

) even when the minimum item duration and the maximum item dura-

tion are known a priori, where µ is the max/min item duration ratio among all the items

to pack.
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The above result, together with Theorem 3.4, suggests that when setting α = logα µ,

the competitive ratio O( logµ
log logµ

) of the Classify-by-Duration First Fit packing algorithm

is tight.

3.4 Offline Setting

In this section, we study the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the offline setting, where

the information of all the items is given before the packing process. Note that when all the

items have the same arrival time and the same departure time, the MinUsageTime DBP

problem reduces to the classical bin packing problem, which is NP-hard. We thus focus

on designing approximation algorithms for the problem. We propose a 5-approximation

Duration Descending First Fit algorithm in Section 3.4.1, and a 4-approximation Dual

Coloring algorithm in Section 3.4.2.

3.4.1 The Duration Descending First Fit Packing Algorithm

The Duration Descending First Fit algorithm works as follows. All the items are first

sorted in the descending order of their durations and then packed one by one according

to the First Fit rule. That is, each item is placed in the bin of the smallest index that can

accommodate the item throughout its duration, where the bins are indexed according

to their opening order by the execution of the packing algorithm. If no opened bin

can accommodate the item throughout its duration, a new bin is opened for it. This

algorithm is also used by [35] for the interval job scheduling problem with bounded

parallelism and shown to have an approximation ratio of 4. In interval job scheduling

with bounded parallelism, all the jobs have the same resource demands. If each machine

can run up to g jobs concurrently, the machine can essentially be viewed as a collection

of g mini-machines each for running one job exclusively. These g mini-machines are then

considered separately in the analysis of [35]. In contrast, in the MinUsageTime DBP

problem, items can have arbitrary sizes so that the maximum number of items that can

be placed in each bin is not predictable and it may also vary at different times. Thus,

the analysis of [35] is not directly applicable to the MinUsageTime DBP problem since

it is impossible to divide each bin into mini-bins.
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Inspired by the method used in Section 3.2.2, in what follows, we present a new anal-

ysis to show that the Duration Descending First Fit algorithm achieves an approximation

ratio of 5 for the MinUsageTime DBP problem. Our key observation is that whenever a

new bin is opened to pack an item r, there must exist at least one moment in r’s active

interval such that the level of an earlier opened bin plus the size of r is larger than the

bin capacity.

Suppose that a total of m bins B1, B2, . . . , Bm are used by the Duration Descending

First Fit algorithm to pack a set of items R. The bins are indexed in their opening order,

i.e., B1 is the first bin opened by the algorithm and Bm is the last. For each bin Bk,

let Rk denote the set of the items packed into Bk. Then, by definition, the usage time

of Bk is span(Rk). Thus, the total bin usage time of the Duration Descending First Fit

algorithm is given by
∑m

k=1 span(Rk).

Consider any item set Rk (k ≥ 2). We reduce Rk to a subset R′k by removing any

item whose active interval is completely contained in that of another item. In this way,

the items left in R′k satisfy the following property: let n denote the number of items

in R′k and let r1, r2, . . . , rn be the items sorted according to their arrival times, i.e.,

I(r1)− < I(r2)− < · · · < I(rn)−, then it holds that I(r1)+ < I(r2)+ < · · · < I(rn)+.

Otherwise, if I(rx)
+ ≥ I(ry)

+ for some x < y, the active interval of item ry is fully

contained in the active interval of item rx, which contradicts the definition of R′k. It

is easy to see that reducing Rk to R′k does not shorten the usage time of bin Bk, i.e.,

span(Rk) = span(R′k).
We next split

⋃
r∈R′k

I(r) into n disjoint intervals:

X(r1) =
[
I(r1)−,min{I(r2)−, I(r1)+}

)
,

X(r2) =
[
I(r2)−,min{I(r3)−, I(r2)+}

)
,

. . . . . .

X(rn−1) =
[
I(rn−1)−,min{I(rn)−, I(rn−1)+}

)
,

X(rn) =
[
I(rn)−, I(rn)+

)
.

We refer to the above intervals as the X-intervals of items r1, r2, · · · , rn respectively.

Figure 3.10 shows an example of splitting
⋃
r∈R′k

I(r) into X-intervals. Obviously, the
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X(r1) X(r2) X(r3) X(r4) X(r5) X(r6) X(r7)

r2

r1 r3 r4

r5

r6

r7

item 

size

Figure 3.10: An example of splitting
⋃
r∈R′k

I(r) for the items placed in bin Bk where

R′k = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, r6, r7}

total length of the X-intervals is span(R′k), i.e.,
∑n

i=1 len(X(ri)) = span(R′k). We define

dk =
n∑
i=1

(
s(ri) · len(X(ri))

)
,

which is a lower bound on the total time-space demand of all the items placed in bin Bk

since the duration of each item’s X-interval is shorter than or equal to the item duration:

dk ≤
n∑
i=1

(
s(ri) · len(I(ri))

)
≤

∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
. (3.10)

By the definition of Duration Descending First Fit, when an item ri ∈ R′k is placed in

bin Bk (k ≥ 2), there must exist at least one moment ti, such that the level of bin Bk−1

exceeds 1 − s(ri) at time ti. Let P (ri) be the set of all the items active at time ti and

placed in bin Bk−1 before item ri is placed in bin Bk by the Duration Descending First

Fit algorithm. By the algorithm definition, each item in P (ri) must have a duration no

shorter than that of ri. We define

d∗k =
n∑
i=1

( ∑
r∈P (ri)

(
s(r) · len(X(ri))

))
.

It then follows that

dk + d∗k =
n∑
i=1

(
s(ri) +

∑
r∈P (ri)

s(r)
)
· len

(
X(ri)

)
>

n∑
i=1

len
(
X(ri)

)
= span(Rk). (3.11)

We next show that d∗k is bounded by 3 ·
∑

r∈Rk−1

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
. We define R̂k−1 =⋃n

i=1 P (ri), which is a subset of Rk−1. For each item r̂ ∈ R̂k−1, let P−1(r̂) denote the set
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item 

size
r1

r2

r3

r4
r5

items of  

P-1(ȓ) in Rk'

len(I(ȓ)) len(I(ȓ)) len(I(ȓ))

ȓan item ȓ 

in Rk-1

Figure 3.11: An example of P−1(r̂) = {r1, r2, r3, r4, r5}

of all the items r in R′k such that r̂ ∈ P (r). Figure 3.11 shows an example of P−1(r̂). It

follows from the earlier explanation that each item in P−1(r̂) must have a duration no

longer than that of r̂. Moreover, by definition, r̂’s active interval must overlap with each

item in P−1(r̂). Thus, for each item r ∈ P−1(r̂), we have I(r)− ≥ I(r̂)− − len(I(r̂)) and

I(r)+ ≤ I(r̂)+ + len(I(r̂)). Note that the X-intervals of all the items in R′k are disjoint.

Therefore, ∑
r∈P−1(r̂)

len(X(r)) ≤ max
r∈P−1(r̂)

I(r)+ − min
r∈P−1(r̂)

I(r)−

≤
(
I(r̂)+ + len(I(r̂))

)
−
(
I(r̂)− − len(I(r̂))

)
= 3 · len(I(r̂)).

As a result,

d∗k =
n∑
i=1

( ∑
r∈P (ri)

(
s(r) · len(X(ri))

))

=
∑

r̂∈R̂k−1

(
s(r̂) ·

( ∑
r∈P−1(r̂)

len(X(r))
))

≤
∑

r̂∈R̂k−1

(
s(r̂) · 3 · len(I(r̂))

)
= 3 ·

∑
r∈Rk−1

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

It follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that

span(Rk) < dk + d∗k ≤
∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ 3 ·

∑
r∈Rk−1

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.
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Note that the above inequality holds for any item set Rk where k ≥ 2. As a result, we

have
m∑
k=2

span(Rk) <
m∑
k=2

( ∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ 3 ·

∑
r∈Rk−1

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

))

<
m∑
k=1

( ∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

))
+ 3 ·

m∑
k=1

( ∑
r∈Rk

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

))
= 4 ·

∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
.

Therefore, the total bin usage time by applying the Duration Descending First Fit

algorithm satisfies

m∑
k=1

span(Rk) =

( m∑
k=2

span(Rk)

)
+ span(R1)

< 4 ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R1)

≤ 4 ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R)

≤ 4 ·OPTDBP (R) +OPTDBP (R)

= 5 ·OPTDBP (R),

where the last inequality follows from the bounds given in Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.

Hence, we have the following conclusion.

Theorem 3.6. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the offline setting, the Duration

Descending First Fit algorithm achieves an approximation ratio of 5.

3.4.2 The Dual Coloring Algorithm

In this section, we present a 4-approximation Dual Coloring algorithm, which is inspired

by the Simple algorithm introduced in [50] for the Fiber Minimization problem. We

remark that our Dual Coloring algorithm and the Simple algorithm are both based on

the 2-allocation technique introduced in [38,39] for approximating the classical Dynamic

Storage Allocation problem.

The Dual Coloring algorithm works as follows. The items in an item setR are divided

into two groups Rs and Rl, where Rs contains all the small items of size no larger than
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demand

time
t

the total size of 

small items 

active at time t, 

i.e., s(Rs, t)

r

I(r)

s(r)

Figure 3.12: Item placement in the demand chart

1
2

and Rl contains all the large items with size strictly larger than 1
2
. These two groups

of items are packed separately. For each large item, a new bin is opened to accommodate

it from its arrival to its departure. The bins used to pack the large items do not further

pack any small item. The small items are packed by constructing a demand chart that

describes the total size of the active small items as a function of time (see Figure 3.12

as an example). The horizontal dimension of the demand chart represents the timeline,

while the vertical dimension of the demand chart represents the total size of the small

items active at any given time. The small items are packed in two phases. In Phase 1,

all the small items are placed inside the demand chart such that no three items overlap

together. In Phase 2, the small items are packed into bins according to their positions in

the demand chart. A formal description of the algorithm for packing all the small items

is given in Algorithm 1.

In Phase 1, each item r is represented by a rectangle ranging over its active interval

I(r) in the time dimension and of height s(r) in the demand dimension. Thus, the area of

the rectangle of item r is equal to its time-space demand s(r) · len(I(r)). The algorithm

places the rectangle of each item inside the demand chart. To simplify presentation,

we say that item r is placed at altitude h in the demand chart if it occupies the range

(h−s(r), h] in the demand dimension. The area of the demand chart is gradually colored

either red or blue during the item placement process. To place the items, the algorithm

examines a collection of altitudes from high to low in the demand chart. Let Altitudes
denote the collection of altitudes to examine. Initially, Altitudes contains all possible
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Algorithm 1: Packing all the small items

Input: Rs = {r ∈ R : s(r) ≤ 1
2
}.

Output: A packing for all the small items.
1 —Place the small items inside the demand chart—
2 Altitudes = {s(Rs, t) : t ∈

⋃
r∈Rs I(r)};

3 while Altitudes 6= ∅ do
4 Determine h = maxh′∈Altitudes h

′;
5 Let Red, Blue and Uncolored be the respective sets of all maximal red, blue

and uncolored intervals at altitude h;
6 while Uncolored 6= ∅ do
7 Pick an uncolored interval Iu ∈ Uncolored;
8 if ∃ r ∈ Rs such that I(r) ∩ Iu 6= ∅ and
9 ∀ I ∈ Uncolored ∪Red\{Iu}, I(r) ∩ I = ∅ then

10 Place item r at altitude h and delete r from Rs;
11 Color the rectangle {I(r) ∩ Iu} × (h− s(r), h] red;
12 Delete Iu from Uncolored;
13 Add [I−u , I(r)−) and [I(r)+, I+

u ) into Uncolored if they are not empty;
14 Add h− s(r) into Altitudes if h > s(r) and h− s(r) /∈ Altitudes;
15 else
16 Color the rectangle Iu × (0, h] blue;
17 Delete Iu from Uncolored;

18 Delete h from Altitudes;
19 —Slice the demand chart and pack all the small items—
20 Slice the demand chart into horizontal stripes of height 1

2
each;

21 for each stripe do
22 Use one bin to pack all the small items placed completely within the stripe;

23 for every two neighboring stripes do
24 Use one bin to pack all the small items placed across the two stripes;
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total sizes of active small items over time (step 2), i.e., all the ceiling altitudes in the

demand chart. In each iteration, the algorithm examines the next (maximum) altitude h

in Altitudes (step 4). Based on its coloring status, the horizontal line at altitude h in the

demand chart is divided into three sets of intervals: red, blue and uncolored (step 5). For

each uncolored interval Iu, the algorithm looks for an item r (not yet placed inside the

demand chart) whose active interval I(r) intersects with Iu but does not intersect with

any other uncolored interval and any red interval (step 9). If there is no such item, all

the area below Iu in the demand chart is colored blue (step 16). If such an item r exists,

r is placed at altitude h (step 10) (see Figure 3.12 for an example). The uncolored area

covered by r is then colored red (step 11). For convenience of algorithm presentation,

we intentionally leave r’s lower boundary uncolored for identifying uncolored intervals in

the subsequent examination. The altitude of r’s lower boundary, i.e., h− s(r), is added

into Altitudes (step 14) as other items may be able to be placed immediately below r

at altitude h − s(r). The examination of an altitude h proceeds until there is no more

uncolored interval (step 6). Phase 1 completes when all altitudes in Altitudes have been

examined (step 3).

It can be shown that Phase 1 runs in polynomial time. Note that the total size of

active small items can change only upon item arrivals and departures. Thus, the initial

set Altitudes (the set of all possible total sizes of active small items over time) contains at

most 2·|Rs| different altitudes, where |Rs| is the number of the small items. Subsequently,

the placement of each item introduces at most one additional altitude to examine (step

14). Therefore, the total number of altitudes examined in Phase 1 is bounded by 3 · |Rs|.
In the examination of each altitude, the total number of red, blue and uncolored intervals

is bounded by O(|Rs|) because the endpoints of each interval must correspond to item

arrivals or departures. There are at most |Rs| items to check for each uncolored interval,

and checking the eligibility of each item for placement takes O(|Rs|) time. So, the time

complexity for examining each altitude is bounded by O(|Rs|3). As a result, the total

time complexity of Phase 1 is bounded by O(|Rs|4).

Phase 1 gives rise to the following properties of item placement in the demand chart.

Lemma 3.2. After Phase 1, the entire area of the demand chart is colored.
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Figure 3.13: Item placement in the demand chart

Proof: We prove this claim by showing that when the examination of an altitude h

completes, all the area between altitude h and the next altitude h− to examine (h− < h)

is colored.

Consider the coloring status of the horizontal line at altitude h after h has been

examined. It is obvious that this line must be fully colored since by definition, the

examination terminates only when the uncolored interval set is empty. Thus, after the

examination, the horizontal line at altitude h consists of blue intervals and red intervals

only. A blue interval b may be colored during the examination of altitude h or an earlier

examination of another altitude h+ (h+ > h). Note that blue coloring can only be

done by step 16 of Algorithm 1 which colors blue all the area below the altitude under

examination to the bottom of the demand chart. Thus, in either case, all the area below

the blue interval b at altitude h must have been colored blue.

Likewise, a red interval e may be colored during the examination of altitude h or an

earlier examination of another altitude h+ (h+ > h). Note that red coloring can only be

done due to item placement (step 11). Suppose that e is colored due to the placement of

an item r. This implies that r’s lower boundary (at altitude h− s(r) or h+− s(r)) must

be below h. According to step 14 of Phase 1, the altitude of r’s low boundary would be

added to Altitudes for examination. Since h− is the next altitude to examine after h,

it must hold that h − s(r) ≤ h− or h+ − s(r) ≤ h−. Therefore, the area below the red

interval e between altitudes h and h− are colored red when the examination of altitude

h completes.
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By similar arguments, when the examination of the last (lowest) altitude h completes,

all the area between altitude h and the bottom of the demand chart is colored. We remark

that, strictly speaking, the bottom line of the demand chart at altitude 0 is not colored.

But this does not affect the correctness of the following analysis for approximation ratio.

�

Lemma 3.3. Whenever a small item r is placed at an altitude h in Phase 1, the rectangle

occupied by r is within the demand chart.

Proof: It is obvious from the algorithm that r’s left boundary (at time I(r)−), right

boundary (at time I(r)+) and upper boundary (at altitude h) are within the demand

chart. Thus, we only need to prove that r’s lower boundary (at altitude h− s(r)) is also

within the demand chart.

Based on the proof of Lemma 3.2, at the beginning of an altitude h’s examination,

all the area above altitude h has been colored. According to the algorithm, if an item

r is allowed to be placed at altitude h, its active interval I(r) must overlap with some

uncolored interval Iu at altitude h. It can be inferred that the area above the intersection

I(r) ∩ Iu at altitude h cannot be colored blue. This is because when blue coloring

is performed over some interval, all the area below the interval to the bottom of the

demand chart is colored blue (step 16). Thus, the area above the intersection I(r) ∩ Iu
at altitude h can only be all colored red.

Consider a time t ∈ I(r)∩ Iu. Recall that the height of the demand chart at time t is

the total size s(Rs, t) of all active small items at time t. Thus, at time t, the distance from

altitude h to the ceiling of the demand chart is s(Rs, t)−h. Since this range has all been

colored red, by the algorithm definition, among all the small items that have been placed

before examining altitude h, the total size of those active at time t is s(Rs, t)− h. The

new item r to be placed at altitude h is also active at time t. If h < s(r), it implies that

the total size of all active small items at time t is at least s(Rs, t)− h+ s(r) > s(Rs, t),

which contradicts the definition of s(Rs, t). Hence, h ≥ s(r) and the lemma is proven. �

Lemma 3.4. All the small items are placed inside the demand chart after Phase 1.
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Proof: Assume on the contrary that there is an item r left not placed at the end of

Phase 1. We check the coloring status of its active interval I(r) at altitude s(r), where

s(r) is the size of r. According to Lemma 3.2, I(r) is colored at altitude s(r).

If some part of I(r) is colored red, let’s consider a point (t, s(r)) that is colored red

where t ∈ I(r). Suppose that (t, s(r)) is colored red due to the placement of another item

r′ at altitude h′. Then, we have t ∈ I(r′) and h′ ≥ s(r) > h′ − s(r′). It follows similar

arguments to the proof of Lemma 3.3 that among all the small items that have been placed

before examining altitude h′, the total size of those active at time t is s(Rs, t)−h′. Note

that items r and r′ are also active at time t. Thus, the total size of all active small items

at time t is at least s(Rs, t)−h′+s(r′) +s(r) > s(Rs, t), which contradicts the definition

of s(Rs, t).

On the other hand, if the entire interval I(r) is colored blue at altitude s(r), let’s

consider the maximum altitude h (h ≥ s(r)) at which the whole interval I(r) is blue.

Then, one or more parts of I(r) at altitude h are colored blue during the examination of

altitude h. Assume that the last part of I(r) is colored blue due to an uncolored interval

Iu satisfying I(r) ∩ Iu 6= ∅. Then, before the last part of I(r) is colored blue, r is an

item satisfying the condition for placement (step 9) since I(r) ∩ Iu 6= ∅ and I(r)\Iu has

all been colored blue. Thus, instead of coloring Iu (and the area below it) blue, r should

have been placed at altitude h, which again leads to a contradiction. Hence, the lemma

is proven. �

Lemma 3.5. No three items overlap together in their placement of Phase 1.

Proof: Lemma 3.2 has shown that the entire demand chart is colored after Phase 1.

According to the algorithm definition, any red area cannot be further covered by any new

item after it is colored red. Thus, no two items can overlap in red areas. It is left to show

that no three items can overlap together in blue areas. Assume on the contrary that a

blue area [t1, t2)×(h1, h2] (where t1 < t2 and h1 < h2) is covered by three items r1, r2 and

r3 in their placement (see Figure 3.14 for an example). Suppose that the placement of

each item ri causes an uncolored interval Ii to be colored red at some altitude. Obviously,

I1, I2 and I3 cannot intersect with one another along the time dimension. Moreover, since

the area [t1, t2) × (h1, h2] is colored blue, we have Ii ∩ [t1, t2) = ∅ (i = 1, 2, 3). Thus, at
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Figure 3.14: Item overlapping in the demand chart

least two of I1, I2 and I3 must be on the same side of [t1, t2). Without loss of generality,

assume that I2 and I3 are both on the right side of [t1, t2), i.e., I−2 ≥ t2 and I−3 ≥ t2.

Since I2 and I3 do not intersect, assume without loss of generality that I2 is on the left

side of I3. Then, it follows that t2 ≤ I−2 < I+
2 ≤ I−3 < I+

3 . As a result, between r2 and

r3, the first item placed would have colored the area [I−2 , I
+
2 ) × (h1, h2] red, making it

impossible for the second item to be placed. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore, no

three items can overlap together in blue areas. �

In Phase 2, the demand chart is partitioned into stripes of height 1
2

each (see Figure

3.15 for an example). The total number of stripes is d2 ·maxt∈⋃r∈Rs I(r) s(Rs, t)e, where

maxt∈⋃r∈Rs I(r) s(Rs, t) is the maximum height of the demand chart. For each stripe,

since the height of the stripe is 1
2

and no three items overlap together in their placement

(Lemma 3.5), the total size of all the small items placed completely within a stripe is

bounded by 1 at any time, which suggests that they can be packed into one bin (step

22). On the other hand, note that each small item’s size is bounded by 1
2
. This implies

that an item can cross at most two stripes in the placement by Phase 1. For each pair of

neighboring stripes, by Lemma 3.5, at most two small items can cross them concurrently

at any time, so their total size is bounded by 1. Therefore, all the small items placed

across a pair of neighboring stripes can be packed into one bin (step 24). It is easy to

see that the time complexity of Phase 2 is O(|Rs|).
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Figure 3.15: Item packing based on placement in the demand chart
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Now, let’s compute the bin usage time by applying the Dual Coloring algorithm. In

Phase 2 of packing small items, the number of stripes produced at any time point t is

d2 · s(Rs, t)e. Thus, the number of open bins for packing small items at time t is at

most 2 · d2 · s(Rs, t)e−1, among which d2 · s(Rs, t)e bins are used for items placed within

individual stripes and d2·s(Rs, t)e−1 bins are used for items placed across stripes. So, the

total bin usage time for packing small items is bounded by
∫⋃

r∈Rs I(r)
(2·d2·s(Rs, t)e−1) dt.

Since the size of each large item is strictly greater than 1
2
, the number of active large

items at time t is smaller than 2 ·s(Rl, t), where s(Rl, t) denotes the total size of all active

large items at time t. Since each large item is packed into a distinct bin, the number of

open bins for packing large items at time t is at most b2 · s(Rl, t)c. Thus, the total bin

usage time for packing large items is bounded by
∫⋃

r∈Rl I(r)
b2 · s(Rl, t)c dt.

In summary, the total bin usage time by applying the Dual Coloring algorithm is

bounded by ∫
⋃
r∈Rl I(r)

b2 · s(Rl, t)c dt+

∫
⋃
r∈Rs I(r)

(2 · d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 1) dt.

Now, we show that b2·s(Rl, t)c+2·d2·s(Rs, t)e−1 ≤ 4·s(R, t) at any time t. It is easy

to verify the above inequality if there are only large items or only small items active at

time t. We thus only consider the case when there are both large and small items active at

time t. Apparently, 0 ≤ d2·s(Rs, t)e−2·s(Rs, t) < 1. If 0 ≤ d2·s(Rs, t)e−2·s(Rs, t) ≤ 1
2
,

we can rewrite the total number of open bins as follows.

b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ 2 · d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 1

= b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ 2 ·
(
2 · s(Rs, t) + (d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 2 · s(Rs, t))

)
− 1

= b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ 4 · s(Rs, t) + 2 · (d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 2 · s(Rs, t))− 1

≤ b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ 4 · s(Rs, t) + 1− 1

≤ 4 · s(Rl, t) + 4 · s(Rs, t)

≤ 4 · ds(Rl, t) + s(Rs, t)e

= 4 · ds(R, t)e.
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If 1
2
< d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 2 · s(Rs, t) < 1, we have d4 · s(Rs, t)e = 2 · d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 1. As a

result,

b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ 2 · d2 · s(Rs, t)e − 1

= b2 · s(Rl, t)c+ d4 · s(Rs, t)e

≤ d2 · s(Rl, t) + 4 · s(Rs, t)e

≤ d4 · s(Rl, t) + 4 · s(Rs, t)e

= 4 · ds(R, t)e.

Consequently, we have the following result.

Theorem 3.7. For the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the offline setting, the Dual

Coloring algorithm achieves an approximation ratio of 4.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant

online, clairvoyant online, and offline settings respectively.

In the non-clairvoyant online setting, we have shown that no Any Fit packing al-

gorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 4µ+3
µ+2

when µ < 1+
√

5
2

and less than

µ + 1 when µ ≥ 1+
√

5
2

. We have also shown that the First Fit packing algorithm, which

is a particular Any Fit packing algorithm, achieves a competitive ratio of µ + 3. This

competitive ratio closely matches a known lower bound µ on the competitiveness of any

deterministic online packing algorithm. Besides, it is the first known upper bound for

MinUsageTime DBP in the non-clairvoyant online setting that has a multiplicative factor

1 for µ, whereas all the existing upper bounds have multiplicative factors larger than 1

for µ. Our result shows that First Fit packing is near optimal.

In the clairvoyant online setting, we have established a lower bound Ω
(√

log µ
log logµ

)
on

the competitive ratio of any deterministic online packing algorithm. We have introduced

a classify-by-duration strategy and applied it to the First Fit packing algorithm. We have

shown that the resultant algorithm is O(log µ)-competitive in general and can become

O( log µ
log logµ

)-competitive if µ is known a priori.
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In the offline setting, we have presented two approximation algorithms: the Duration

Descending First Fit algorithm and the Dual Coloring algorithm. We have shown that

these two algorithms achieve approximation ratios of 5 and 4 respectively.
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Chapter 4

The Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling
Problem

In this chapter, we study an Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem defined as follows.

The input is a set of interval jobs, with each job specified by a size, an arrival time and

a processing length. Once a job arrives, it must be placed on a machine immediately

and run for a period of its processing length without interruption. The machines to run

jobs have capacity limits such that at any time, the total size of the jobs running on any

machine cannot exceed its capacity. A machine must be “on” in order to process jobs.

When a machine is “on”, its power usage rate is given by a base component representing

the power consumed by an idle machine plus a variable component proportional to the

machine’s instantaneous load [16]. When a machine is “off”, it does not consume energy.

A commonly used strategy for energy saving is to switch the machines “off” when they are

not in use. While powering idle machines down can save energy, the machines will have

to be powered up again when they are needed for executing new jobs. State transitions

between “on” and “off” incur energy overheads. The target is to minimize the total

energy consumption of the machines used for processing all the jobs. We shall show

that the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem is generalization of the MinUsageTime

DBP problem studied in Chapter 3.

Some work has studied the energy conservation problems for a single machine or a

group of machines by taking the energy cost of power-up operations into consideration.

A classical optimization problem is to consider the power-down strategy on a single

machine that has an active state and a sleep state. The target is to minimize the energy
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consumed during the machine’s idle periods when there is no computation demand.

Such a problem is equivalent to the ski-rental problem, a famous rent-or-buy problem.

Karlin et al. [44] proposed an optimal 2-competitive deterministic online algorithm and an

improved e
e−1

-competitive randomized online algorithm. Irani et al. [42] and Augustine

et al. [8] studied the power-down strategies on a single machine with an active state and

several low-power sleep states. Albers [4] studied an offline problem to minimize the total

energy consumption for a group of heterogeneous machines to satisfy the varying total

demand for computing capacity over time, but the study ignored specific jobs. Besides,

Khuller et al. [46, 53] introduced the machine activation problems, where an activation

budget is given for activating machines. The target is to minimize the makespan for

a batch of jobs on a set of heterogeneous machines. Different from [46, 53], we focus

on minimizing the energy usage for processing interval jobs. Azar et al. [10] modeled

the setup time for booting a virtual machine and developed bi-objective algorithms to

minimize the maximum delay of unit-size job completion and the total dollar expenditure

of job processing in the cloud. In contrast, we study a unified energy metric that combines

the costs for machines to power up and process jobs. While the study of [10] was limited

to unit-size jobs, each with a demand equal to the machine capacity, we consider the

general case where each job can have an arbitrary demand for machine capacity.

In the following text, we first introduce the definitions and notations in Section 4.1.

We also provide a simplification on the target of the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling

problem, which suggests that it can be viewed as a generalization of the MinUsage-

Time DBP problem. In Section 4.2, we consider a special case of Energy-Efficient Job

Scheduling where each job to be scheduled has a unit size equal to the machine capacity.

In Section 4.3, we study the problem in the general case where each job can have an

arbitrary size.

4.1 Preliminaries

4.1.1 Notations and Definitions

We introduce the key notations used in this chapter. Again, for any time interval I, we use

I− and I+ to denote the left and right endpoints of I respectively. Let len(I) = I+ − I−

denote the length of interval I.
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For each job J , let s(J) denote J ’s size. Each job needs to run for a period of its

processing length starting from its arrival. We refer to the time interval in which a job

J is running (active) as its active interval and denote it by I(J). Then, the arrival time

and processing length of the job can be represented by I(J)− and len(I(J)) respectively.

Given a set of jobs J , we use s(J , t) to denote the total size of the jobs active at time t,

i.e., s(J , t) =
∑

J∈J :t∈I(J) s(J). We assume that all the machines have the same capacity.

At any time, the total size of the active jobs placed on any machine cannot exceed its

capacity. Without loss of generality, the capacity of each machine is assumed to be 1,

and each job has a size no larger than 1. If a machine M is powered up for running jobs

at time t1 and then powered down at time t2, then we say that M is in the “on” state

during the interval [t1, t2) and refer to the interval as M ’s “on” interval. During an “on”

interval, a machine may not always be processing jobs. If at least one job is running on

machine M , we say that M is busy. If M is “on” but there is no job running on M , we

say that M is idle. If a machine M is busy (idle) throughout an interval I, we refer to I

as a busy (idle) interval of machine M .

A machine’s energy consumption model is as follows. When the machine is “on”, its

power usage rate at any time is given by a base rate rb representing the power consumed

by an idle machine plus a variable rate rv · L that is proportional to the machine’s

instantaneous load L (i.e., the total size of the active jobs on this machine at that

time) [16]. When a machine is “off”, its power usage rate is 0. The energy overheads

incurred for powering a machine up and down are given by Cup and Cdown respectively. To

simplify our discussion, we can assume alternatively an initial energy cost C = Cup+Cdown

for powering a machine up and no energy cost for powering a machine down. This would

not change the total energy expenditure because each machine ever used for running jobs

must be powered down eventually.

The target of the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem is to minimize the total

energy consumed by the machines for processing all the jobs. To facilitate reasoning, we

shall assume that there is a sufficiently large pool of machines and that once a machine

used is powered down, the machine is never powered up again. In other words, each

machine used has only one “on” interval. Such an assumption makes sense for our

problem since after a machine used is powered down, it becomes indistinguishable for

any unused machine.
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4.1.2 A Simplification of the Target of the Problem

Now, we show that the objective of the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem can be

reduced to minimizing a weighted linear combination of the total “on” time and the total

number of all the machines used. For each machine M used, let Q(M) denote its “on”

interval and JM denote the set of jobs assigned to it. Then, the energy consumed by M

over its “on” interval Q(M) is given by
∫
Q(M)

(
rb + rv · s(JM , t)

)
dt and thus the total

energy consumed by M is

C + rb · len(Q(M)) +

∫
Q(M)

rv · s(JM , t) dt

= C + rb · len(Q(M)) + rv ·
∑
J∈JM

s(J) · len(I(J)).

Let M be the set of machines used for running a set of jobs J . Since
⋃
M∈M JM = J ,

the total energy consumed by all machines can be written as

C · |M|+ rb ·
∑
M∈M

len(Q(M)) + rv ·
∑
J∈J

s(J) · len(I(J)).

Note that the third item above is a constant for a given set of jobs J . We can thus ignore

it in the optimization target and consider only the first two items, i.e., C · |M| + rb ·∑
M∈M len(Q(M)), where |M| is the number of machines used and

∑
M∈M len(Q(M))

is the total “on” time of the machines. Without loss of generality, we shall assume the

base power rate rb to be 1 and focus on minimizing C · |M|+
∑

M∈M len(Q(M)) in the

rest of this chapter. Note that without the first item C · |M|, the problem is equivalent

to the MinUsageTime DBP problem studied in Chapter 3 by considering each job as an

item and each machine as a bin. Thus, the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem can

be viewed as a generalization of the MinUsageTime DBP problem.

4.2 Unit Job Size Case

We start by considering a simple case where each job has a size equal to the machine’s

capacity. Thus, each machine can run at most one job at any time. We refer to this special

case as EEJS-Unit. We propose an optimal scheduling algorithm in the offline setting

and a 2-competitive algorithm in the online setting. An instance is also constructed to
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show that no deterministic online algorithm can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2,

which suggests that the 2-competitive online algorithm is optimal.

Our algorithms work by scheduling jobs in the order of their arrivals. When a job

arrives, if there exist one or multiple machines whose last job was completed less than C

time units ago, then the incoming job is placed on one of these machines whose last job

was completed the latest. Otherwise, a new machine is powered up to run the incoming

job. In the offline setting, each machine is powered down when it completes the last job

placed on it. Thus, the “on” interval of each machine starts from the arrival of its first

job and ends at the completion of its last job. In the online setting, whenever a machine

completes a job and becomes idle, it is kept “on” for at most C time units for receiving

new incoming jobs. If no incoming job is placed on it for C time units, the machine is

then powered down. Therefore, the “on” interval of each machine starts from the arrival

of its first job and ends C time units after the completion of its last job. An example of

the offline and online schedules constructed are shown in Figure 4.1.

We first prove the optimality of the offline algorithm by converting any optimal sched-

ule A for a set of jobs J into the schedule produced by our algorithm without incurring

any extra energy usage during the conversion process. We index and examine the jobs in

their arrival order. Assume that job Jj is the first job that is scheduled differently by the

optimal schedule A and our algorithm. Since the jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} are scheduled

identically by schedule A and our algorithm, before job Jj arrives, the set of machines

used by schedule A is identical to the set of machines used by our algorithm. Now,

suppose schedule A places job Jj on a machine M ′, while our algorithm places job Jj on

another machine M . We can convert schedule A to a new schedule that places Jj on M

without increasing the energy usage. Specifically, let JM and JM ′ denote the jobs placed

on machines M and M ′ respectively by schedule A. We apply the following two steps to

convert schedule A:

1. Place jobs JM ′ ∩ {J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} and JM − {J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} on machine M ′.

2. Place jobs JM∩{J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} and JM ′−{J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} on machine M . Note

that in this way, job Jj is placed on machine M .
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(b) an optimal schedule for {J1, J2, J3, J4}
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the  on  interval of a machine
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an idle interval

a busy interval an idle interval

Figure 4.1: An example of EEJS-Unit

Since our schedule is feasible, the jobs in JM ∩ {J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} do not overlap with Jj

and hence all the jobs in JM ′ −{J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1}. Similarly, since schedule A is feasible,

the jobs in JM ′ ∩ {J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1} do not overlap with Jj and hence all the jobs in

JM−{J1, J2, . . . , Jj−1}. Therefore, the new schedule after the above conversion is feasible.

It is easy to infer that the total length of M and M ′’s “on” intervals remains unchanged

after conversion. Thus, no extra energy usage is incurred due to the conversion. So, we

have obtained a new schedule in which jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Jj} are scheduled identically to

our algorithm. By performing similar conversions for every job in J − {J1, J2, . . . , Jj},
we can obtain an optimal schedule exactly the same as the schedule produced by our

algorithm. Thus, we can conclude that the offline algorithm is optimal for solving EEJS-

Unit.

Next, we study the competitiveness of the online algorithm. In the online algorithm,

if a machine is powered down at time t, it must be “on” and idle during the time interval
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[t − C, t). Thus, each machine has an energy usage that is C higher than that in the

offline algorithm. Note that the energy usage of each machine is at least C in the offline

algorithm since it needs to be powered up initially. Thus, the online algorithm is 2-

competitive.

We remark here that the online algorithm does not make use of the processing length

information of a job in scheduling it. Thus, it works in both the non-clairvoyant online

setting and the clairvoyant online setting.

Finally, we construct an instance to show that no deterministic online algorithm

can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2 for EEJS-Unit. In our instance, we release

at most n jobs. First, a job J1 of processing length ε is released at time 0. A new

machine must be powered up to run this job and this machine becomes idle at time ε.

Obviously, an optimal schedule for this single job is to power down the machine once

J1 is completed. Suppose an online algorithm powers down this machine at time t1. If

t1 ≥ C, we terminate job releasing. Then, the energy usage ratio between the online

algorithm and the optimal schedule is C+t1
C+ε

≥ 2C
C+ε

. Otherwise, if t1 < C, we release a

new job J2 of processing length ε at time t1 + 1
2
δ, where δ > 0 is a small value. Note that

the machine used for J1 has just been powered down at time t1 and thus a new machine

has to be powered up to run J2. Suppose the online algorithm powers the new machine

down at time t1 + 1
2
δ + t2. Similarly, if t2 ≥ C, we terminate job releasing process. The

best strategy for scheduling {J1, J2} is to place them on one machine and power down

this machine at time t1 + 1
2
δ+ε. Thus, the energy ratio between the online algorithm and

the optimal schedule is C+t1+C+t2
C+t1+ 1

2
δ+ε

> 3C+t1
C+t1+δ+ε

> 4C
2C+δ+ε

> 2C
C+δ+ε

. Otherwise, if t2 < C,

we continue to release a new job J3 of processing length ε at time t1 + 1
2
δ + t2 + 1

4
δ and

so on. In general, a job Ji of processing length ε is released at time
∑i−1

j=1(tj + 1
2j
δ),

after the machine used for Ji−1 is powered down. Thus, a new machine must be powered

on to run Ji. Suppose the online algorithm powers down this new machine at time∑i−1
j=1(tj+

1
2j
δ)+ti. If ti ≥ C, we terminate job releasing. The best strategy for scheduling

jobs {J1, . . . , Ji} is to place them on one machine and power down this machine at time∑i−1
j=1(tj + 1

2j
δ) + ε. So, the energy ratio between the online algorithm and the optimal

schedule is
∑i−1
j=1(C+tj)+(C+ti)

C+
∑i−1
j=1(tj+

1

2j
δ)+ε

>
(i+1)C+

∑i−1
j=1 tj

C+
∑i−1
j=1 tj+δ+ε

> 2i·C
i·C+δ+ε

> 2C
C+δ+ε

. Otherwise, job releasing

continues. After n jobs are released, the energy usage of the online algorithm is at least
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∑n−1
j=1 (C + tj) + (C + ε) = n · C +

∑n−1
j=1 tj + ε, whereas the energy usage of the optimal

schedule is C +
∑n−1

j=1 (tj + 1
2j
δ) + ε < C +

∑n−1
j=1 tj + δ + ε. Thus, the energy ratio is

at least
n·C+

∑n−1
j=1 tj+ε

C+
∑n−1
j=1 tj+δ+ε

> (2n−1)·C+ε
n·C+δ+ε

. Therefore, the competitive ratio by applying any

deterministic online algorithm is at least

min
{ 2C

C + ε
,

2C

C + δ + ε
,
(2n− 1) · C + ε

n · C + δ + ε

}
.

As ε and δ approach 0 and n goes towards infinity, the above bound can be made

arbitrarily close to 2. Hence, our online algorithm is optimal for EEJS-Unit.

4.3 Arbitrary Job Size Case

4.3.1 A Lower Bound on Optimal Solution

Now, we study the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in the general case where

jobs can have arbitrary sizes, and refer to it as EEJS-Arbitrary. We first investigate the

lower bound on the optimal solution of EEJS-Arbitrary, which shall be used to design

and analyze offline and online scheduling algorithms later. We establish a lower bound

by relaxing the feasibility requirement of EEJS-Arbitrary. Specifically, we consider a

Relaxed Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling (REEJS) problem. Given a set of jobs J , the

objective of the REEJS problem is to find a minimum-energy schedule of machines such

that at any time t, the aggregate capacity of “on” machines is at least s(J , t), i.e., the

total size of the jobs active at time t. Note that REEJS does not impose the feasibility

of actually placing the jobs on the “on” machines. Since each job has to be placed on a

single machine throughout its active interval, a feasible placement may not always exist

even if the aggregate capacity of “on” machines can meet the total demand s(J , t) at

all times. Thus, the REEJS problem is a relaxation of the EEJS-Arbitrary problem. We

shall derive an optimal REEJS schedule for bounding the EEJS-Arbitrary problem.

We compute an optimal REEJS schedule in an iterative manner. In each iteration

k, we first determine all the contiguous intervals in which s(J , t) > k − 1. Next, we

merge every two consecutive intervals Ia and Ib into one interval if they are no further

than C apart, i.e., we replace Ia and Ib with [I−a , I
+
b ) if I−b − I+

a ≤ C. This process is

repeated recursively until no more intervals can be merged. Then, the resultant intervals
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Figure 4.2: An optimal REEJS schedule

are all further than C apart from each other. For each resultant interval I, we schedule

a new machine with an “on” interval I. All the machines used in iteration k, denoted by

MREEJS
k , are referred to as the machines of level k. It is easy to see that maxtds(J , t)e

iterations are needed by the scheduling process. The schedule produced is given by

MREEJS =
⋃maxtds(J ,t)e
k=1 MREEJS

k . In this schedule, at any time t, there is a machine with

an “on” interval covering t at each of the levels 1, 2, . . . , ds(J , t)e. Thus, the schedule

meets the capacity requirement of REEJS. Figure 4.2 gives an example to illustrate the

construction of an optimal REEJS schedule.

Theorem 4.1. The algorithm introduced above produces an optimal REEJS schedule that

minimizes the total energy consumed by the machines used.

Proof: We prove it by converting any optimal REEJS schedule for a set of jobs J
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into the scheduleMREEJS produced by our algorithm without incurring any extra energy

usage.

Let Mopt denote the set of machines used by an optimal schedule for J . Let Q(M)

denote the “on” interval of a machine M . Let N(Mopt, t) = |{M : M ∈Mopt, t ∈ Q(M)}|
denote the number of “on” machines at time t in the schedule ofMopt. For each k where

1 ≤ k ≤ maxtds(J , t)e, we examine the times t when N(Mopt, t) ≥ k. These times

may constitute one or more contiguous intervals that are apart from each other. For

each interval I, we construct a machine with an “on” interval I. All the machines

constructed from a set Mk. Then, we create a new schedule M∗ by putting M1, M2,

. . . , Mmaxtds(J ,t)e together, i.e., M∗ =
⋃maxtds(J ,t)e
k=1 Mk. It is easy to verify that the

schedule M∗ meets the capacity requirement of REEJS. This is because at any time t,

if N(Mopt, t) < maxtds(J , t)e, there are exactly the same number of “on” machines in

Mopt and M∗ at time t; if N(Mopt, t) ≥ maxtds(J , t)e, there are maxtds(J , t)e “on”

machines in M∗ which are also enough to meet the capacity requirement of s(J , t) at

time t. It also follows from these facts that the total “on” time of the machines M∗

cannot exceed that of the machines Mopt. In addition, every time a new machine is

powered up in M∗, the number of “on” machines in Mopt must have been increased, so

there must also be a machine powered up in Mopt. Thus, |M∗| ≤ |Mopt|. As a result,

the total energy consumption of M∗ is bounded by that of Mopt. Therefore, M∗ is also

an optimal REEJS schedule for J .

Next, we prove that the machines inM∗ have the same “on” intervals as the machines

MREEJS produced by our algorithm. For each k where 1 ≤ k ≤ maxtds(J , t)e, consider

the machine setMk ⊆M∗ and the level-k machinesMREEJS
k produced by our algorithm.

We sort the machines in Mk and MREEJS
k in increasing order of their power-up times,

i.e.,Mk = {Mk,1,Mk,2, . . . } andMREEJS
k = {MREEJS

k,1 ,MREEJS
k,2 , . . . }. We first compare

machine Mk,1 with machine MREEJS
k,1 . By the definition of our algorithm, the total

demand s(J , t) must be greater than k− 1 at time Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−. SinceMopt meets the

capacity requirement of REEJS, we have N(Mopt, Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−) ≥ k, which suggests

that machine Mk,1 is powered up no later than Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−. Now, suppose Q(Mk,1)− <

Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−. Then, according to our algorithm, the total demand s(J , t) is at most

k − 1 during the interval [Q(Mk,1)−, Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−). We can thus delay the power-up of
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Mk,1 to reduce its energy usage, which contradicts the optimality of M∗. Therefore, we

have Q(Mk,1)− = Q(MREEJS
k,1 )−.

Next, we prove that Q(Mk,1)+ = Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+. If Q(Mk,1)+ > Q(MREEJS

k,1 )+, the to-

tal demand s(J , t) must exceed k−1 immediately before time Q(Mk,1)+. Otherwise, Mk,1

can be powered down earlier to save energy usage, which contradicts the optimality of

M∗. Since the total demand s(J , t) exceeds k−1 immediately beforeQ(Mk,1)+, Q(Mk,1)+

must fall inside or on the right endpoint of the “on” interval of some machine inMREEJS
k .

Suppose that this machine is MREEJS
k,j where j > 1. Note that by our algorithm, the total

demand s(J , t) is bounded by k − 1 during the interval [Q(MREEJS
k,j−1 )+, Q(MREEJS

k,j )−)

and Q(MREEJS
k,j )− − Q(MREEJS

k,j−1 )+ > C. We can thus save energy usage by powering

down Mk,1 earlier at time Q(MREEJS
k,j−1 )+ and powering up a new machine from time

Q(MREEJS
k,j )− to Q(Mk,1)+ while keeping the scheduleM∗ meeting the capacity require-

ment. This leads to a contradiction to the optimality of M∗. Similarly, if Q(Mk,1)+ <

Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+, machine Mk,2 must be powered up before time Q(MREEJS

k,1 )+ as the total

demand s(J , t) exceeds k − 1 immediately before time Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+. Since M∗ meets

the capacity requirement, the total demand s(J , t) must be bounded by k−1 during the

interval [Q(Mk,1)+, Q(Mk,2)−). Since [Q(Mk,1)+, Q(Mk,2)−) ⊆ Q(MREEJS
k,1 ), according to

our algorithm, we have Q(Mk,2)− − Q(Mk,1)+ ≤ C. This implies that machines Mk,1

and Mk,2 can be replaced by a machine with an “on” interval [Q(Mk,1)−, Q(Mk,2)+) to

save energy usage, which again contradicts the optimality of M∗.1 Therefore, we have

Q(Mk,1)+ = Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+ and hence Q(Mk,1) = Q(MREEJS

k,1 ).

Given Q(Mk,1) = Q(MREEJS
k,1 ), by similar arguments, we can show that Q(Mk,2) =

Q(MREEJS
k,2 ). Inductively, it can be shown that Q(Mk,i) = Q(MREEJS

k,i ) for any i. There-

fore, for each k, the machines in Mk and MREEJS
k have the same “on” intervals, which

implies that the schedules M∗ and MREEJS have the same energy consumption. �

4.3.2 Offline Setting

In this section, we study the EEJS-Arbitrary problem in the offline setting where the

information of all the jobs is known before scheduling. We propose a 5-approximation

1If Q(Mk,2)
−−Q(Mk,1)

+ = C, the replacement does not change the energy usage but it extends the
power-down time of Mk,1 to Q(Mk,2)

+. We can then repeat the comparison of the new Q(Mk,1)
+ with

Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+ until either the optimality ofM∗ is violated or Q(Mk,1)

+ = Q(MREEJS
k,1 )+.
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algorithm which is based on the Dual Coloring algorithm introduced in Section 3.4.2. We

start by giving a high level description of the algorithm. Jobs to be scheduled are first

classified into two sets J l and J s according to their sizes, where J l (J s) includes all

the large (small) jobs with size larger (no larger) than 1
2
. The large jobs and the small

jobs are scheduled separately by our algorithm. We apply our optimal offline algorithm

proposed for EEJS-Unit (introduced in Section 4.2) to schedule all the large jobs, since

any two large jobs cannot run concurrently on the same machine. The small jobs are

scheduled by the following steps. First, a demand chart is built to describe the total

size of the active small jobs as a function of time (similar to the top diagram of Figure

4.2). Then, all the small jobs are placed inside the demand chart such that no three

jobs overlap together in their placement. Next, the jobs are assigned to the machines

by slicing the demand chart. Finally, the machine schedules are derived by a similar

algorithm to that for solving the REEJS problem (introduced in Section 4.3.1). Figure

4.3 gives an example to illustrate the scheduling of small jobs. A formal description of

the algorithm for scheduling small jobs is given in Algorithm 2.

The placement and slicing steps basically follow the Dual Coloring algorithm intro-

duced in Section 3.4.2. In the placement step, each small job J is represented by a

rectangle spanning its active interval I(J) in the time dimension and having a height of

its size s(J) in the demand dimension (see Figure 4.3(b)). The placement proceeds from

the top to the bottom of the demand chart and carefully controls the overlaps between

different jobs to ensure that no area of the demand chart is covered by three or more

jobs simultaneously.

In the slicing step, the demand chart is sliced into horizontal stripes of height 1
2

each.

Thanks to the overlap limit, all the small jobs placed completely within each stripe have

a total size at most 1 and thus can be assigned to run on one machine at any time. On

the other hand, since the size of each small job is bounded by 1
2
, a job can span at most

2 stripes in the placement. For each pair of neighboring stripes, due to the overlap limit,

at most two small jobs can cross them concurrently at any time, so their total size is

bounded by 1. Therefore, all the jobs placed across a pair of neighboring stripes can be

assigned to run on one machine at any time.

The number of stripes produced by the slicing step is at most maxtd s(J
s,t)

1/2
e ≤ 2 ·

maxtds(J s, t)e. Thus, according to the above analysis, all the small jobs J s can be
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Algorithm 2: Scheduling small jobs offline in EEJS-Arbitrary

Input: J s = {J ∈ J : s(J) ≤ 1
2
}.

Output: A schedule for all the small jobs.
1 —Place the small jobs inside the demand chart—
2 Altitudes = {s(J s, t) : t ∈

⋃
J∈J s I(J)};

3 while Altitudes 6= ∅ do
4 Determine h = maxh′∈Altitudes h

′;
5 Let Red, Blue and Uncolored be the respective sets of all maximal red, blue

and uncolored intervals at altitude h;
6 while Uncolored 6= ∅ do
7 Pick an uncolored interval Iu ∈ Uncolored;
8 if ∃ J ∈ J s such that I(J) ∩ Iu 6= ∅ and
9 ∀ I ∈ Uncolored ∪Red\{Iu}, I(J) ∩ I = ∅ then

10 Place job J at altitude h and delete J from J s;
11 Color the rectangle {I(J) ∩ Iu} × (h− s(J), h] red;
12 Delete Iu from Uncolored;
13 Add [I−u , I(J)−) and [I(J)+, I+

u ) into Uncolored if they are not empty;
14 Add h− s(J) into Altitudes if h > s(J) and h− s(J) /∈ Altitudes;
15 else
16 Color the rectangle Iu × (0, h] blue;
17 Delete Iu from Uncolored;

18 Delete h from Altitudes;
19 —Slice the demand chart and schedule small jobs—
20 Slice the demand chart into horizontal stripes of height 1

2
each;

21 for each stripe do
22 Schedule all the small jobs placed completely within the stripe by applying

the optimal REEJS algorithm;

23 for every two neighboring stripes do
24 Schedule all the small jobs placed across the two stripes by applying the

optimal REEJS algorithm;
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Figure 4.3: An example for scheduling small jobs in the offline setting
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divided into at most 2 ·maxtds(J s, t)e + 2 ·maxtds(J s, t)e − 1 = 4 ·maxtds(J s, t)e − 1

disjoint groups such that the jobs in each group have a total size bounded by 1 at any

time. Therefore, we can apply the optimal REEJS algorithm in Section 4.3.1 to each

group of jobs to produce an optimal REEJS schedule in just one iteration (see Figure

4.3(c)). The schedule constructed for each group of jobs contains a set of machines with

non-overlapping “on” intervals. The final output of our algorithm includes the machines

used in the schedules for all the groups of small jobs as well as the machines used by the

optimal EEJS-Unit algorithm to schedule all the large jobs.

Now, we prove that our algorithm achieves an approximation ratio of 5. LetOPTEEJS(J )

denote the overall energy consumption of the optimal schedule for processing all the jobs

J . It is obvious that the optimal schedule for processing a set of jobs cannot consume

less energy than that for processing a subset of the jobs therein. Since J l ⊆ J and

J s ⊆ J , we have OPTEEJS(J l) ≤ OPTEEJS(J ) and OPTEEJS(J s) ≤ OPTEEJS(J ).

Let A(J ) denote the overall energy consumption of the schedule produced by applying

our algorithm. Since the large jobs and the small jobs are scheduled separately by our

algorithm, we have A(J ) = A(J l) + A(J s). We first bound A(J l), the energy usage

for processing the large jobs J l. Since no two large jobs can run simultaneously on the

same machine, by applying the optimal EEJS-Unit algorithm, we have

A(J l) = OPTEEJS(J l) ≤ OPTEEJS(J ).

Next, we bound the energy usage for processing the small jobs J s. If we apply the

optimal REEJS algorithm in Section 4.3.1 to schedule all the small jobs J s, the ma-

chines used would consist of maxtds(J s, t)e disjoint sets MREEJS
1 , MREEJS

2 , . . . where

each set MREEJS
k denotes the machines of level k. Let OPTREEJS(J s) denote the

energy consumption of the optimal REEJS schedule for J s, and E(MREEJS
k ) denote

the total energy consumption of the machines in MREEJS
k . Then, OPTREEJS(J s) =∑maxtds(J s,t)e

k=1 E(MREEJS
k ). Note that the machines MREEJS

k actually serve the job de-

mands between altitudes k − 1 and k in the demand chart.

On the other hand, by applying our approximation algorithm, all the machines used

to process the small jobs can be divided into at most 4 · maxtds(J s, t)e − 1 disjoint

sets, among which there is one set for processing the jobs placed completely within each
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stripe of the demand chart and one set for processing the jobs placed across each pair

of neighboring stripes. By the construction of the demand chart, the set of machines

for the jobs placed in the stripe from altitude (h − 1) · 1
2

to h · 1
2

only needs to be “on”

when the total size of active small jobs exceeds (h − 1) · 1
2
≥ dh

2
e − 1. Thus, the “on”

intervals of these machines must be completely contained in the “on” intervals of the

machines MREEJS
dh/2e . This is true before as well as after the “on” intervals are merged by

the optimal REEJS algorithm. Similarly, the set of machines for the jobs placed across

the stripes from altitude (h− 2) · 1
2

to (h− 1) · 1
2

and from (h− 1) · 1
2

to h · 1
2

only needs

to be “on” when the total size of active small jobs exceeds (h− 1) · 1
2
≥ dh

2
e− 1. So, they

must also have their “on” intervals fully contained in the “on” intervals of the machines

MREEJS
dh/2e . Therefore, the total energy usage of all the machines for small jobs by our

algorithm is bounded by

2·maxtds(J s,t)e∑
h=1

E(MREEJS
dh/2e ) +

2·maxtds(J s,t)e∑
h=2

E(MREEJS
dh/2e )

= 2 ·
maxtds(J s,t)e∑

k=1

E(MREEJS
k ) + E(MREEJS

1 ) + 2 ·
maxtds(J s,t)e∑

k=2

E(MREEJS
k )

< 4 ·
maxtds(J s,t)e∑

k=1

E(MREEJS
k )

= 4 ·OPTREEJS(J s).

Recall that the REEJS problem is a relaxation of the EEJS-Arbitrary problem. It follows

that

OPTREEJS(J s) ≤ OPTEEJS(J s) ≤ OPTEEJS(J ).

As a result, A(J s) ≤ 4 ·OPTEEJS(J ) and A(J ) = A(J l) + A(J s) ≤ 5 ·OPTEEJS(J ).

Theorem 4.2. For the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in the offline setting,

the algorithm introduced above achieves an approximation ratio of 5.

4.3.3 Non-Clairvoyant Online Setting

Next, we consider the online version of the EEJS-Arbitrary problem, where each job

must be placed on a machine at its arrival without knowing any future job arrivals.
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Figure 4.4: An example for scheduling small jobs by Modified First Fit

Again, there are two flavours for the online version: non-clairvoyant and clairvoyant. In

the non-clairvoyant online setting, the processing length of each job is not revealed at

its arrival and thus cannot be used for scheduling purposes. In the clairvoyant online

setting, the processing length of each job is known at its arrival and can be used for

scheduling purposes. We first study the EEJS-Arbitrary problem in the non-clairvoyant

online setting. It has been shown in [55] that no deterministic online algorithm can

achieve a competitive ratio less than µ for the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-

clairvoyant online setting, where µ represents the max/min item duration (job processing

length) ratio. This problem can be seen as a special case of our EEJS-Arbitrary problem

by assuming the initial energy cost C to be 0 for powering a machine up. Thus, the

lower bound µ also applies to the competitiveness achievable for EEJS-Arbitrary. In

the following, we propose a (µ + 9)-competitive Modified First Fit algorithm for EEJS-

Arbitrary in the non-clairvoyant online setting.

Similar to the 5-approximation algorithm in the offline setting, the Modified First Fit

algorithm also schedules the large jobs J l (of size larger than 1
2
) and the small jobs J s (of
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size at most 1
2
) separately. The large jobs are scheduled by applying the 2-competitive

online algorithm designed for EEJS-Unit (introduced in Section 4.2), while the small

jobs are scheduled based on the idea of the First-Fit strategy. Specifically, each machine

used for processing small jobs is given a layer label. The machines given the label k are

referred to as the layer-k machines. At any time, at most one machine of each layer can

be in the “on” state. To schedule an incoming job J , we find the lowest-indexed layer

k such that either (1) no layer-k machine is in the “on” state or (2) the “on” machine

of layer k has enough capacity available to accommodate job J . In the former case, a

new layer-k machine is powered up to run job J . In the latter case, the incoming job J

is assigned to the “on” machine of layer k. Whenever an “on” machine for small jobs

becomes idle, the machine waits for at most C time units for receiving new incoming

jobs. If no incoming job is placed on it after C time units, the machine is powered down.

Figure 4.4 shows an example of how Modified First Fit schedules small jobs.

Now, we prove that our Modified First Fit algorithm is (µ + 9)-competitive. Let

MFF (J ) denote the overall energy consumption for processing all the jobs J by applying

our Modified First Fit algorithm. Then, MFF (J ) = MFF (J l) + MFF (J s). We first

consider MFF (J l). Since any two large jobs cannot run concurrently on the same

machine, by applying the 2-competitive online algorithm designed for EEJS-Unit, we

have

MFF (J l) ≤ 2 ·OPTEEJS(J l) ≤ 2 ·OPTEEJS(J ).

Next, we bound MFF (J s). We split the energy consumption by all the machines used

for J s into two parts: the energy usage when the machines are busy (referred to as the

busy energy usage) and the energy usage for powering up the machines and when they

are idle (referred to as the auxiliary energy usage). We show that the busy energy usage

of all the machines used for J s is no more than

(µ+ 3) ·
∫
⋃
J∈J s I(J)

ds(J s, t)e dt.

Since the number of “on” machines for processing the small jobs J s must be at least

ds(J s, t)e at any time t,
∫⋃

J∈J s I(J)
ds(J s, t)e dt is a lower bound on the “on” time and

hence the energy consumption of the optimal EEJS schedule for J s. We also prove that
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the auxiliary energy usage of all the machines used for J s is no more than four times the

energy consumption of the optimal REEJS schedule for J s, i.e., OPTREEJS(J s). Thus,

MFF (J s) is bounded by

(µ+ 3) ·OPTEEJS(J s) + 4 ·OPTREEJS(J s)

≤ (µ+ 3) ·OPTEEJS(J s) + 4 ·OPTEEJS(J s)

= (µ+ 7) ·OPTEEJS(J s)

≤ (µ+ 7) ·OPTEEJS(J ).

Combining MFF (J l) and MFF (J s), we can then conclude that the Modified First Fit

algorithm is (µ+ 9)-competitive.

Bounding the busy energy usage of machines used for J s: We apply the

charging technique similar to that introduced in Section 3.2.2 to bound the total busy

time of the machines used for small jobs. It is easy to bound the total busy time of the

layer-1 machines MMFFs
1 by

∫⋃
J∈J s I(J)

1 dt ≤
∫⋃

J∈J s I(J)
ds(J s, t)e dt, since at most one

machine in MMFFs
1 is busy at any moment when there are small jobs active. In what

follows, we focus on bounding the total busy time of the layer-k machines (k ≥ 2). Let

JMFFs
k be the set of small jobs placed on the layer-k machines. By the Modified First-

Fit algorithm, the busy time of the machines MMFFs
k is given by len(

⋃
J∈JMFFs

k
I(J)).

Let Jk be a maximal subset of JMFFs
k by deleting any job J ∈ JMFFs

k whose active

interval is fully contained in another job’s active interval. Then, by sorting the jobs in

Jk in the order of their arrival times, i.e., Jk = {Jk,1, Jk,2, . . . , Jk,zk} where I(Jk,1)− <

I(Jk,2)− < · · · < I(Jk,zk)
− and zk = |Jk|, we have I(Jk,1)+ < I(Jk,2)+ < · · · < I(Jk,zk)

+.

Otherwise, if I(Jk,i)
+ ≥ I(Jk,j)

+ for some i < j, the active interval of Jk,j is inside

the active interval of Jk,i, which contradicts the definition of Jk. Besides, we also have⋃
J∈JMFFs

k
I(J) =

⋃
J∈Jk I(J) after reducing JMFFs

k to Jk.
We split

⋃
J∈Jk I(J) into zk disjoint intervals. Specifically, for each job Jk,i ∈ Jk

(1 ≤ i ≤ zk − 1), define

X(Jk,i) =
[
I(Jk,i)

−,min{I(Jk,i)
+, I(Jk,i+1)−}

)
.

For the job Jk,zk ∈ Jk, define

X(Jk,zk) = I(Jk,zk).
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Then, the total busy time of the layer-k machines can be rewritten as

len
( ⋃
J∈JMFFs

k

I(J)
)

= len
( ⋃
J∈Jk

I(J)
)

=
∑
J∈Jk

len(X(J)).

Now, we define

dk =
∑
J∈Jk

(
s(J) · len(X(J))

)
.

It is easy to see that

dk ≤
∑
J∈Jk

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
≤

∑
J∈JMFFs

k

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
. (4.1)

Recall that each job J in Jk is placed on a machine in MMFFs
k . According to the

Modified First-Fit algorithm, when job J arrives at timeX(J)− = I(J)−, there must exist

a layer-(k − 1) machine M ∈ MMFFs
k−1 which is busy and does not have enough capacity

available to accommodate job J . Otherwise, J would have been placed on a machine in

MMFFs
k−1 . Therefore, at time X(J)−, the total size of the active jobs on machine M must

be larger than 1− s(J). We use P(J) to denote these jobs and we have

s(J) +
∑

Ĵ∈P(J)

s(Ĵ) > 1.

Define

d∗k =
∑
J∈Jk

∑
Ĵ∈P(J)

(
s(Ĵ) · len(X(J))

)
.

Then, the total busy time of the machines MMFFs
k can be bounded by

∑
J∈Jk

len(X(J)) <
∑
J∈Jk

(( ∑
Ĵ∈P(J)

s(Ĵ) + s(J)
)
· len(X(J))

)
= dk + d∗k. (4.2)
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We next show that d∗k is bounded by (µ+ 1) ·
∑

J∈JMFFs
k−1

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
. Define

Ĵk =
⋃
J∈Jk

P(J).

Obviously, Ĵk ⊆ JMFFs
k−1 . For each job Ĵ ∈ Ĵk, let P−1(Ĵ) denote the set of all the jobs

J in Jk such that Ĵ ∈ P(J). Note that the jobs in P−1(Ĵ) may come from different

machines in MMFFs
k . For each job J ∈ P−1(Ĵ), since job Ĵ has already been placed on

a machine in MMFFs
k−1 when J arrives, Ĵ cannot arrive later than J . Thus,

X(J)− = I(J)− ≥ I(Ĵ)−. (4.3)

By definition, I(Ĵ) covers time X(J)−, i.e., X(J)− < I(Ĵ)+. Recall that the max/min

job processing length ratio is µ, which suggests that

len(X(J)) ≤ len(I(J)) ≤ µ · len(I(Ĵ)).

Therefore,

X(J)+ = X(J)− + len(X(J))

< I(Ĵ)+ + µ · len(I(Ĵ)). (4.4)

Remark that X(J) of all the jobs J in P−1(Ĵ) ⊆ Jk are disjoint. It follows from (4.3)

and (4.4) that ∑
J∈P−1(Ĵ)

len(X(J)) ≤ max
J∈P−1(Ĵ)

X(J)+ − min
J∈P−1(Ĵ)

X(J)−

≤ I(Ĵ)+ + µ · len(I(Ĵ))− I(Ĵ)−

= (µ+ 1) · len(I(Ĵ)).

As a result, we have

d∗k =
∑
J∈Jk

∑
Ĵ∈P(J)

(
s(Ĵ) · len(X(J))

)
=

∑
Ĵ∈Ĵk

s(Ĵ) ·
( ∑
J∈P−1(Ĵ)

len(X(J))
)

≤
∑
Ĵ∈Ĵk

(
s(Ĵ) · (µ+ 1) · len(I(Ĵ))

)
≤ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
J∈JMFFs

k−1

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
.
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By (4.1) and (4.2), we can bound the total busy time of the machines MMFFs
k by

dk + d∗k ≤
∑

J∈JMFFs
k

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
+ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
J∈JMFFs

k−1

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)

and thus bound the total busy time of the machines
⋃m
k=2MMFFs

k by

m∑
k=2

(
dk + d∗k

)
≤

m∑
k=2

∑
J∈JMFFs

k

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
+

m∑
k=2

(
(µ+ 1) ·

∑
J∈JMFFs

k−1

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

))
≤

∑
J∈J s

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
+ (µ+ 1) ·

∑
J∈J s

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
= (µ+ 2) ·

∑
J∈J s

(
s(J) · len(I(J))

)
= (µ+ 2) ·

∫
⋃
J∈J s I(J)

s(J s, t) dt

≤ (µ+ 2) ·
∫
⋃
J∈J s I(J)

ds(J s, t)e dt.

Combining with the total busy time of the machines MMFFs
1 , we can bound the busy

energy usage for processing all the small jobs by

(µ+ 3) ·
∫
⋃
J∈J s I(J)

ds(J s, t)e dt.

Bounding the auxiliary energy usage of machines used for J s: We first

analyze the auxiliary energy usage by the machines of a given layer k. Recall that at

most one machine of each layer can be “on” at any time. Thus, the busy intervals of

the machines MMFFs
k must not overlap with each other. Let Ik,1, Ik,2, . . . , Ik,nk denote

all the busy intervals of the machines MMFFs
k in the chronological order. Then, an

initial energy cost C must be incurred at time I−k,1 when the first machine of layer k is

powered up. According to our Modified First Fit algorithm, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ nk − 1,

if I−k,i+1 − I+
k,i ≤ C, then the two consecutive busy intervals Ik,i and Ik,i+1 must be

associated with the same machine of layer k and this machine must be idle during the

interval [I+
k,i, I

−
k,i+1). Consequently, an energy usage of I−k,i+1 − I

+
k,i is incurred over the
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idle interval. Otherwise, if I−k,i+1 − I
+
k,i > C, a machine of layer k must be powered down

at time I+
k,i + C and a new machine of layer k must be powered up at time I−k,i+1. This

suggests that a total energy usage of 2C is incurred by these two machines during the

interval [I+
k,i, I

−
k,i+1). Finally, note that the last machine of layer k must be idle during the

interval [I+
k,nk

, I+
k,nk

+C) which incurs an energy usage of C. Therefore, the total auxiliary

energy usage of the machinesMMFFs
k is at most 2 ·

(
C+

∑nk−1
i=1 min{I−k,i+1− I

+
k,i, C}

)
. In

the following, we show that C +
∑nk−1

i=1 min{I−k,i+1 − I
+
k,i, C} is no more than the energy

consumption by the machines of level dk/2e in the optimal REEJS schedule for J s. In

this way, the auxiliary energy usage of all the machines for J s by applying our Modified

First Fit algorithm can be bounded by 4 ·OPTREEJS(J s).

First, we show that if a machine of layer k is used by our Modified First Fit algorithm,

then at least dk
2
e levels of machines are needed in the optimal REEJS schedule for J s, i.e.,

level dk
2
e exists. In fact, if a small job J is placed on a machine inMMFFs

k , then for each

layer lower than k, there must exist a machine which is in the “on” state at J ’s arrival

time I(J)− but does not have enough capacity available to accommodate J . This implies

that the “on” machine of each layer lower than k must have more than 1− s(J) capacity

occupied at time I(J)−. Consequently, the total size of the small jobs active at time

I(J)− must be larger than (k − 1)(1− s(J)) + s(J) = k − 1− (k − 2) · s(J) ≥ k
2
, where

the inequality follows from the fact that s(J) ≤ 1
2
. Therefore, in the optimal REEJS

schedule for J s, at least dk
2
e machines need to be “on” to satisfy the job demands at

time I(J)−. As a result, there are at least dk
2
e levels of machines in the optimal REEJS

schedule for J s.

LetMREEJS
dk/2e denote the machines of level dk

2
e in the optimal REEJS schedule for J s.

The above analysis suggests that a machine in MREEJS
dk/2e must be in the “on” state at

the arrival of every small job placed on a machine of layer k by our Modified First Fit

algorithm. It is obvious that there is a small job arriving at the beginning of each busy

interval Ik,i of the machines in MMFFs
k . Thus, a machine in MREEJS

dk/2e must be “on” at

times I−k,1, I−k,2, . . . , I−k,nk . In order for a machine to be powered up at time I−k,1, an initial

energy cost C must be incurred. For each interval (I−k,i, I
−
k,i+1] (where 1 ≤ i ≤ nk − 1), if

different machines in MREEJS
dk/2e are “on” at times I−k,i and I−k,i+1 respectively, at least an

initial energy cost C is incurred in (I−k,i, I
−
k,i+1]. Otherwise, suppose the same machine in
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MREEJS
dk/2e is “on” at times I−k,i and I−k,i+1. If I−k,i+1−I

−
k,i ≤ C, the minimum possible energy

consumption by the machine during (I−k,i, I
−
k,i+1] is at least I−k,i+1 − I

−
k,i, i.e., to keep the

machine “on” throughout the interval, since powering the machine down and up would

use more energy. If I−k,i+1 − I
−
k,i > C, the minimum possible energy consumption by the

machine during (I−k,i, I
−
k,i+1] is at least an initial energy cost C, since it consumes more

energy to keep the machine “on” throughout the interval. Therefore, the total energy

consumed by the machines in MREEJS
dk/2e is at least C +

∑nk−1
i=1 min{I−k,i+1 − I−k,i, C} ≥

C +
∑nk−1

i=1 min{I−k,i+1 − I+
k,i, C}. As a result, the total auxiliary energy usage of the

machines MMFFs
k is at most twice the energy consumption of the machines MREEJS

dk/2e .

Thus, the auxiliary energy usage of all the machines for J s by our Modified First Fit

algorithm is bounded by 4 ·
∑maxtds(J s,t)e

k=1 E(MREEJS
k ) = 4 ·OPTREEJS(J s).

Theorem 4.3. For the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant

online setting, the Modified First Fit algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of µ + 9,

where µ is the max/min job processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule.

Next, we prove that our Modified First Fit algorithm is O(1)-competitive for a special

case where each job to be scheduled has a processing length no more than C. Recall that

the total energy usage for processing the large jobs is bounded by 2 ·OPTEEJS(J l) and

the auxiliary energy usage for processing the small jobs is bounded by 4 ·OPTREEJS(J s).

We thus only need to bound the total busy time (busy energy usage) of the machines

used for J s in this special case. In the following, we prove that the busy energy usage

for processing J s is bounded by 2 ·OPTREEJS(J s).

Consider the machinesMMFFs
k of a layer k by our Modified First Fit algorithm. Let

JMFFs
k be the set of small jobs processed by the machines MMFFs

k . Then, all the busy

intervals of the machines MMFFs
k are given by the union of the active intervals of the

jobs JMFFs
k , i.e.,

⋃nk
i=1 Ik,i =

⋃
J∈JMFFs

k
I(J). If each job has a processing length at most

C, we have
⋃
J∈JMFFs

k
I(J) ⊆

⋃
J∈JMFFs

k
[I(J)−, I(J)− + C). As a result,

nk⋃
i=1

Ik,i ⊆
⋃

J∈JMFFs
k

[I(J)−, I(J)− + C). (4.5)

Now, consider the machines MREEJS
dk/2e of level dk

2
e in the optimal REEJS schedule for

J s. It has been shown by the former analysis that a machine in MREEJS
dk/2e must be in
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the “on” state at the arrival of every small job placed on a machine of MMFFs
k by our

Modified First Fit algorithm. Thus, ∀ J ∈ JMFFs
k , I(J)− ∈

⋃
M∈MREEJS

dk/2e
Q(M), where

Q(M) denotes the “on” interval of a machine M . As a result, if we extend the “on”

interval of every machine in MREEJS
dk/2e by length C, all the intervals [I(J)−, I(J)− + C)

would be covered, i.e., ∀ J ∈ JMFFs
k ,

[I(J)−, I(J)− + C) ⊆
⋃

M∈MREEJS
dk/2e

[Q(M)−, Q(M)+ + C). (4.6)

Combining (4.5) and (4.6), we have

nk⋃
i=1

Ik,i ⊆
⋃

M∈MREEJS
dk/2e

[Q(M)−, Q(M)+ + C).

Note that all the busy intervals of the machinesMMFFs
k are disjoint. Therefore, the total

busy time of the machines MMFFs
k is bounded by

nk∑
i=1

len(Ik,i) = len
( nk⋃
i=1

Ik,i

)
≤ len

( ⋃
M∈MREEJS

dk/2e

[Q(M)−, Q(M)+ + C)
)

≤
∑

M∈MREEJS
dk/2e

(
len(Q(M)) + C

)
= C · |MREEJS

dk/2e |+
∑

M∈MREEJS
dk/2e

len(Q(M)).

Note that the right end of the above inequality is exactly the energy consumption of the

machinesMREEJS
dk/2e (after the simplification presented in Section 4.1.2). By adding up the

above inequality for all the layers of machines, the total busy time of the machines used

for J s by our Modified First Fit algorithm is bounded by 2 ·OPTREEJS(J s). Hence, we

have the following result.

Theorem 4.4. For the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant

online setting, the Modified First Fit algorithm is 8-competitive when each job has a

processing length at most C.
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4.3.4 Clairvoyant Online Setting

Finally, we consider the EEJS-Arbitrary problem in the clairvoyant online setting, where

the processing lengths of jobs are known at their arrivals. Following our work described in

Chapter 3, Azar and Vainstein [12] recently proposed a O(
√

log µ)-competitive Hybrid al-

gorithm for the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online setting and estab-

lished a matching lower bound of Ω(
√

log µ) on the competitive ratio of any deterministic

online algorithm. The lower bound of Ω(
√

log µ) also applies to EEJS-Arbitrary, which

generalizes MinUsageTime DBP. In this section, we introduce a O(
√

log µ)-competitive

algorithm for EEJS-Arbitrary in the clairvoyant online setting based on our Modified

First Fit algorithm proposed in Section 4.3.3 and the Hybrid algorithm by Azar and

Vainstein [12].

The algorithm works by scheduling jobs shorter and longer than C separately. If

an incoming job J has a processing length less than C, i.e., len(I(J)) ≤ C, we apply

our Modified First Fit algorithm to schedule the job. Otherwise, the Hybrid algorithm

is applied to schedule the job. The Hybrid algorithm defines two types of bins (general

bins and classify-by-duration bins) for placing items in MinUsageTime DBP. For both bin

types, an open bin is closed once it becomes empty. In our context of job scheduling, this

implies that whenever a machine used for processing the jobs by the Hybrid algorithm

becomes idle, we power down the machine immediately. Thus, the machines used for

processing jobs longer than C are busy throughout their “on” intervals.

Now, we show that the above algorithm is O(
√

log µ)-competitive. Let JM and J H

denote the sets of jobs scheduled by the Modified First Fit algorithm and the Hybrid

algorithm respectively. According to Theorem 4.4, the total energy usage of the machines

used for processing JM is bounded by 8 · OPTEEJS(JM). On the other hand, each job

in J H has a processing length longer than C. By applying the Hybrid algorithm, any

machine M used for processing the jobs J H must keep busy for at least C time units

and thus have an “on” interval at least C long. Therefore, the energy usage of machine

M is bounded by C+len(Q(M)) ≤ 2 · len(Q(M)), where Q(M) denotes the “on” interval

of M . This suggests that the total energy usage of the machines used for processing

J H is bounded by twice their total busy time. Based on the competitiveness of the

Hybrid algorithm [12], the total busy time of the machines used for J H is bounded by
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O(
√

log µ) ·OPTBUSY (J H), where OPTBUSY (J H) is the minimum possible busy time of

machines for processing the jobs J H . Obviously, OPTBUSY (J H) ≤ OPTEEJS(J H). It

follows that the total busy time of the machines used for J H is bounded by O(
√

log µ) ·
OPTEEJS(J H). Thus, we can bound the total energy usage for processing all the jobs

J by

8 ·OPTEEJS(JM) +O(
√

log µ) ·OPTEEJS(J H) ≤ O(
√

log µ) ·OPTEEJS(J ).

Theorem 4.5. For the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online

setting, the algorithm introduced above is O(
√

log µ)-competitive, where µ is the max/min

job processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem, which can

be seen as a generalization of the MinUsageTime DBP problem.

We first considered a special case of the problem where each job to be scheduled has

a unit size equal to the machine capacity. We have proposed an optimal offline algorithm

and a 2-competitive online algorithm to solve this special case, where 2 is proved to be

the best achievable competitive ratio by any deterministic online algorithm.

Next, we studied the problem in the general case where each job can have an arbitrary

size. We have established a non-trivial lower bound on the optimal solution. Based on this

lower bound, we have developed a 5-approximation algorithm and a O(µ)-competitive

Modified First Fit algorithm in the offline and non-clairvoyant online settings respectively.

We have also shown that the Modified First Fit algorithm can be adopted to further

construct a O(
√

log µ)-competitive online algorithm in the clairvoyant online setting.

Our results indicates that the competitiveness bounds for the problem are dependent

on the max/min job processing length ratio only and do not depend on the ratio between

the base and variable power usage rates or between the power usage rates and the energy

overheads for powering machines up and down.
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The Flexible Job Scheduling
Problem

In this chapter, we study a Flexible Job Scheduling problem defined as follows. We are

given a set of jobs, each having an arrival time, a starting deadline and a processing

length. Each job has to be started by the scheduler (algorithm) between its arrival and

its starting deadline. Once started, the job runs for a period of its processing length

without interruption. The target is to minimize the span of all the jobs — the time

duration in which at least one job is running.

The Flexible Job Scheduling problem is motivated by generalizing the MinUsageTime

DBP problem to model flexible jobs. Note that each job (item) has fixed arrival time

and departure time in MinUsageTime DBP, such that it has to be processed in a rigid

time window without interruption. However, in some real situations, not all the jobs

have to be started immediately at their arrivals. In contrast, on arriving at time t, a

job is generally given a laxity l such that it can be started at any time during the time

interval [t, t + l]. Here, the laxity represents the urgent level of the job. An urgent job

is given a small laxity or even zero laxity for its processing, while a trivial job may be

given a large laxity and thus can be delayed for a long time. To address the laxity, we

consider the following generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem: each item is specified

by a size, an arrival time, a starting deadline and a processing length, such that it has

to be packed into a bin between its arrival and its starting deadline and then stay in the

bin for a period of its processing length without interruption. Still, the total size of the

items placed in a bin can never exceed the bin capacity at any time. The target is to

minimize the total bin usage time for packing all the items.
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Note that this generalized problem can possibly save large amount of bin usage time

for packing all the items. For example, consider that we are given n items to pack, with

the ith item having an arrival time of i− 1, a starting deadline of n, a processing length

of 1 and a size of 1
n
. If each item is packed immediately upon arrival, then any packing

solution must incur a total bin usage time of n. Due to the laxity, we can actually delay

the starting time of each item to n. In this way, all the items can be packed into one bin,

which incurs a bin usage time of 1 only. This suggests that giving each item a laxity can

significantly reduce the total bin usage time needed to pack items.

According to the analysis in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3, the total bin usage time is

mainly influenced by the span of all the items and the total time-space demand of all

the items. While the total time-space demand is fixed given a set of items, the span of

all the items can be optimized by carefully determining the starting times of the items

in the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem. This is why we study the Flexible Job

Scheduling problem, which can be seen as a special case of the generalized MinUsageTime

DBP problem by assuming the bin to have an infinite capacity. Khandekar et al. [45]

showed that the Flexible Job Scheduling problem can be solved in polynomial time via

the dynamic programming technique in the offline setting. We thus mainly focus on the

problem in the online setting in this chapter.

In Section 5.1, we first introduce the definitions and notations. In Section 5.2, we

study the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online setting. In

Section 5.3, we study the problem in the clairvoyant online setting. In Section 5.4, we

discuss how the results can be used to generalize the MinUsageTime DBP problem.

5.1 Preliminaries

We define some key notations used in this chapter. Again, for any time interval I, we use

I− and I+ to denote the left and right endpoints of I respectively. Let len(I) = I+ − I−

denote the length of interval I.

For any job J , let a(J), d(J) and p(J) denote J ’s arrival time, starting deadline (latest

possible starting time)1 and processing length respectively. When a job J arrives at time

1We assume a starting deadline for each job rather then a completion deadline as one of the settings
we study is non-clairvoyant where the processing length of each job is not known.
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a(J), its starting deadline d(J) is known and the job can be started at any time during

the time interval [a(J), d(J)]. The difference d(J) − a(J) is known as the laxity of job

J . Once started, job J has to run for a processing length p(J) without interruption. A

scheduler decides the starting times of the jobs. If a scheduler Λ starts a job J at time

t, we refer to the time interval
[
t, t + p(J)

)
in which J is running as the active interval

of job J and denote it by IΛ(J). Let J denote the set of jobs to schedule. The time

duration in which at least one job in J is running is known as the span of J . We denote

the span of J induced by a scheduler Λ as spanΛ(J ) = len
(⋃

J∈J IΛ(J)
)
. The target

is to schedule all the jobs to minimize the span. We denote the minimum possible span

induced by an optimal scheduler as spanmin(J ).

5.2 Non-Clairvoyant Online Setting

In this section, we study the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant

online setting, where the processing length of each job is not known until it completes

its execution. Thus, the information of processing length cannot be used for scheduling

purposes. In Section 5.2.1, we show that no deterministic online scheduler can achieve

a competitive ratio less than µ, where µ = maxJ∈J p(J)
minJ∈J p(J)

is the max/min job processing

length ratio. In Section 5.2.2, we introduce two O(µ)-competitive schedulers: Batch and

Batch+. We show that the Batch scheduler achieves a competitive ratio between 2µ and

2µ+1, while the Batch+ scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of µ+1. We further

consider a special case in which all the jobs have the same laxity in Section 5.2.3. We

establish a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online scheduler

and show that the Batch scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of 3 in this case.

5.2.1 A Lower Bound on Competitiveness of Any Deterministic
Online Algorithm

We construct an instance to establish the lower bound µ on the competitive ratio of any

deterministic online scheduler. In our instance, each job has one of two processing lengths:

1 or µ, where µ > 1 can be revealed to the scheduler in advance. In the non-clairvoyant

online setting, an adversary has the freedom of assigning a processing length to a job
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after it is started. In our instance, each job is assigned the processing length 1 time unit

after it is started since the processing lengths of all jobs are at least 1. Therefore, if a job

J is assigned a processing length of 1, it completes execution immediately. If the job is

assigned a processing length of µ, it continues to run for another µ− 1 time units before

completing execution. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer. We release jobs in up to k+ 1 iterations.

For each iteration i, let Ti denote the time to release all the jobs of this iteration. Among

all the jobs released in iteration i, the number of concurrently running jobs induced by

an online scheduler shall be referred to as the concurrency of iteration i. Note that each

iteration has its own concurrency and the concurrency normally changes over time.

In the first iteration, we start by releasing 222k jobs at time T1 = 0. Let the jth

job (1 ≤ j ≤ 222k) have a laxity of αj, where α > µ + 1 is a constant. As long as

the concurrency of the first iteration does not exceed
√

222k = 222k−1
by applying the

online scheduler, all the jobs are assigned a processing length of 1 when they are due

for the length assignment. If the concurrency never exceeds 222k−1
until all the jobs

complete execution, we stop releasing jobs and do not proceed with any further iteration.

Otherwise, consider the time t1 when the concurrency first exceeds 222k−1
. Suppose there

are m1 (m1 ≥ 222k−1
+ 1) jobs running at time t1. Let J1, J2, . . . , Jm1 be all these jobs

sorted in an increasing order of their laxities. Note that none of these jobs has been

assigned the processing length, since all the jobs assigned the processing length so far

were assigned a length of 1 and have completed execution. We shall assign a processing

length of µ to job Jm1 and refer to it as the earmarked job of the first iteration. All the

other jobs J1, J2, . . . , Jm1−1 will be assigned the same processing length of 1. Apart

from this, all the jobs started after time t1 will also be assigned a processing length of 1.

Then, we set T2, the job release time of the second iteration, to the completion time of

the earmarked job Jm1 of the first iteration.

The above process is repeated iteratively with decreasing number of jobs released

in each iteration. In each iteration i (2 ≤ i ≤ k), we release 222k−i+1
jobs at time Ti.

Let the jth job (1 ≤ j ≤ 222k−i+1
) have a laxity of αj. As long as the concurrency

of iteration i does not exceed
√

222k−i+1 = 222k−i by applying the online scheduler, we

assign a processing length of 1 to all the jobs. If the concurrency never exceeds 222k−i

until all the jobs released in iteration i complete execution, we do not proceed with any
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Figure 5.1: Jobs released in iterations i and i+ 1

further iteration of job release. Otherwise, let ti denote the time when the concurrency

of iteration i first exceeds 222k−i . Suppose there are mi (mi ≥ 222k−i + 1) jobs running

at time ti, and let J1, J2, . . . , Jmi be all these jobs sorted in an increasing order of

their laxities. We shall assign a processing length of µ to job Jmi and refer to it as the

earmarked job of iteration i. All the other jobs J1, J2, . . . , Jmi−1 will be assigned the

same processing length of 1. In addition, we shall assign a processing length of 1 to all

the jobs started after time ti. Then, we set Ti+1, the job release time of iteration i + 1,

to the completion time of the earmarked job Jmi of iteration i. Figure 5.1 illustrates the

above process. In the final iteration k + 1 (if needed), we release 22k jobs at time Tk+1

and directly assign the same processing length of 1 to all these jobs.

We introduce two lemmas for analyzing the online scheduler and the optimal scheduler

of the above instance.

Lemma 5.1. For each iteration i (1 ≤ i ≤ k), if there is no earmarked job, the span

induced by the online scheduler for all the jobs released in this iteration must be at least

222k−i.
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Proof: An iteration i does not have an earmarked job only if its concurrency never

exceeds 222k−i . In this case, all the jobs released in iteration i have the same processing

length of 1, so their total length is 222k−i+1
. Thus, the span of these jobs is at least

222k−i+1/
222k−i = 222k−i . �

Lemma 5.2. For each iteration i (2 ≤ i ≤ k+1), all the earmarked jobs of the first i−1

iterations can be started at the job release time Ti of iteration i.

Proof: For each iteration j (1 ≤ j < i), let tj denote the time when the concurrency

of iteration i first exceeds 222k−j . Among all the mj (mj ≥ 222k−j + 1) jobs running at

tj, let J̃j be the job with the smallest laxity and let Ĵj be the job with the largest laxity

(Ĵj is the earmarked job of iteration j). Denote the laxity of job Ĵj by αLj . Since the

jobs released in iteration j have exponentially increasing laxities, it is easy to infer that

Lj ≥ mj ≥ 222k−j + 1 and the laxity of job J̃j is at most αLj−mj+1. We next show that

Ti ≤ Tj + αLj for each 1 ≤ j < i, which suggests that the earmarked job of iteration j

can be started at time Ti.

Note that in iteration j, the earmarked job Ĵj is running at time tj and has a processing

length of µ. Since Tj+1 is exactly the completion time of job Ĵj, we have Tj+1 ≤ tj+µ. On

the other hand, job J̃j is also running at time tj and has a processing length of 1. Thus,

J̃j must be started no earlier than tj − 1. Since the laxity of J̃j is at most αLj−mj+1, J̃j’s

starting deadline is bounded by Tj+α
Lj−mj+1. As a result, we have tj−1 ≤ Tj+α

Lj−mj+1.

Therefore,

Tj+1 ≤ tj + µ ≤ Tj + (µ+ 1) + αLj−mj+1.

Since the above inequality holds for each 1 ≤ j < i. It follows that

Ti ≤ Tj + (i− j) · (µ+ 1) +
i−1∑
l=j

αLl−ml+1.

Now, to prove Ti ≤ Tj +αLj , we only need to show (i−j) ·(µ+1)+
∑i−1

l=j α
Ll−ml+1 ≤ αLj .

For each j ≤ l < i, we have Ll ≥ ml ≥ 222k−l + 1. Since the total number of jobs

released in iteration l + 1 is 222k−l , we also have 222k−l ≥ Li+1. Thus, Ll ≥ Ll+1 + 1 for
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each j ≤ l < i. Consequently, Lj ≥ Ll + (l − j). Note that ml ≥ 3. Therefore,

i−1∑
l=j

αLl−ml+1 =

( i−1∑
l=j+1

αLl−ml+1

)
+ αLj−mj+1

<

( i−1∑
l=j+1

αLl−2

)
+
αLj

α2

≤
(
αLj

α3
+
αLj

α4
+ · · ·+ αLj

αi−j+1

)
+
αLj

α2

<

( ∞∑
h=2

1

αh

)
· αLj .

Since α > µ+1 ≥ 2 and i−j ≤ k, we have (i−j) · (µ+1) < k ·α. It is easy to verify that

when α > 2, k ·α < α2k holds for any k ≥ 1. Since Lj ≥ mj ≥ 222k−j+1 ≥ 22k+1 > 2k+1,

we have α2k < 1
α
· αLj . As a result, (i− j) · (µ+ 1) < 1

α
· αLj . Thus,

(i− j) · (µ+ 1) +
i−1∑
l=j

αLl−ml+1 <

( ∞∑
h=1

1

αh

)
· αLj =

1

α− 1
· αLj < αLj ,

where the last inequality holds since α > 2. Therefore, Ti ≤ Tj + αLj for each 1 ≤ j < i

and the lemma is proven. �

Now, we derive the ratio between the spans induced by the online scheduler and the

optimal scheduler. In the first iteration, if there is no earmarked job, according to Lemma

5.1, the span induced by the online scheduler is at least 222k−1
. In this case, the optimal

schedule is to start all the jobs immediately once they are released (i.e., at time T1 = 0)

so that the induced span is 1. Thus, the ratio between the two spans is at least 222k−1
.

If there is an earmarked job in the first iteration, the second iteration follows.

If the job releasing process is terminated after i iterations (2 ≤ i ≤ k), each of the first

i− 1 iterations has an earmarked job. Since the jobs of each iteration are released when

the earmarked job of the previous iteration completes, the active intervals of these i− 1

earmarked jobs do not overlap. Moreover, by Lemma 5.1, the span induced by the online

scheduler for the jobs released in iteration i is at least 222k−i . Thus, the online scheduler

must induce a total span at least (i− 1) · µ+ 222k−i . A better schedule is to start all the

jobs released in iteration i together with all earmarked jobs of the first i− 1 iterations at
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time Ti (Lemma 5.2). All the remaining jobs released in the first i− 1 iterations (which

have processing lengths of 1) can be started immediately once they are released. In this

way, the total span is µ+ (i− 1). Therefore, the ratio between the spans induced by the

online scheduler and the optimal scheduler is at least (i−1)·µ+22
2k−i

µ+(i−1)
.

Finally, if the job releasing process proceeds to iteration k + 1, the span induced by

the online scheduler must be at least k · µ+ 1. A better schedule is to start all the jobs

released in iteration k+ 1 together with all the earmarked jobs of the previous iterations

at time Tk+1 (Lemma 5.2). All the remaining jobs are started immediately once they

are released. This schedule induces a span at most µ+ k. So, the ratio between the two

spans is at least k·µ+1
µ+k

.

In summary, the competitive ratio by applying any deterministic online scheduler is

at least

min
{

222k−1

, min
2≤i≤k

{(i− 1) · µ+ 222k−i

µ+ (i− 1)
}, k · µ+ 1

µ+ k

}
.

Since (i−1)·µ+22
2k−i

µ+(i−1)
> 22

k

µ+k
and k·µ+1

µ+k
> µ

µ
k

+1
, the above competitive ratio can be made

arbitrarily close to µ as k goes towards infinity. Thus, we can conclude that:

Theorem 5.1. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, no deterministic online scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio less than µ,

where µ is the max/min job processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule.

5.2.2 Batch Scheduler and Batch+ Scheduler

It is easy to infer that an eager scheduler that starts every job immediately at its arrival

cannot achieve any bounded competitive ratio even for any given µ, because it does

not make use of any laxity to boost the concurrency of job execution. Similarly, a lazy

scheduler that delays the start of each job till its starting deadline cannot achieve any

bounded competitive ratio for any given µ either, since it does not take any advantage of

the flexibility offered by the laxity. Without any knowledge of job processing length, an

intuitive strategy to improve the concurrency of job execution is to start as many jobs as

possible simultaneously. In the following, we first propose a Batch scheduler and show
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that it can achieve a competitive ratio of 2µ+ 1 for the Flexible Job Scheduling problem

in the non-clairvoyant online setting.

The Batch scheduler determines the starting times of jobs in iterations. In each

iteration, the Batch scheduler waits until a job J pending execution hits its starting

deadline d(J), i.e., J is the job with the earliest starting deadline among those that have

arrived but not yet started execution. We refer to J as the flag job of the iteration. If

several jobs share the same starting deadline, any one of them can be chosen as the flag

job. At time d(J), the Batch scheduler starts all the jobs pending execution and let them

run concurrently. Then, the scheduler proceeds to the next iteration to wait for another

job to hit its starting deadline and repeats this process.

Theorem 5.2. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, the Batch scheduler achieves a competitive ratio between 2µ and 2µ+ 1, where µ

is the max/min job processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule.

Proof: Let Ji denote the flag job of iteration i as designated by the Batch scheduler.

By definition, the flag jobs J1, J2, J3, . . . have increasing starting deadlines. To establish

a lower bound on the span induced by an optimal scheduler, we choose a subset of

the flag jobs, such that their active intervals cannot overlap with each other by any

scheduler. First, we choose J1. Then, we find the lowest-indexed flag job Jh that satisfies

d(Jh) ≥ d(J1)+p(J1) and choose the flag job Jh+1 if Jh+1 exists. This selection process is

repeated. After a flag job Ji is chosen, we find the lowest-indexed flag job Jj that satisfies

d(Jj) ≥ d(Ji) + p(Ji) and then choose the flag job Jj+1 if Jj+1 exists. By the definition

of Batch, Jj+1 arrives later than d(Ji) and thus, a(Jj+1) > d(Jj) ≥ d(Ji) + p(Ji). Note

that d(Ji) + p(Ji) is the latest possible completion time of job Ji. This implies that the

active intervals of Jj+1 and Ji cannot overlap with each other by any scheduler. Thus,

the span induced by an optimal scheduler is at least
∑

J∈F p(J), where F is the subset

of flag jobs chosen.

Next, we derive an upper bound on the span induced by the Batch scheduler. Consider

any two flag jobs Ji and Ji+1 chosen in succession. Since Jj is the lowest-indexed flag

job satisfying d(Jj) ≥ d(Ji) + p(Ji), for each flag job Jg (i ≤ g < j), it holds that

d(Jg) < d(Ji) + p(Ji). This means that all the jobs started in iterations i to j − 1 by
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Figure 5.2: An example schedule induced by the Batch scheduler

the Batch scheduler are started before time d(Ji) + p(Ji). Thus, all these jobs must

complete execution by time d(Ji) + p(Ji) + µ · p(Ji), since the max/min job processing

length ratio is µ. Therefore, the span induced by the Batch scheduler for iterations i to

j − 1 is bounded by d(Ji) + p(Ji) + µ · p(Ji) − d(Ji) = (µ + 1) · p(Ji). Similarly, for all

the jobs started in iteration j, since they are started simultaneously, their induced span

is bounded by the maximum job processing length, which is in turn capped by µ · p(Ji).
Consequently, the span induced by the Batch scheduler for iterations i to j is bounded

by (µ + 1) · p(Ji) + µ · p(Ji) = (2µ + 1) · p(Ji). Putting all the iterations together, the

total span induced by the Batch scheduler is bounded by (2µ+ 1) ·
∑

J∈F p(J), where F
is the subset of flag jobs chosen. Therefore, the competitive ratio of the Batch scheduler

is bounded by 2µ+ 1.

Now, we construct an instance to show that the competitive ratio of the Batch sched-

uler is no less than 2µ. Consider three groups of jobs as shown in Figure 5.2. The

first group contains m short jobs, each with a laxity of 0 and a processing length of 1.

The ith short job in the first group arrives at time 2(i − 1) · µ. The second group also

contains m short jobs, each with a laxity of µ − ε and a processing length of 1, where

ε > 0 can be arbitrarily small. The ith short job in the second group arrives at time

2(i − 1) · µ + ε. The third group contains 2m long jobs, all of which have the same

starting deadline of 2m ·µ and a processing length of µ. The ith long job arrives at time

(i − 1) · µ. By applying the Batch scheduler, the ith short job in the first group and

the (2i − 1)-th long job in the third group are started together at time 2(i − 1) · µ in
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the same iteration. The ith short job in the second group and the (2i)-th long job in

the third group are started together at time (2i− 1)µ in the same iteration. Therefore,

the total span induced is 2m · µ. A better schedule is to start all the long jobs in the

third group at their (same) starting deadlines and start all the short jobs in the first two

groups immediately at their arrivals. This yields a span of m · (1 + ε) + µ. Therefore,

the ratio between the spans induced by the Batch scheduler and the optimal scheduler is

at least 2m·µ
m·(1+ε)+µ

, which can be made arbitrarily close to 2µ as m goes towards infinity. �

To improve the competitiveness, we can make the Batch scheduler more aggressive.

Next, we propose a tight (µ+1)-competitive Batch+ scheduler. Same as the Batch sched-

uler, Batch+ also determines the starting times of jobs in iterations. In each iteration,

the Batch+ scheduler determines a flag job (the job with the earliest starting deadline)

and starts all the pending jobs together with the flag job. What is different from Batch

is that, during the active interval of the flag job, the Batch+ scheduler further starts all

the newly arriving jobs immediately at their arrivals. Only when the flag job completes

execution, the Batch+ scheduler starts the next iteration to buffer incoming jobs and

search for a new flag job.

Theorem 5.3. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, the Batch+ scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of µ + 1, where µ is the

max/min job processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule.

Proof: We first show that the Batch+ scheduler is (µ+1)-competitive. Let Ji denote

the flag job of iteration i as designated by the Batch+ scheduler. By applying Batch+,

all the jobs started in iteration i are started no later than the completion time of Ji,

i.e., d(Ji) + p(Ji). Since the max/min job processing length ratio is µ, the span of the

jobs started in iteration i is at most (µ + 1) · p(Ji). Therefore, the total span induced

by the Batch+ scheduler is at most (µ + 1) ·
∑

i≥1 p(Ji). Note that the flag job Ji+1 of

iteration i + 1 must arrive later than d(Ji) + p(Ji). Thus, the active intervals of Ji and

Ji+1 cannot overlap with each other by any scheduler. Therefore, the span induced by an

optimal scheduler is at least
∑

i≥1 p(Ji). As a result, the competitive ratio of the Batch+

scheduler is bounded by µ+ 1.
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Figure 5.3: An example schedule induced by the Batch+ scheduler

We construct an instance to show that the competitive ratio of µ+1 is tight. Consider

two groups of jobs as shown in Figure 5.3. One group contains m short jobs, each with a

laxity of 0 and a processing length of 1. The ith short job arrives at time (i− 1) · (µ+ 1).

The other group contains m long jobs, all of which have the same starting deadline of

m · (µ + 1) and a processing length of µ. The ith long job arrives at time (i − 1) · (µ +

1) + (1 − ε), where ε > 0 can be arbitrarily small. By applying the Batch+ scheduler,

the ith short job and the ith long job are started immediately at their arrivals in the

same iteration, and thus a total span of m · (µ+ 1− ε) is induced. An optimal schedule

is to start all long jobs at their (same) starting deadlines and start all the short jobs

immediately at their arrivals. This yields a span of m+ µ. Therefore, the ratio between

the spans induced by the Batch+ scheduler and the optimal scheduler is m·(µ+1−ε)
m+µ

, which

can be made arbitrarily close to µ+ 1 as m goes towards infinity. �

5.2.3 A Uniform Laxity Case

In this section, we consider a special case in which all the jobs have the same laxity l for

scheduling. We show that no deterministic online scheduler can achieve a competitive

ratio less than 2, and the Batch scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of 3 in this

case.

Theorem 5.4. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, no deterministic online scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2, if

all the jobs have the same laxity for scheduling.
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Proof: We construct an instance to prove this result. Let l be the laxity of all the

jobs. Let job J1 arrive at time 0 and have a processing length of ε, where ε > 0 can

be arbitrarily small. Suppose J1 is started at time t1 by an online scheduler. We then

release another job J2 at time t1 immediately. If J2 is not started before time t1 + ε so

that the active intervals of J1 and J2 do not overlap, we assign J2 a processing length of

ε. In this way, the total span of J1 and J2 is 2ε, while the optimal schedule for J1 and

J2 is to start them together at time t1 to induce a span of ε. Consequently, the ratio

between the two spans is 2. Now we consider the case that J2 is started earlier than time

t1 +ε so that the active intervals of job J1 and J2 overlap. We then assign J2 a processing

length of l
2

and let a third job J3 with a processing length of l
2

arrive at time t1 + l. It

is easy to see that the active intervals of job J2 and J3 cannot overlap in this case and

thus, the span induced by the online scheduler is no less than l. In an optimal schedule,

J2 and J3 can be started together at time t1 + l to induce a span of ε+ l
2
. Therefore, the

ratio between the two spans is no less than l
ε+l/2

which can be made arbitrarily close to

2 as ε approaches 0. Hence, the theorem is proven. �

Now, we show that the Batch scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of 3 in the

non-clairvoyant online setting, if all the jobs have the same laxity l. Given a set of jobs

J , we use IB(J) and I∗(J) to denote the active interval of each job J induced by the

Batch scheduler and an optimal scheduler respectively. Note that by applying the Batch

scheduler, several jobs may be started at the same time in a batch. We thus first reduce

J to a subset J ′ without decreasing the span: for each batch, among all the jobs started

together in the batch, we select the job with the longest processing length and add it

into J ′. After the reduction, the span induced by the Batch scheduler can be written as

len(
⋃
J∈J ′ IB(J)).

Next, we further divide J ′ into two subsets J ′1 and J ′2, such that J ′1 contains all the

jobs J ∈ J ′ satisfying IB(J) ⊆
⋃
J∈J I

∗(J) and J ′2 contains all the remaining jobs in J ′.
By definition, the span induced by the Batch scheduler on J ′1 is bounded by the optimal

solution. What is left is to bound len
((⋃

J∈J ′2
IB(J)

)
\
(⋃

J∈J I
∗(J)

))
by 2 times the

optimal solution.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the optimal schedule on J consists of mul-

tiple contiguous time intervals I∗1 , I∗2 , . . . , I∗m, i.e.,
⋃
J∈J I

∗(J) =
⋃m
i=1 I

∗
i with I∗i

⋂
I∗j = ∅
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for any i 6= j. We use J ∗i to denote all the jobs with their active intervals induced by the

optimal schedule fully contained in I∗i , i.e., J ∗i = {J ∈ J : I∗(J) ⊆ I∗i }. Now we prove

that for each i ∈ {1, . . . ,m},

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ 2 · len(I∗i ).

Note that each job J ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i satisfies IB(J)\I∗i 6= ∅. Thus, J must either satisfy

IB(J)− < I∗i
− or IB(J)+ > I∗i

+. Consequently, we can rewrite len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
as

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−<I∗i

−

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
+ len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
.

In the following text, we show that len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−<I∗i

−
(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ len(I∗i ) and

len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ len(I∗i ).

To prove len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−<I∗i

−
(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ len(I∗i ), we show that at most one

job J̃ ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i can satisfy IB(J̃)− < I∗i

−. Suppose two different jobs J̃1 and J̃2 are all

started earlier than time I∗i
− by the Batch scheduler. Without loss of generality, suppose

J̃1 is started earlier than J̃2. Then, we have IB(J̃1)− < IB(J̃2)− < I∗i
−. By the definition

of the Batch scheduler, each job started in the batch in which J̃2 is scheduled must arrive

later than time IB(J̃1)−. Besides, there must exist a flag job in that batch hitting its

starting deadline. This suggests that IB(J̃2)−− IB(J̃1)− > l. Since job J̃1 can be started

at time IB(J̃1)−, its arrival time must satisfy a(J̃1) ≤ IB(J̃1)− < IB(J̃2)− − l < I∗i
− − l.

On the other hand, since J̃1 ∈ J ∗i , J̃1 can be scheduled with its active interval fully inside

I∗i . This suggests that J̃1’s arrival time must be no earlier than time I∗i
−− l, which leads

to a contradiction. Consequently, if there indeed exists a job J̃ ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i satisfying

IB(J̃)− < I∗i
−, we can bound len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−<I∗i

−
(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
by len(IB(J̃)) =

p(J̃) ≤ len(I∗i ).

Next we show that len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
can be bounded by len(I∗i ).
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Note that

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))

= len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :I∗i

+∈IB(J)

[I∗i
+, IB(J)+)

)
+ len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−≥I∗i

+

IB(J)

)
.

We check if there exists at least one job J ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i satisfying I∗i

+ ∈ IB(J). If no such

job exists, then

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :I∗i

+∈IB(J)

[I∗i
+, IB(J)+)

)
= 0

and

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
= len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−≥I∗i

+

IB(J)

)
.

Similar to the method for showing that there exists at most one job J̃ ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i satisfying

IB(J̃)− < I∗i
−, we can also show that there exists at most one job ~J ∈ J ′2

⋂
J ∗i satisfying

IB( ~J)− ≥ I∗i
+. Consequently, we have

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−≥I∗i

+

IB(J)

)
= len(IB( ~J))

= p( ~J)

≤ len(I∗i )

and thus,

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))

= len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−<I∗i

−

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
+ len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ len(I∗i ) + len(I∗i )

= 2 · len(I∗i ).

In the case that there exists at least one job J ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i satisfying I∗i

+ ∈ IB(J), we

choose Ĵ from
{
J ∈ J ′2

⋂
J ∗i : I∗i

+ ∈ IB(J)
}

such that

IB(Ĵ)+ = max
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :I∗i

+∈IB(J)
IB(J)+.
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We then have

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :I∗i

+∈IB(J)

[I∗i
+, IB(J)+)

)
= len

(
[I∗i

+, IB(Ĵ)+)

)
.

If no job in J ′2
⋂
J ∗i is started at or later than time I∗i

+ by the Batch scheduler, i.e.,

len

(⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−≥I∗i

+ IB(J)

)
= 0, then

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
= len

(
[I∗i

+, IB(Ĵ)+)

)
≤ len(IB(Ĵ))

= p(Ĵ)

≤ len(I∗i )

and again

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ 2 · len(I∗i ).

Otherwise, there exists a job ~J ∈ J ′2
⋂
J ∗i started at or later than time I∗i

+ by the Batch

scheduler, i.e., IB( ~J)− ≥ I∗i
+, and we have

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)−≥I∗i

+

IB(J)

)
= len(IB( ~J))

= p( ~J).

By definition, job ~J must arrive later than time IB(Ĵ)−. Besides, according to the optimal

schedule, ~J can be scheduled with its active interval fully contained in I∗i . Thus,

p( ~J) = len(I∗( ~J))

= I∗( ~J)+ − I∗( ~J)−

< I∗i
+ − IB(Ĵ)−

= len

(
[IB(Ĵ)−, I∗i

+)

)
.
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As a result,

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i :IB(J)+>I∗i

+

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))

≤ len

(
[I∗i

+, IB(Ĵ)+)

)
+ p( ~J)

≤ len

(
[I∗i

+, IB(Ĵ)+)

)
+ len

(
[IB(Ĵ)−, I∗i

+)

)
= len(IB(Ĵ))

≤ len(I∗i )

and

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
≤ 2 · len(I∗i ).

In summary, we can bound the span induced by the Batch scheduler by

len

( ⋃
J∈J

IB(J)

)
= len

( ⋃
J∈J ′

IB(J)

)
≤ len

(( ⋃
J∈J ′

IB(J)
)
\
( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)
))

+ len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)
= len

(( ⋃
J∈J ′2

IB(J)
)
\
( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)
))

+ len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)

≤
m∑
i=1

len

( ⋃
J∈J ′2

⋂
J ∗i

(
IB(J)\I∗i

))
+ len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)

≤
m∑
i=1

2 · len(I∗i ) + len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)
= 2 · len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)
+ len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)
= 3 · len

( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)

)
.

Hence, the Batch scheduler is 3-competitive in the non-clairvoyant online setting, if all

the jobs have the same laxity.

An instance can be constructed to show that the competitive ratio 3 is tight. Let

a job with a processing length of ε be released at time 0 and three jobs with the same
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processing length of l be released at times l−ε, l+ε and 2l+2ε respectively. By applying

the Batch scheduler, the first job and the second job is started together at time l in the

first batch; the third job is started at time 2l + ε in the second batch; the fourth job

is started at time 3l + 2ε. Thus, the span induced by the Batch scheduler is 3l. In an

optimal schedule, the first job is started at time 0; the second job is started at time 2l−ε;
the third job is started at time 2l + ε; the fourth job is started at time 2l + 2ε. In this

way, the span is l + 4ε. It is easy to see than the ratio between the two spans can be

made arbitrarily close to 3 as ε approaches 0.

Theorem 5.5. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the non-clairvoyant online

setting, the Batch scheduler achieves a tight competitive ratio of 3, if all the jobs have

the same laxity for scheduling.

5.3 Clairvoyant Online Setting

In this section, we study the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online

setting, where the processing length of each job is known at its arrival so that this

information can be used by the scheduler. In Section 5.3.1, we establish a lower bound 2

on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online scheduler. In Section 5.3.2, we apply

a classify-by-duration strategy to the Batch+ scheduler and show that the resultant

algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 7 + 2
√

6. In Section 5.3.3, we propose another

online scheduler called Profit which achieves an improved competitive ratio of 4 + 2
√

2.

5.3.1 A Lower Bound on Competitiveness of Any Deterministic
Online Algorithm

We construct an instance to establish a lower bound 2 on the competitive ratio of any

deterministic online scheduler. Let k be an integer. In our instance, we release jobs in up

to k iterations and let each job have a processing length of either 1
k2

or 1. A job with a

processing length of 1
k2

is given zero laxity and is thus an interval job, while a job with a

processing length of 1 is given non-zero laxity and is called a long job. In each iteration i

(1 ≤ i < k), a long job is released at time 2(i−1) and is given a laxity of 2(k+1)−2(i−1).

We also release interval jobs during the time interval [2(i− 1), 2i− 1) one after another
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(i.e., the first interval job is released at time 2(i−1), the second interval job is released at

time 2(i− 1) + 1
k2

, and so on) if the long job is not started. Consequently, the number of

interval jobs released in one iteration is at most k2. If the long job is not started during

the time interval [2(i− 1), 2i− 1), we terminate the job releasing process after iteration i

and do not proceed with any further iteration. Otherwise, we immediately stop releasing

interval jobs in iteration i once the long job is started during [2(i− 1), 2i− 1) and let an

iteration i+ 1 follow. In the final iteration k (if needed), a long job with a laxity of 4 is

released at time 2(k − 1) and no interval job is released in this iteration.

Now, we examine the ratio between the spans induced by any deterministic online

scheduler and the optimal scheduler. In the case that the job releasing process terminates

after i iterations where 1 ≤ i < k, we must have k2 interval jobs released in iteration i,

and the long job is started after these k2 interval jobs are completed. Thus, the span

induced by the online scheduler for all the jobs released in iteration i is exactly 2. Let xj

denote the total length of the interval jobs released in iteration j (1 ≤ j < i). According

to the description above, the long job released in iteration j must be started no earlier

than time 2(j − 1) + xj − 1
k2

. Thus, the span induced by the online scheduler must be at

least
∑i−1

j=1(xj − 1
k2

+ 1) + 2. On the other hand, the optimal schedule is to start all the

long jobs together at time 2(i− 1), which induces a span of
∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1. Thus, the ratio

between the two spans is at least∑i−1
j=1(xj − 1

k2
+ 1) + 2∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1
=

∑i−1
j=1 xj + (i+ 1)∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1
−

i−1
k2∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1

>

∑i−1
j=1 xj + (i+ 1)∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1
−

1
k∑i−1

j=1 xj + 1

≥
∑i−1

j=1 xj + (i+ 1)∑i−1
j=1 xj + 1

− 1

k

≥ (i− 1) + (i+ 1)

(i− 1) + 1
− 1

k

= 2− 1

k
,

where the last inequality is due to the fact that xj ≤ 1 for each 1 ≤ j < i. In the

case that the job releasing process terminates after k iterations, the span induced by the
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online scheduler is at least
∑k−1

j=1(xj− 1
k2

+1)+1. The optimal schedule is to start all the

long jobs together at time 2(k− 1), which induces a span of
∑k−1

j=1 xj + 1. Consequently,

the ratio between the two spans is∑k−1
j=1(xj − 1

k2
+ 1) + 1∑k−1

j=1 xj + 1
=

∑k−1
j=1 xj + k∑k−1
j=1 xj + 1

−
k−1
k2∑k−1

j=1 xj + 1

>

∑k−1
j=1 xj + k∑k−1
j=1 xj + 1

− 1

k

≥ (k − 1) + k

(k − 1) + 1
− 1

k

= 2− 2

k
,

where the last inequality is due to the fact that xj ≤ 1. In summary, the ratio between

the spans induced by the online scheduler and the optimal scheduler is no less than 2− 2
k
,

which can be made arbitrarily close to 2 as k goes towards infinity. Hence, we have the

following result.

Theorem 5.6. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online setting,

no deterministic online scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2.

5.3.2 A Classify-by-Duration Strategy

As shown in Section 5.2.1, in the non-clairvoyant online setting, the competitiveness

of an online scheduler is limited by the max/min job processing length ratio µ. In the

clairvoyant online setting, with the knowledge of job processing length, a natural strategy

to break this limit is to classify jobs into categories according to their lengths and schedule

each category separately. In this way, the max/min job processing length ratio of each

job category is reduced compared to the whole job set. In this section, we show that

applying such a classify-by-duration strategy to the Batch+ scheduler can achieve an

O(1) competitive ratio.

We first give a formal description of the Classify-by-Duration Batch+ (CDB) sched-

uler. Let α be the max/min job processing length ratio of each job category. Given a base

job processing length b, we classify jobs into categories such that each category includes

all the jobs with processing length between bαi−1 and bαi for an integer i. Whenever a
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new job arrives, it is put into a category according to its processing length. For each job

category, we apply the Batch+ scheduler separately to decide the starting times of jobs.

If the max/min job processing length ratio for the entire set of jobs to schedule is µ,

there can be up to dlogα µe+ 1 non-empty job categories produced by the classification.

Let J1, J2, . . . , Jdlogα µe+1 denote these job categories. Let Fi be the set of flag jobs

designated by the Batch+ scheduler in the job category Ji. Let F =
⋃dlogα µe+1
i=1 Fi be all

the flag jobs designated by Classify-by-Duration Batch+ in the entire job set.

Lemma 5.3. The span induced by the Classify-by-Duration Batch+ scheduler for a set

of jobs J is bounded by (α+ 1) times the span of all the flag jobs F ⊆ J in the schedule.

Proof: By applying the Batch+ scheduler, the active interval of each flag job J

is
[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)
. Thus, the span of all the flag jobs is

⋃
J∈F

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)
.

Such a span may not be a single contiguous time interval. It may be composed of

multiple contiguous time intervals that are apart from each other. Let I1, I2, . . . , Im

(m ≥ 1) be these contiguous intervals. Then, we can divide all the flag jobs F into m

groups, such that the span of each job group Hi is Ii, i.e.,
⋃
J∈Hi

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)
=[

minJ∈Hi d(J),maxJ∈Hi
(
d(J)+p(J)

))
= Ii. The span of all the flag jobs can be written

as
∑m

i=1 len(Ii).

By the argument for the Batch+ scheduler in the proof of Theorem 5.3, the active

intervals of all the jobs started in the iteration defined by flag job J must lie inside

the time interval
[
d(J), d(J) + (α + 1) · p(J)

)
. Thus, the span of all the jobs J is

bounded by len
(⋃

J∈F
[
d(J), d(J) + (α+ 1) · p(J)

))
. For each flag job J ∈ Hi, we have

d(J) ≥ minJ∈Hi d(J) = I−i and

d(J) + (α + 1) · p(J) = (α + 1) ·
(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− α · d(J)

≤ (α + 1) ·max
J∈Hi

(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− α · min

J∈Hi
d(J)

= min
J∈Hi

d(J) + (α + 1) ·
(

max
J∈Hi

(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− min

J∈Hi
d(J)

)
= I−i + (α + 1) · len(Ii).

Hence,
[
d(J), d(J) + (α + 1) · p(J)

)
⊆
[
I−i , I

−
i + (α + 1) · len(Ii)

)
. This suggests that

the span of all the jobs J is bounded by len
(⋃m

i=1

[
I−i , I

−
i + (α + 1) · len(Ii)

))
. Since
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⋃m
i=1

[
I−i , I

−
i + (α + 1) · len(Ii)

)
has a total length capped by (α + 1) ·

∑m
i=1 len(Ii), the

lemma is proven. �

With Lemma 5.3, we only need to analyze the span for the flag jobs F . Recall that F
can be classified into the categories F1, F2, . . . , Fm, As argued in the proof of Theorem

5.3, each flag job designated by the Batch+ scheduler must arrive later than the latest

possible completion time of the previous flag job. Thus, the active intervals of any two

flag jobs in the same category cannot overlap with each other by any scheduler. For

simplicity of presentation, we shall refer to the ratio between the spans induced by the

Classify-by-Duration Batch+ scheduler and an optimal scheduler as the CDB-to-optimal

span ratio. In the following, we study the CDB-to-optimal span ratio for any set of jobs

satisfying the above property.

Lemma 5.4. If a set of jobs J can be classified into a collection of categories J1, J2,

. . . , Jm such that

(a) the max/min job processing length ratio of each category is bounded by α,

(b) the active intervals of any two jobs in the same category cannot overlap by any

scheduler,

then the CDB-to-optimal span ratio of J is bounded by 3 + 1
α−1

.

Proof: We prove it by an induction on the number of job categories. If J contains

only one job category, then according to property (b), the active intervals of any two jobs

in J cannot overlap by any scheduler. Thus, the span induced by any scheduler is exactly∑
J∈J p(J). Therefore, the CDB-to-optimal span ratio of J is 1, which is bounded by

3 + 1
α−1

.

Suppose that the CDB-to-optimal span ratio is bounded by 3 + 1
α−1

for all job sets

containing no more than (n − 1) categories. We now show that for any job set J that

contains n categories, its CDB-to-optimal span ratio is also bounded by 3+ 1
α−1

. Consider

an optimal schedule on J . Let I∗(J) denote the active interval of each job J ∈ J in the

optimal schedule. Then, len
(⋃

J∈J I
∗(J)

)
= spanmin(J ). Now, we derive a lower bound

on spanmin(J ). Assume that J can be classified into n categories J1, J2, . . . , Jn, where
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Jn includes jobs with the longest processing lengths. Let Jn,1, Jn,2, . . . , Jn,q be all the

jobs in Jn sorted in an increasing order of their arrivals. Note that the span
⋃
J∈J I

∗(J)

induced by the optimal schedule may consist of multiple contiguous time intervals. For

each job Jn,j (1 ≤ j ≤ q), let IS(Jn,j) denote the contiguous interval that Jn,j’s active

interval I∗(Jn,j) falls in. Then, we define an interval Ij for Jn,j as

Ij =
[

max{IS(Jn,j)
−, I∗(Jn,j−1)+}, I∗(Jn,j)+

)
,

i.e., Ij is left delimited by the starting point of IS(Jn,j) and the ending point of Jn,j−1’s

active interval, and it is right delimited by the ending point of Jn,j’s active interval.

By property (b) of Jn, we can infer that I∗(Jn,j) ⊆ Ij and all the Ij’s do not overlap

with each other. For each Ij, define X(Jn,j) as the set of all the jobs J ∈ J satisfying

I∗(J) ⊆ Ij or I∗(J)− < I+
j < I∗(J)+, i.e., these jobs have their active intervals either

fully contained in Ij or crossing the ending point of Ij. Obviously, Jn,j ∈ X(Jn,j). Let

Joverlap =
⋃q
j=1X(Jn,j) and Jmisc = J \Joverlap. It is easy to see that the active interval

of any job in Jmisc does not overlap with any Ij, i.e.,
(⋃

J∈Jmisc I
∗(J)

)⋂ (⋃q
j=1 Ij

)
= ∅.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the above definitions with an example of jobs classified into three

categories: J1 = {J1,1, J1,2, J1,3, J1,4}, J2 = {J2,1, J2,2, J2,3, J2,4, J2,5}, J3 = {J3,1, J3,2}.

We can thus establish a lower bound on spanmin(J ) as

spanmin(J ) = len
( ⋃
J∈J

I∗(J)
)

≥ len
( ⋃
J∈Jmisc

I∗(J)
)

+

q∑
j=1

len(Ij)

≥ spanmin(Jmisc) +

q∑
j=1

len(Ij), (5.1)

where spanmin(Jmisc) is the span induced by an optimal scheduler on Jmisc.

Next, we prove that the span induced by Classify-by-Duration Batch+ for J has the

following upper bound:

spanCDB(J ) ≤ (3 +
1

α− 1
) ·
(

spanmin(Jmisc) +

q∑
j=1

len(Ij)
)
. (5.2)
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1,1J 2,1J 3,1J
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5,2J

Figure 5.4: Definition of Ij

Due to property (b), by applying Classify-by-Duration Batch+ on J , each job in J
is started at its starting deadline. Thus,

spanCDB(J ) = len
( ⋃
J∈J

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
≤ len

( ⋃
J∈Jmisc

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
+ len

( ⋃
J∈Joverlap

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
= spanCDB(Jmisc) + spanCDB(Joverlap).

It is obvious that the jobs Jmisc come from at most (n − 1) categories J1, J2, . . . ,

Jn−1. According to the induction hypothesis, the CDB-to-optimal span ratio of Jmisc is

bounded by 3 + 1
α−1

, i.e., spanCDB(Jmisc) ≤ (3 + 1
α−1

) · spanmin(Jmisc). What remains is

to show that spanCDB(Joverlap) ≤ (3 + 1
α−1

) ·
∑q

j=1 len(Ij).

In each job set X(Jn,j) defined earlier, all the jobs other than Jn,j fall in categories

J1, J2, . . . , Jn−1. Recall that the active intervals of all the jobs in each category Ji
cannot overlap by any scheduler. We can thus infer that X(Jn,j) contains at most one

job J̃i from each category Ji (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) which satisfies I∗(Jn,j)
+ < d(J̃i) + p(J̃i).

Assume on the contrary that there are two jobs J̃i, J̃
′
i ∈ X(Jn,j)

⋂
Ji satisfying this

condition. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.3, either d(J̃i) + p(J̃i) ≤ a(J̃ ′i) or

d(J̃ ′i) + p(J̃ ′i) ≤ a(J̃i) holds. This implies that one of these two jobs must arrive after

time I∗(Jn,j)
+. On the other hand, by the definition of X(Jn,j), these two jobs have

their active intervals overlapping with Ij in the optimal schedule. So, they must both

arrive before I+
j = I∗(Jn,j)

+, which leads to a contradiction. Hence, there is at most
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one job J̃i ∈ X(Jn,j)
⋂
Ji satisfying I∗(Jn,j)

+ < d(J̃i) + p(J̃i). All the remaining jobs

J ∈ X(Jn,j)
⋂
Ji\{J̃i} must have their completion times d(J) + p(J) ≤ I∗(Jn,j)

+ = I+
j .

By the definition of X(Jn,j), J ’s active interval I∗(J) in the optimal schedule must be

fully contained in Ij. Since I∗(J)− ≤ d(J), J ’s starting deadline d(J) must also be in

Ij. As a result, J ’s active interval
[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)
induced by Classify-by-Duration

Batch+ must be fully contained in Ij. Therefore,

len

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
= len

( n−1⋃
i=1

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)∩Ji

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)))
+ len

([
d(Jn,j), d(Jn,j) + p(Jn,j)

))
≤ len

( n−1⋃
i=1

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)∩Ji\{J̃i}

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)))

+
n−1∑
i=1

len
([
d(J̃i), d(J̃i) + p(J̃i)

))
+ p(Jn,j)

≤ len(Ij) +
( n−1∑
i=1

p(J̃i)
)

+ p(Jn,j).

Since J̃i ∈ Ji and Jn,j ∈ Jn, we have p(J̃i) ≤ 1
αn−1−i · p(Jn,j). Note that I∗(Jn,j) ⊆ Ij, so

p(Jn,j) ≤ len(Ij). It follows that p(J̃i) ≤ 1
αn−1−i · len(Ij). Thus,

len

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
≤ len(Ij) +

( n−1∑
i=1

1

αn−1−i · len(Ij)
)

+ len(Ij)

< len(Ij) +
1

1− 1
α

· len(Ij) + len(Ij)

= (3 +
1

α− 1
) · len(Ij).
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Therefore,

spanCDB(Joverlap) = len

( ⋃
J∈Joverlap

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))

= len

( q⋃
j=1

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

)))

≤
q∑
j=1

len

( ⋃
J∈X(Jn,j)

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))

< (3 +
1

α− 1
) ·

q∑
i=1

len(Ij).

Hence, inequality (5.2) is proven. Based on (5.1) and (5.2), the CDB-to-optimal span

ratio of the job set J with n categories is bounded by 3 + 1
α−1

. By induction, the lemma

is proven. �

By Lemma 5.4, the CDB-to-optimal span ratio for the set of flag jobs F is bounded

by 3 + 1
α−1

, i.e., spanCDB(F)
spanmin(F)

≤ 3 + 1
α−1

. It is obvious that the minimum possible span of

any job set J is no less than that of its flag jobs F designated by Classify-by-Duration

Batch+, i.e., spanmin(J ) ≥ spanmin(F). Thus, by Lemma 5.3, we have

spanCDB(J )

spanmin(J )
≤ (α + 1) · spanCDB(F)

spanmin(F)
≤ 3α + 4 +

2

α− 1
.

It is easy to derive that (3α+ 4 + 2
α−1

) has a minimum value of 7 + 2
√

6 ≈ 11.9 when α

is set to 1 +
√

2
3
.

Theorem 5.7. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online setting,

the Classify-by-Duration Batch+ scheduler achieves a competitive ratio of 3α+ 4 + 2
α−1

,

where α is the max/min job processing length ratio for each job category. When setting

α = 1 +
√

2
3
, this scheduler is (7 + 2

√
6)-competitive.

5.3.3 Profit Scheduler

Although the Classify-by-Duration Batch+ scheduler can achieve a constant competitive

ratio, it schedules different categories of jobs independently, which may lose some oppor-

tunities to optimize the span. Moreover, Classify-by-Duration Batch+ does not make
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use of any runtime state in scheduling. In fact, with the knowledge of job processing

length, we can derive how much the active interval of a new job can overlap with those of

currently running jobs. This information would help decide whether starting a new job

can make effective use of the existing span. Motivated by this observation, we propose a

more competitive Profit scheduler that considers all the jobs as a whole.

The Profit scheduler determines the starting times of jobs in iterations. In each

iteration, the Profit scheduler waits until a job Jf pending execution hits its starting

deadline d(Jf ), i.e., Jf is the job with the earliest starting deadline among all pending

jobs. Such a job Jf is designated as the flag job of this iteration. If several jobs share

the same starting deadline, the one with the longest processing length is chosen as the

flag job. The Profit scheduler starts the flag job Jf at time d(Jf ). For each job J

that has arrived before time d(Jf ) but not yet started execution, if p(J) ≤ k · p(Jf )
(where k > 1 is an algorithm parameter), the Profit scheduler also starts job J at time

d(Jf ) in this iteration. This guarantees that at least 1
k

of J ’s active interval overlaps

with Jf ’s active interval in the span and such a job J is said to be profitable to job

Jf . Apart from this, if a job J arrives during the active interval of the flag job Jf and

satisfies p(J) ≤ k ·
(
d(Jf ) + p(Jf )− a(J)

)
, the Profit scheduler starts job J immediately

at its arrival a(J) in this iteration. Since the flag job Jf completes execution at time

d(Jf ) + p(Jf ), the above condition also ensures that at least 1
k

of J ’s active interval

overlaps with Jf ’s active interval in the span. Such a job J is also said to be profitable

to job Jf . Meanwhile, among all the pending jobs not profitable to job Jf , the Profit

scheduler watches for any job to hit its starting deadline. Once a job hits its starting

deadline, a new iteration is initiated and the above job starting process is repeated. Note

that by applying the Profit scheduler, the flag jobs of different iterations may be running

concurrently. As a result, it is possible that a new incoming job J is profitable to several

running flag jobs when it arrives. In this case, the scheduler starts job J immediately

and we can attribute J to any iteration of these flag jobs.

In the following text, we analyze the competitive ratio of the Profit scheduler. The

analysis framework bears some similarity to that for Classify-by-Processing-Length Batch+,

but is more sophisticated than the latter. Let F be all the flag jobs designated by the

Profit scheduler in the entire job set J . The following lemma describes the relation

between the spans induced by the Profit scheduler for J and F .
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Lemma 5.5. The span induced by the Profit scheduler for a set of jobs J is bounded by

k times the span of all the flag jobs F ⊆ J in the schedule.

Proof: This lemma can be proved in a similar way to Lemma 5.3. First, we show

that each job J started in an iteration with a flag job Jf must have its active interval

fall inside the time interval
[
d(Jf ), d(Jf ) + k · p(Jf )

)
. If J arrives before time d(Jf ), then

p(J) ≤ k · p(Jf ) and J is started at time d(Jf ). Then, the completion time of J satisfies

d(Jf ) + p(J) ≤ d(Jf ) + k · p(Jf ). If J arrives during the active interval of the flag job Jf ,

then p(J) ≤ k ·
(
d(Jf ) + p(Jf )− a(J)

)
and J is started at its arrival time a(J). Hence,

the completion time of job J satisfies

a(J) + p(J) ≤ a(J) + k ·
(
d(Jf ) + p(Jf )− a(J)

)
= a(J) + k · p(Jf )− k · (a(J)− d(Jf ))

< a(J) + k · p(Jf )− (a(J)− d(Jf ))

= d(Jf ) + k · p(Jf ).

Therefore, all the jobs started in an iteration with a flag job Jf must have their active

intervals fall inside
[
d(Jf ), d(Jf ) + k · p(Jf )

)
. As a result, the span of all the jobs J is

bounded by len
(⋃

J∈F
[
d(J), d(J) + k · p(J)

))
.

By applying the Profit scheduler, the active interval of each flag job Jf is
[
d(Jf ), d(Jf )+

p(Jf )
)
. Thus, the span of all the flag jobs designated by the Profit scheduler is

⋃
J∈F

[
d(J), d(J)+

p(J)
)
. Such a span may consist of multiple contiguous time intervals which are apart

from each other. Let I1, I2, . . . , Im (m ≥ 1) be these contiguous intervals. Then, the span

of all the flag jobs can be written as
∑m

i=1 len(Ii). We can divide all the flag jobs F into

m groups, such that the span of each job group Hi is Ii, i.e.,
⋃
J∈Hi

[
d(J), d(J) +p(J)

)
=[

minJ∈Hi d(J),maxJ∈Hi
(
d(J) + p(J)

))
= Ii. For each flag job J ∈ Hi, we have

d(J) ≥ minJ∈Hi d(J) = I−i and

d(J) + k · p(J) = k ·
(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− (k − 1) · d(J)

≤ k ·max
J∈Hi

(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− (k − 1) · min

J∈Hi
d(J)

= min
J∈Hi

d(J) + k ·
(

max
J∈Hi

(
d(J) + p(J)

)
− min

J∈Hi
d(J)

)
= I−i + k · len(Ii).
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Hence,
[
d(J), d(J) + k · p(J)

)
⊆
[
I−i , I

−
i + k · len(Ii)

)
. This suggests that the span of all

the jobs J is bounded by len
(⋃m

i=1

[
I−i , I

−
i +k · len(Ii)

))
. Since

⋃m
i=1

[
I−i , I

−
i +k · len(Ii)

)
has a total length capped by k ·

∑m
i=1 len(Ii), the lemma is proven. �

With Lemma 5.5, we only need to analyze the span for the flag jobs F . We start by

proving a useful lemma for the flag jobs F .

Lemma 5.6. For any two flag jobs designated by the Profit scheduler, the one with an

earlier starting deadline must be completed before the other one.

Proof: Let J1 and J2 be the flag jobs designated by the Profit scheduler in two dif-

ferent iterations. Note that d(J1) 6= d(J2). Otherwise, at their (same) starting deadlines,

the job with a longer processing length would be chosen as the flag job by the Profit

scheduler. Then, the other job is profitable to the flag job and will be started in the

same iteration so that it would not become a flag job itself.

Without loss of generality, suppose J1 has an earlier starting deadline than J2, i.e.,

d(J1) < d(J2). If a(J2) ≥ d(J1) + p(J1), then d(J2) + p(J2) > a(J2) ≥ d(J1) + p(J1). If

a(J2) < d(J1) + p(J1), since J2 is also a flag job and is started at its starting deadline

d(J2) > d(J1), J2 must not be profitable to J1. If J2 arrives before time d(J1), we have

p(J2) > k · p(J1) and thus d(J2) + p(J2) > d(J1) + k · p(J1) > d(J1) + p(J1). If J2 arrives

during J1’s active interval
[
d(J1), d(J1)+p(J1)

)
, we have p(J2) > k ·

(
d(J1)+p(J1)−a(J2)

)
and it follows that

d(J2) + p(J2) > a(J2) + k ·
(
d(J1) + p(J1)− a(J2)

)
> a(J2) +

(
d(J1) + p(J1)− a(J2)

)
= d(J1) + p(J1).

Therefore, in any case, J1 is completed before J2. �

For simplicity of presentation, we shall refer to the ratio between the spans induced

by the Profit scheduler and an optimal scheduler as the Profit-to-optimal span ratio. To

study the Profit-to-optimal span ratio, we construct a directed graph G(F , E) for the

set of flag jobs F as follows. For each flag job J ∈ F , let X(J) be the set of all the flag
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Figure 5.5: Constructing a graph for flag jobs
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jobs J ′ ∈ F satisfying a(J ′) < d(J) + p(J) and d(J) < d(J ′), i.e., J ′ arrives before J

completes and J ′ is started after J . Thus, J ′ must not be profitable to J . If X(J) 6= ∅,
then among all the jobs in X(J), we choose the job J̃ with the earliest starting deadline

and create an directed edge from J̃ to J in the graph G(F , E). Figure 5.5 shows an

example of graph construction. It can be shown that the graph constructed in this way

is a collection of trees (i.e., a forest).

Lemma 5.7. The directed graph G(F , E) is a collection of trees.

Proof: By definition, for each job J ∈ F with X(J) 6= ∅, there is only one job

J ′ ∈ X(J) which has an edge pointing to J . Moreover, no circle exists in G(F , E).

Otherwise, suppose a set of edges (J1, J2), (J2, J3), . . . , (Jm−1, Jm), (Jm, J1) ∈ E form a

circle. According to the definition of an edge (J ′, J) ∈ E, we have d(J) < d(J ′). Con-

sequently, d(J1) < d(Jm) < d(Jm−1) < · · · < d(J3) < d(J2) < d(J1), which leads to a

contradiction. Hence, the lemma is proven. �

Based on Lemma 5.7, for each edge (J ′, J) ∈ E, we refer to job J ′ as the parent of

job J , and refer to J as a child of J ′. By definition, if job J ′ is the parent of job J , J ′ is

the job with the earliest starting deadline in X(J). If X(J) = ∅ for a job J , we refer to

J as a root job. If a job J does not have any child, we call it a leaf job.

We next show that to study the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for all the flag jobs F , it

is equivalent to study the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for any tree in the graph G(F , E).

Lemma 5.8. Given a job J ∈ F , for each job J ′ ∈ X(J), there exists a path from J ′ to

J in the graph G(F , E).

Proof: Suppose job J is in a tree T of G(F , E). Let J1, J2, . . . , Jq, J be the sequence

of nodes along the path from the root job of tree T to J , i.e., J1 is the root job of T

and is the parent of J2, J2 is the parent of J3, . . . , and Jq is the parent of J . By the

definition of edges, we have d(J) < d(Jq) < d(Jq−1) < · · · < d(J1). We prove that

X(J) ⊆ {J1, J2, . . . , Jq} by contradiction.

Assume on the contrary that there exists a job J ′ ∈ X(J) such that J ′ /∈ {J1, J2, . . . , Jq}.
Since Jq is the parent of J , Jq has the earliest starting deadline among all the jobs in

X(J). Thus, d(J ′) > d(Jq).
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We first consider the case that d(Ji) < d(J ′) < d(Ji−1) for some i. Since J ′ ∈ X(J), we

have a(J ′) < d(J)+p(J). It follows from d(J) < d(Ji) and Lemma 5.6 that d(J)+p(J) <

d(Ji) + p(Ji). As a result, a(J ′) < d(Ji) + p(Ji) and thus J ′ ∈ X(Ji). The existence of

the edge (Ji−1, Ji) suggests that job Ji−1 has the earliest starting deadline among all the

jobs in X(Ji). Therefore, d(Ji−1) < d(J ′), which leads to a contradiction.

Next, we consider the case that d(J1) < d(J ′). Similarly, since a(J ′) < d(J) + p(J) <

d(J1) + p(J1), we have J ′ ∈ X(J1), but this contradicts the fact that X(J1) = ∅ since J1

is a root job.

Thus, it is proven that X(J) ⊆ {J1, J2, . . . , Jq}, which implies that there exists a path

from each job J ′ ∈ X(J) to job J . �

Lemma 5.9. If there is no path between two jobs J and J ′ in the graph G(F , E), the

active intervals of J and J ′ can never overlap with each other by any scheduler.

Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose d(J) < d(J ′). If a(J ′) < d(J) + p(J),

then J ′ ∈ X(J). According to Lemma 5.8, there exists a path from J ′ to J in the graph

G(F , E), which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, we have a(J ′) ≥ d(J) + p(J), i.e.,

job J ′ arrives no earlier than the latest possible completion time of job J . Thus, their

active intervals cannot overlap with each other by any scheduler. �

Lemma 5.10. The Profit-to-optimal span ratio for the flag jobs F is bounded by a con-

stant C if the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for the flag jobs in any tree of the graph G(F , E)

is bounded by C.

Proof: According to Lemma 5.7, we can decompose the directed graph G(F , E) into

a collection of trees T1(F1, E1), T2(F2, E2), . . . , Tm(Fm, Em), where m is an integer and

Fi is the set of flag jobs in tree Ti. For any two jobs J ∈ Fi and J ′ ∈ Fj (i 6= j), there

is no path between them in G(F , E). By Lemma 5.9, the active intervals of J and J ′

cannot overlap with each other by any scheduler. This suggests that an optimal schedule

for the job set Fi ∪ Fj can be obtained by simply combining the optimal schedules for

Fi and Fj, and thus spanmin(Fi ∪ Fj) = spanmin(Fi) + spanmin(Fj). Consequently,

spanmin(F) =
∑m

i=1 spanmin(Fi).
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Note that by applying the Profit scheduler, all the flag jobs are started at their starting

deadlines. Thus,

spanProfit(F) = len
( ⋃
J∈F

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
≤

m∑
i=1

len
( ⋃
J∈Fi

[
d(J), d(J) + p(J)

))
=

m∑
i=1

spanProfit(Fi).

If the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for any Fi is bounded by C, i.e., spanProfit(Fi) ≤
C · spanmin(Fi), it follows that

spanProfit(F) ≤
m∑
i=1

(
C · spanmin(Fi)

)
= C · spanmin(F).

Hence, the lemma is proven. �

We now focus on the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for a tree of flag jobs. In the

following, we prove an upper bound of 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

on the Profit-to-optimal span ratio

for any tree by an induction on the height of the tree — the number of edges along the

longest path between the root job and the leaf jobs in the tree.

First, consider a tree with a height of 0, i.e., there is only one job J in the tree. Then,

the span induced by any scheduler is exactly p(J). Thus, the Profit-to-optimal span ratio

for such a tree is 1, which is bounded by 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

.

Suppose that the Profit-to-optimal span ratio is bounded by 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

for any tree

with a height no more than (n− 1). According to Lemma 5.10, this upper bound of the

span ratio also holds for a directed graph consisting of a collection of trees, each with a

height no more than (n− 1). We now show that this upper bound also holds for any tree

T with a height of n.

Let JT be the set of flag jobs in T . Consider an optimal schedule on JT in which the

active interval of each job J ∈ JT is I∗(J), i.e., spanmin(JT ) = len
(⋃

J∈JT I
∗(J)

)
. We

start by determining a lower bound on the span induced by this optimal schedule. Note

that
⋃
J∈JT I

∗(J) may consist of multiple contiguous time intervals. Let Jroot be the root
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Figure 5.6: An optimal schedule on tree T

job of T and let IS denote the contiguous interval that Jroot’s active interval I∗(Jroot) falls

in. As illustrated in Figure 5.6, we define an interval Imiddle = [I−S , I
∗(Jroot)

+), i.e., Imiddle

is left delimited by the starting point of IS and it is right delimited by the ending point of

Jroot’s active interval. It is obvious that I∗(Jroot) ⊆ Imiddle and thus p(Jroot) ≤ len(Imiddle).

Then, we define Jmiddle as the set of all the jobs J ∈ JT satisfying I∗(J) ⊆ Imiddle or

I∗(J)− < I+
middle < I∗(J)+, i.e., these jobs have their active intervals either fully contained

in Imiddle or crossing the ending point of Imiddle. Obviously, Jroot ∈ Jmiddle. Let Jleft be

the set of all the jobs J ∈ JT satisfying I∗(J)+ < I−middle. Let Jright be the set of all the

jobs other than Jleft and Jmiddle, i.e., Jright = JT\(Jleft ∪ Jmiddle). Apparently, each

job J ∈ Jright satisfies I∗(J)− ≥ I+
middle = I∗(Jroot)

+. We can therefore establish a lower

bound on the span induced by the optimal schedule as

spanmin(JT ) ≥ len
( ⋃
J∈Jleft

I∗(J)
)

+ len(Imiddle) + len
( ⋃
J∈Jright

I∗(J)
)

≥ spanmin(Jleft) + len(Imiddle) + spanmin(Jright), (5.3)

where spanmin(Jleft) and spanmin(Jright) are the spans induced by the optimal schedulers

on Jleft and Jright respectively.

Next, we prove that the span induced by the Profit scheduler for JT has the following

upper bound:

spanProfit(JT )

≤ (2 +
1

k
+

1

k − 1
) ·
(

spanmin(Jleft) + len(Imiddle) + spanmin(Jright)
)
. (5.4)
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Note that all the jobs in JT are flag jobs. Thus, by applying the Profit scheduler,

each job in JT is started at its starting deadline. It follows that

spanProfit(JT ) = len
( ⋃
J∈JT

[d(J), d(J) + p(J))
)

≤ len
( ⋃
J∈Jleft

[d(J), d(J) + p(J))
)

+ len
( ⋃
J∈Jmiddle

[d(J), d(J) + p(J))
)

+ len
( ⋃
J∈Jright

[d(J), d(J) + p(J))
)

= spanProfit(Jleft) + spanProfit(Jmiddle) + spanProfit(Jright).

It can be shown that by applying the graph construction technique for the job set Jleft,
Jleft must form a collection of trees, each with a height no more than (n − 1). Let

G′(Jleft, Eleft) be the graph constructed for Jleft. For each edge (J, J ′) ∈ Eleft, by

definition, we have J ∈ X(J ′). It follows from Lemma 5.8 that there exists a path from

J to J ′ in the tree T of jobs JT . Thus, every path in G′ remains and cannot become

shorter in T . Note that Jroot /∈ Jleft is a root job that has a path to every node in

T . Therefore, the longest path in T must be longer than that in G′. This implies that

each tree in G′ has a height at most (n− 1). According to the induction hypothesis and

Lemma 5.10, the Profit-to-optimal span ratio of Jleft is bounded by 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

, i.e.,

spanProfit(Jleft) ≤ (2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

) · spanmin(Jleft). Similarly, we have spanProfit(Jright) ≤
(2 + 1

k
+ 1

k−1
) · spanmin(Jright). What remains is to show that spanProfit(Jmiddle) ≤

(2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

) · len(Imiddle).

Recall that each job in Jmiddle is started at its starting deadline by the Profit sched-

uler. This suggests that the starting time of each job J ∈ Jmiddle determined by the

Profit scheduler must be no earlier than I∗(J)−. Let J1, J2, . . . , Jm be all the jobs in

Jmiddle\{Jroot} sorted in an increasing order of their starting deadlines. Since Jroot is the

root job, by the definition of edges, Jroot must have a later starting deadline than all the

other jobs in Jmiddle. As a result, we have d(J1) < d(J2) < · · · < d(Jm) < d(Jroot). Let Ji

be the highest-indexed job satisfying d(Ji) ≤ I∗(Jroot)
+, if there exists at least one such

job. For notational convenience, if such a job does not exist (i.e., I∗(Jroot)
+ < d(J1)), we

define i = 0.

We first show that the span induced by the Profit scheduler for jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Ji} is

at most len(Imiddle) + 1
k
· p(Jroot). According to Lemma 5.6, the jobs J1, J2, . . . , Ji must
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be completed no later than time d(Ji) + p(Ji). If d(Ji) + p(Ji) ≤ I∗(Jroot)
+, all these jobs

must have their active intervals fully contained in Imiddle. Consequently, the span induced

by the Profit scheduler for these jobs is at most len(Imiddle). If d(Ji) + p(Ji) > I∗(Jroot)
+,

the span induced by the Profit scheduler for jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Ji} is at most

len
(

[I−middle, d(Ji) + p(Ji))
)

= len(Imiddle) + len
(

[I∗(Jroot)
+, d(Ji) + p(Ji))

)
.(5.5)

Since I∗(Jroot)
+ ∈ [d(Ji), d(Ji)+p(Ji)), Jroot must arrive before Ji completes in the Profit

schedule. This implies that Jroot is not profitable to Ji. If Jroot arrives earlier than time

d(Ji), we have p(Jroot) > k · p(Ji). It follows from d(Ji) ≤ I∗(Jroot)
+ that

p(Jroot) > k ·
(
d(Ji) + p(Ji)− I∗(Jroot)+

)
= k · len

(
[I∗(Jroot)

+, d(Ji) + p(Ji))
)
.

If Jroot arrives during Ji’s active interval [d(Ji), d(Ji) + p(Ji)), we have p(Jroot) > k ·(
d(Ji) + p(Ji)− a(Jroot)

)
. Note that a(Jroot) ≤ I∗(Jroot)

− < I∗(Jroot)
+. Hence, we have

p(Jroot) > k ·
(
d(Ji) + p(Ji)− I∗(Jroot)+

)
= k · len

(
[I∗(Jroot)

+, d(Ji) + p(Ji))
)
.

Therefore, by inequality (5.5), the span for the jobs {J1, J2, . . . , Ji} is always bounded

by len(Imiddle) + 1
k
· p(Jroot).

We next show that if i < m, p(Jj+1) > k · p(Jj) holds for each i + 1 ≤ j ≤ m − 1,

and p(Jroot) > k · p(Jm). By the definition of Jmiddle, we have I∗(Jj+1)− < I∗(Jroot)
+.

It follows that a(Jj+1) ≤ I∗(Jj+1)− < I∗(Jroot)
+ < d(Ji+1) ≤ d(Jj). Thus, when job

Jj is started at its starting deadline d(Jj), Jj+1 must have arrived and is not profitable

to Jj, which suggests that p(Jj+1) > k · p(Jj). Similarly, since a(Jroot) ≤ I∗(Jroot)
− <

I∗(Jroot)
+ < d(Ji+1) ≤ d(Jm), Jroot is not profitable to Jm. Hence, p(Jroot) > k · p(Jm).

Together, these relations suggest that p(Jj) <
1

km+1−j · p(Jroot) for each i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
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Therefore, the span induced by the Profit scheduler for Jmiddle satisfies

spanProfit(Jmiddle)

≤ len
( i⋃
j=1

[d(Jj), d(Jj) + p(Jj))
)

+ len
( m⋃
j=i+1

[d(Jj), d(Jj) + p(Jj))
)

+ len
(

[d(Jroot), d(Jroot) + p(Jroot))
)

≤ len(Imiddle) +
1

k
· p(Jroot) +

m∑
j=i+1

p(Jj) + p(Jroot)

< len(Imiddle) + (1 +
1

k
) · p(Jroot) +

( ∞∑
h=1

1

kh

)
· p(Jroot)

= len(Imiddle) + (1 +
1

k
+

1

k − 1
) · p(Jroot)

≤ (2 +
1

k
+

1

k − 1
) · len(Imiddle).

Hence, inequality (5.4) is proven. According to inequality (5.3), the Profit-to-optimal

span ratio for the flag jobs JT in a tree T with a height of n is bounded by 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

.

By induction, we can conclude that the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for any tree of flag

jobs is bounded by 2 + 1
k

+ 1
k−1

.

By Lemma 5.10, the Profit-to-optimal span ratio for all the flag jobs F is bounded by

2+ 1
k

+ 1
k−1

. It is apparent that the minimum possible span of any job set J is no less than

that of its flag jobs F designated by the Profit scheduler, i.e., spanmin(J ) ≥ spanmin(F).

Thus, by Lemma 5.5, we have

spanProfit(J )

spanmin(J )
≤
k · spanProfit(F)

spanmin(F)
≤ 2k + 1 +

k

k − 1
= 2k + 2 +

1

k − 1
.

It is easy to derive that 2k + 2 + 1
k−1

has a minimum value of 4 + 2
√

2 ≈ 6.9 when k is

set to 1 +
√

2
2

.

Theorem 5.8. For the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online setting,

the Profit scheduler achieves a competitive ratio of 2k+2+ 1
k−1

. When setting k = 1+
√

2
2

,

this scheduler is (2
√

2 + 4)-competitive.
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5.4 The Generalized MinUsageTime DBP Problem

In this section, we study a generalization version of MinUsageTime DBP where each item

is given a laxity for its starting. Specifically, let each item r be specified by an arrival

time a(r), a starting deadline d(r), a processing length p(r) and a size s(r), such that

r has to be started between a(r) and d(r). Once started, item r must be placed into

a bin and stay in the bin for a processing length p(r) without interruption. The total

size of the items placed in a bin can never exceed the bin capacity at any time. The

target of the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem remains to minimize the total

usage time of all the bins used. In the following text, we study the online version of

generalized MinUsageTime DBP by applying the schedulers proposed in the previous

sections and the online packing algorithms proposed in Chapter 3 together. We provide

the competitive analysis of each algorithm for the problem in the non-clairvoyant online

and clairvoyant online settings separately.

For the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem, two lower bounds on the optimal

solution can be easily established given a set of items R:

Proposition 5.1. OPTGDBP (R) ≥
∑

r∈R

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
.

Proposition 5.2. OPTGDBP (R) ≥ spanmin(R).

We first consider the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem in the non-clairvoyant

online setting. Given an item set R, we apply the Batch+ scheduler to determine the

starting times of the items and the First Fit packing algorithm to pack the items into

bins. We next show that this strategy achieves a competitive ratio between 2µ + 1 and

2µ+ 3, where µ represents the max/min item processing length ratio.

From (3.8) in Chapter 3, we know that given an instance R′ of the MinUsageTime

DBP problem, the total bin usage time by applying the First Fit packing algorithm is

bounded by

(µ+ 2) ·
∑
r∈R′

(
s(r) · len(I(r))

)
+ span(R′).
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Let BF (R) denote the total bin usage time by applying the Batch+ scheduler and First

Fit packing for an instance R. Then, by the result of Theorem 5.3, we have

BF (R) ≤ (µ+ 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
+ spanBatch+(R)

≤ (µ+ 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
+ (µ+ 1) · spanmin(R)

≤ (2µ+ 3) ·OPTGDBP (R),

where the last inequality follows from the bounds given in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2.

Now, we construct an instance to show that the competitive ratio of applying the

Batch+ scheduler and First Fit packing together is no less than 2µ + 1. Consider two

groups of items. One group contains m short items, each with a size 1 − 1
2m

, a laxity

of 0 and a processing length of 1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the ith short item arrives at

time t = (i − 1)(µ + 1). The other group contains 2m long items, each with a size 1
2m

,

a starting deadline of m(µ + 1) and a processing length of µ. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the

(2i− 1)th and the (2i)th long items arrive at the same time t = (i− 1)(µ+ 1) + (1− ε),

where ε > 0 can be arbitrarily small.

By applying Batch+ and First Fit packing, the ith short item and the (2i − 1)th

and the (2i)th long items are started in the ith iteration. The ith short item and the

(2i− 1)th long item are packed into the same bin and the (2i)th long item is packed into

another bin. Thus, a total bin usage time of m(2µ+ 1− ε) is induced. A better solution

is to let all the long items be started at their same starting deadline and packed into one

bin. Let each short item be started when it arrives and packed into a separate bin. This

strategy yields a total bin usage time of m + µ. Therefore, the competitive ratio is at

least m(2µ+1−ε)
m+µ

, which can be made arbitrarily close to 2µ+ 1 as m goes towards infinity.

For the generalized MinUsageTime DBP problem in the clairvoyant online setting, we

can apply the classify-by-duration strategy to classify all the itemsR into categories upon

their arrivals. For each item category Ri, we apply the Profit scheduler to determine the

starting times of the items and the First Fit packing algorithm to pack the items. Let

α be the max/min item processing length ratio for each item category. Then, we can
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bound the total bin usage time of this strategy by

CPF (R) ≤
dlogα µe+1∑

i=1

(
(α + 2) ·

∑
r∈Ri

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
+ spanProfit(Ri)

)

≤
dlogα µe+1∑

i=1

(
(α + 2) ·

∑
r∈Ri

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
+ (2
√

2 + 4) · spanmin(Ri)

)

= (α + 2) ·
dlogα µe+1∑

i=1

(∑
r∈Ri

(
s(r) · p(r)

))
+ (2
√

2 + 4) ·
dlogα µe+1∑

i=1

spanmin(Ri)

≤ (α + 2) ·
∑
r∈R

(
s(r) · p(r)

)
+ (2
√

2 + 4) ·
dlogα µe+1∑

i=1

spanmin(R)

≤ (α + 2) ·OPTGDBP (R) + (2
√

2 + 4) · (dlogα µe+ 1) ·OPTGDBP (R)

=
(
α + (2

√
2 + 4) · dlogα µe+ 2

√
2 + 6

)
·OPTGDBP (R),

where the last inequality follows from the bounds given in Propositions 5.1 and 5.2.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have studied the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the online set-

tings. In the non-clairvoyant online setting, we have established a lower bound of µ on

the competitive ratio of any deterministic online scheduler, where µ is the max/min job

processing length ratio among all the jobs to schedule. We have proposed two O(µ)-

competitive online schedulers: Batch and Batch+. We have further considered a special

case in which all the jobs have the same laxity. We have shown that no deterministic

online scheduler can achieve a competitive ratio less than 2, and the Batch scheduler

can achieve a competitive ratio of 3 in this case. In the clairvoyant online setting, we

have established a lower bound of 2 on the competitive ratio of any deterministic online

scheduler. We have proposed two O(1)-competitive schedulers: Classify-by-Duration

Batch+ and Profit. Finally, we have shown that the schedulers proposed for the Flexible

Job Scheduling problem can be used to generalize the MinUsageTime DBP problem to

model flexible jobs.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied three combinatorial optimization problems related to jobs

scheduling to minimize server usage time, which are the MinUsageTime DBP problem,

the Energy-Efficient Job Scheduling problem and the Flexible Job Scheduling problem.

These problems are motivated by issues arising from cloud computing and energy-efficient

computing. We summarize the major contributions of the thesis in Figure 6.1.

6.2 Future Directions

The research described in this thesis has attracted some follow-up work. Azar and Vain-

stein [12] recently established a lower bound of Ω(
√

log µ) on the competitive ratio of

any deterministic online packing algorithm for the MinUsageTime DBP problem in the

clairvoyant online setting and gave a matching O(
√

log µ)-competitive Hybrid algorithm

to close the gap. Concurrent and independent to our work, Koehler and Khuller [49]

proposed a 5-competitive Doubler scheduler for the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in

the clairvoyant online setting.

Two results of the MinUsageTime DBP problem and the Flexible Job Scheduling

problem can still be possibly improved. As introduced in Section 3.4.2, we know that

for the MinUsageTime DBP problem, the approximation factor of 4 is mostly due to the

overlapping between items placed inside the demand chart by applying the 2-allocation

technique. An open question is whether there exist some better strategies to apply the
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 MinUsageTime DBP Energy-Efficient Job 
Scheduling 

Flexible Job Scheduling 

non-
clairvoyant 
online 
setting 

Lower Bound: 𝜇 (for any 
deterministic online algorithm, 
Li et al. [55]) 
 
Upper Bound: 𝜇 + 3 (the First 
Fit packing algorithm, Section 
3.2.2) 

Lower Bound: 𝜇 (for any 
deterministic online algorithm, 
Li et al. [55]) 
 
Upper Bound: 𝜇 + 9 (the 
Modified First Fit algorithm, 
Section 4.3.3) 
 

Lower Bound: 𝜇 (for any 
deterministic online algorithm, 
Section 5.2.1) 
 
Upper Bound: 𝜇 + 1 (the 
Batch+ scheduler, Section 
5.2.2) 

clairvoyant 
online 
setting 

Lower Bound: Ω(√ log𝜇
log log𝜇

) 

(for any deterministic online 
algorithm, Section 3.3.1) 
 
Upper Bound: 𝑂(log 𝜇)  (the 
Classify-by-Duration First Fit 
packing algorithm, Section 
3.3.2) 

Lower Bound: Ω(√log 𝜇) (for 
any deterministic online 
algorithm, Azar and Vainstein, 
[12]) 
 
Upper Bound: 𝑂(√log 𝜇)  
(Section 4.3.4) 

Lower Bound: 2 (for any 
deterministic online algorithm, 
Section 5.3.1) 
 
Upper Bound: 4 + 2√2 (the 
Profit scheduler, Section 
5.3.3) 
 

offline 
setting 

Upper Bound: 4 (the Dual 
Coloring algorithm, Section 
3.4.2) 

Upper Bound: 5 (Section 
4.3.2) 

Polynomial-time solvable via 
dynamic programming 
(Khandekar et al. [45]) 

 

Figure 6.1: A summary of the competitiveness and approximation bounds

2-allocation technique and thus achieve a better approximation factor. This question

deserves to be carefully thought for further studying the MinUsageTime DBP problem.

Besides, for the Flexible Job Scheduling problem in the clairvoyant online setting, we

have known that the competitiveness of this problem has a lower bound of 2. The best

known upper bound is 5 [49]. Closing the gap is an interesting issue for further study.

Besides, in this thesis, we have focused on studying the three problems with deter-

ministic algorithms. For each problem, we have established the lower bound on the

competitive ratio of any deterministic online algorithm and we propose deterministic on-

line and approximation algorithms. On the other hand, for many combinatorial problems,

randomized algorithms are also commonly used and they may provide better solutions. In

our context of job scheduling, randomization can be performed on the machine to assign

when there are multiple machines available to process a job. Studying the three problems

by means of randomization is an interesting direction for further work. Moreover, the

bounds we have derived represent the worst case performance of the algorithms relative

to the optimum across all the possible inputs to the problems. Conducting simulation

evaluation for particular workload inputs is another valuable direction for further study.
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We further suggest the following two optimization problems to be addressed in the

future work.

1. Throughput Maximization Problem with Bounded Usage Time Given a

set of interval jobs J and a budget of machine usage time T , each job in J is

associated with a size, an arrival time, a departure time and a weight. A subset of

jobs J ′ is to be selected from J and scheduled onto machines such that the total

usage time of the machines used does not exceed T . The target is to maximize the

total weight of the selected jobs.

2. A Skyline Variant of the MinUsageTime DBP Problem A set of jobs J
are to be scheduled onto the machines. Each job J ∈ J is specified by a size s(J),

an arrival time and a departure time. Once a job arrives, it must be placed onto a

machine immediately and run for the period from its arrival to its departure without

interruption. The total size of the jobs placed on any machine cannot exceed the

machine capacity at any time. Besides, a function h : J → R has to be decided

such that [h(Ji), h(Ji) + s(Ji))
⋂

[h(Jj), h(Jj) + s(Jj)) = ∅ for any two overlapping

jobs Ji, Jj ∈ J placed onto the same machine. Same as the MinUsageTime DBP

problem, the target is to minimize the total usage time of the machines used.

The first optimization problem is a natural dual problem of the MinUsageTime DBP

problem and can be used to model the following issue: given a budget on renting the

cloud servers for processing jobs, how to select a subset of most valuable jobs and sched-

ule them onto the cloud servers, such that the total cost does not exceed the budget?

Unfortunately, no results on the general case of this problem are available so far. The

second optimization problem is a skyline variant of the MinUsageTime DBP problem

that views the computational resources on a machine as a spectrum. Each job must

occupy a continuous “range” of computational resources for execution. It is easy to see

that this resource model stems from the Dynamic Storage Allocation problem [38]. We

shall consider this problem in the future.
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